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Abstract
This thesis investigates the agency costs and moral hazard associated with the new
capital regulation for banks in the event of balance-sheet losses. The recent introduction
of "Bail-in" provisions, under which unsecured creditors must contribute to banks’ res-
cue through recapitalisation, and the regulatory stipulation of higher equity requirements,
will have profound effects on the traditional agency relationships between shareholders and
bondholders of banks. These Bail-in provisions imply, "Deviations from the Absolute Pri-
ority Rule" (DAPR). This dissertation undertakes quantitative and qualitative analyses of
the new Bail-In structures, focusing on their microeconomic consequences that lead to per-
verse incentives of the equityholders and subsequently propose practical solutions to the
identified problems. The first main result reveals that Bail-in could actually aggravate the
agency costs by intensifying the "wealth transfer" from bondholders to equityholders. The
second main result is to demonstrate that enforcing higher monitoring costs to the bond-
holders reduces equityholders’ incentive for moral hazard via higher cost of capital. The
use of financial and non-financial covenants within the "Bail-In-Able Debt" indenture has
been proposed as practical solutions to facilitate bondholders’ monitoring efforts. However,
close to the Point of Non-Viability covenants are no longer effective as the risk of DAPR
looms, and the equityholders are tempted to attempt "gamble-for-resurrection". To atten-
uate this distortion of shareholder incentives, Bail-in provision must impose some cost on
shareholders. They could be made to face significant dilution, through a fair debt-to-equity
swap with bondholders at market prices, or face full dilution via private expropriation by
a new shareholder base that we term "Contingent Equity Base". This is the third main
result. Overall, this dissertation makes a significant step forward into the understanding
iof the microeconomic consequences of the new bank’s capital regulation in general and the
Contingent Convertibles in particular whilst offering practical solutions to the problems.
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Summary of Thesis
This thesis investigates the agency costs and moral hazard associated with the
new capital regulation for banks ("Basel III"). It is concerned with the aggravation of
the perverse incentives from shareholders as we believe their "appetite" to increase risk, as
the solvency of the bank deteriorates, increases relative to the previous regulatory frame-
work ("Basel II"). We believe so as the new capital regulation under Basel III replaces
"Bail-out" (the regulator rescues the bank protecting stakeholders’ investment including
equityholders) for "Bail-in" (where both equity and bondholders rescue the bank before
any regulator intervention but the latter takes losses before the former’s investment is fully
consumed). This new restructuring proceeding is articulated statutorily through resolution
regimes (regulator has power to impose losses on stakeholders) or contractually through
Contingent Convertibles ("CoCos"). A CoCo is a fixed income bond (dated or perpetual)
that absorbs losses via equity conversion or principal writedown/off once a minimum sol-
vency ratio has been breached (usually the Core Tier 1 - equity minus intangibles in a
nutshell- falls below 7 percent or 5 percent).
In the event of balance-sheet losses for an investment/commercial bank, the Ab-
solute Priority Rule (APR) specifies the pecking order whereby banks must meet their
liabilities. In particular, the banks’ depositors or bondholders should not bear losses until
equityholders have been fully impaired. Then, the pecking order follows on with bond-
holders and ultimately with unsecured depositors. However, due to the convex nature of
the equityholders’ payoff - the loss is limited to the value of their holdings while the po-
tential profit is limitless - leads to an agency problem where equityholders are incentivised
to take sub-optimal high risks. Since some banks are systemic entities, financial regula-
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tors tend to rescue troubled banks (Bail-out) to minimise financial instability and prevent
depositor runs. Historically such Bail-outs have exacerbated the intrinsic moral hazard
within the banking industry. The recent introduction of Bail-in provisions under Basel III,
whereby unsecured creditors must contribute to banks’ rescue through recapitalisation, and
the regulatory stipulation of higher equity requirements, will have profound effects on the
traditional agency relationships between the shareholders and bondholders of banks. These
Bail-in provisions imply, "Deviations from the Absolute Priority Rule" (DAPR). The CoCo,
the most illustrative example of the Bail-in provisions, stipulates that should the solvency
of the banks fall below a threshold, bondholders are written down/off or converted into
equity whilst there is still equity left in the bank’s balance sheet. This feature alters the
traditional pecking order of the APR that gives rise to perverse incentives which we believe
they are even higher from those existing under the old banks’ capital regulation.
This dissertation undertakes quantitative and qualitative analysis of the new Bail-
In provisions, more particularly on CoCos, focusing on the microeconomic consequences
that leads to perverse incentives of the equityholders. It subsequently proposes practical
solutions to the identified problems. Moreover, it conducts an empirical analysis on the
impact of Bail-in and CoCos on the cost of capital of banks to prove that the WACC of the
banks is poised to rise under the new bank’s capital regulation. The increasing cost of debt
more than outweighs the decreasing cost of equity stemming from the higher overall equity
requirements.
The thesis initiates with a comprehensive assessment of both Basel II and III with
special emphasis on the structure of the Bail-in framework and CoCos to stand the reader
on good stead to progress on the subsequent chapters in which a thorough analytical study
is undertaken to demonstrate the increasing agency costs arising from the breach of the
APR.
There are several practical results emanating from this thesis.
The first main result reveals that Bail-in could actually aggravate the agency costs
by intensifying the "wealth transfer" from bondholders to equityholders. Academics such
as Berg and Kaserer (2011) have studied the inducing risk taking effect ("wealth transfer")
of the CoCo bonds. However, our conceptual approach and our analytical framework are
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different from theirs since we tackle the agency cost problem from both the wealth transfer
and the value destruction angles (in depth review in Chapter 5). Furthermore, we also
determine that both Bail-in provisions and CoCos create incentives for bondholders to
monitor the investment choices of managers, as the former are exposed to losses even when
the bank is still operationally viable (going concern bank). The costs of monitoring are
ultimately borne by shareholders via higher cost of capital ("Pigouvian tax").
In addition to this, we also underscore that the new CoCo structures amplify the
agency costs compared with the traditional banks’ restructuring with debt-to-equity swaps,
given the uneconomical terms for bondholders in the event of a bank restructuring. We
term it "NADES" ("Non Admissible Debt to Equity Swap") given bondholders’ debt to
equity swap terms are set in advance in the bond documentation and thus, Coco holders
have no negotiation power during the restructuring process. This is a stark contrast with
the traditional restructuring proceedings for "distressed" firms in which both shareholders
and bondholders collaborate together to facilitate the prompt recovery of the company to
quickly emerge from restructuring. Bondholders are at the mercy of shareholders.
This and others are all new features which have not been addressed previously by
the academic world and we endeavour to explain in detail.
The second main result here is that, using a novel indifference curve analysis,
enforcing higher monitoring costs to bondholders reduces equityholders’ incentive for moral
hazard via higher cost of capital. We propose using financial and non-financial covenants
within the CoCo bonds to facilitate bondholders’ monitoring efforts. These covenants are
contractual clauses that limit the banks’ ability to increase leverage or reduce solvency
to extract wealth from bondholders. However, agency costs are not entirely mitigated
through the use of these covenants. Once the bank’s solvency deteriorates towards the
PONV (Point of Non Viability for the bank. Take 7 percent Core Tier 1), covenants are no
longer effective as the risk of DAPR looms, and the equityholders are tempted to attempt
"gamble-for-resurrection".
The third result is that, in order to fully remove this distortion of shareholder
incentives, we believe Bail-in provision must impose some cost on shareholders. These can
be articulated in various ways:
- Force equityholders to face significant dilution, through a fair debt-to-equity swap
with bondholders at market prices (and not at contractual prices as set by the CoCo bond
indenture).
- Face full dilution via private expropriation by a new shareholder base. This is
our new radical proposal, the CEB (Contingent Capital Base) structure.
The former aims to tackle the agency cost whereas the latter seeks to mitigate
the intrinsic moral hazard of the banking industry. Only when shareholders stand to lose
their entire investment can moral hazard be attenuated. The CEB facilitates a scheme
that enables the bank to operate as a going concern after incumbent equityholders have
been fully expropriated thereby eliminating the perverse incentive of Bail-in and CoCos
since shareholders face, since the beginning, the possibility of losing their entire investment
(without putting the bank into resolution).
Overall, this dissertation makes a significant step forward into the understanding
of the microeconomic consequences of the new bank’s capital regulation in general, and
the Contingent Convertibles in particular. It proposes innovative solutions to mitigate the
intrinsic agency costs embedded in the new financial regulation and potentially erases the
inherent moral hazard of the banking industry. We believe this innovative and cutting edge
piece of academic work seeks to tackle (rather than highlighting) the intrinsic aggravation
of the agency costs (via perverse incentives) embedded within the Bail-in provisions, in
particular within CoCos.
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
The 2008 financial crisis triggered unforeseeable economic, social and political con-
sequences. Moreover, it prompted an overhaul of the previous banking regulatory frame-
work, namely, Basel II. Basel II has been criticized for its inability to properly model
banks’ investment risks as well as for the lack of going concern loss-absorbing of its capital
instruments (subordinate debt). Moreover, the lack of standardized liquidity and funding
ratios within the regulatory scheme discouraged banks from holding liquid assets. However,
they were encouraged to run balance sheet duration mismatches which eventually insti-
gated widespread Bail-outs. Basel III, the new regulatory framework, is now underway and
seeks to address banking regulation from three fronts: solvency (higher equity requirements
coupled with lower leverage and loss-absorbing capital), liquidity and funding (more liquid
assets to cope with sudden liquidity collapses and better duration matching between assets
and liabilities).
Basel III aims to dampen moral hazard and risk taking from banks (overinvest-
ment) and reduce the debt overhang (underinvestment) that hampers investment and lend-
ing when capital levels are low. Previously, any systemic bank fallout was dealt with by
the regulator (and ultimately the tax payers) through public funds-based capital injections
to avoid general panic in the system and the negative knock-on effect on the real economy.
This was the so-called Bail-out where the regulator stepped in and recapitalized the bank
to restore solvency. From now on, banks’ private investors, (including equityholders and
2bondholders) will participate in any recapitalization exercise by assuming losses on a going
concern basis to mitigate the negative repercussions of a bank’s liquidation. Going forward
in ailing bank, shareholders will take the first loss and, from that point, bondholders, ei-
ther through contractual (bond documentation) or statutory (regulator through Resolution
Regimes is allowed to impair unsecured bondholders at his own discretion) means will take
the second loss upon a regulatory event (when losses breach a solvency trigger). Under the
traditional absolute priority rule (APR), bondholders should not bear losses until share-
holders have been wiped out. Since the banks are systemic entities, the regulator has so
far largely rescued troubled banks ("Bail-out") to minimize market disruptions and deposit
runs, which have historically exacerbated the intrinsic moral hazard of the banking indus-
try. The introduction of going concern Bail-in and higher equity requirements will have a
profound effect on the traditional agency relationships within a bank, namely shareholders
vs bondholders. We argue that the current regulatory framework could actually lead to an
aggravation of the agency costs (and potentially worsen the intrinsic moral hazard of the
business) due to an intensification of the wealth transfer from bondholders to equityholders
owing to the DAPR1. The current structure of the “Bail-in able debt” (CoCo - Contingent
Convertible or Principal Writedown Based Bonds) also magnifies the agency costs as we
argue in the thesis. Thus, this thesis undertakes quantitative and qualitative analysis of
these new structure from a microeconomics standpoint and we also propose some practical
solutions to tackle the inherent agency cost of Bail-in.
The thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 offers an extensive literature review
of the most relevant academic contribution on agency costs, Bail-in and CoCos. Chapter
3 offers an overview of the traditional agency cost theories where the main agency prob-
lems are highlighted which will serve as a preamble of the following sections. Chapter 4
introduces the current (Basel II) and future capital structure (Basel III) of banks as well
as the introduction of new concepts such as Bail-in, contingent capital, TLAC (Total Loss
Absorbing Capacity) etc. Basel III is proposing two types of contingent bonds within its
Bail-in framework: CoCo (Contingent Conversion into shares) and “Bail-in able” bonds
1Deviation from the Absolute Priority Rule.
3in the form of Permanent Principal Writedown/Off (PPW). As we argue throughout the
thesis, the latter illustrates the stark DAPR from the new Basel III capital structure that
aggravates, instead of alleviate, the agency costs. As we transition into Basel III, bondhold-
ers will no longer evaluate their debt instruments on a PD basis (Probability of Default)
but on PB (Probability of Bail-in) one which will prompt them to incorporate this higher
investment risk into the bonds. They will also drive future relationships between bondhold-
ers and equityholders, thereby altering the agency costs within the bank. Chapter 4 also
conducts a thorough review of the CoCo market, trends, performance and investor base
to name a few, in order to enable the reader to familiriase with this new capital eligible
security for banks.
In Chapter 5 we investigate the main shortcomings of the new financial regulation
as a whole and of the CoCos in particular, which is the overlook of the impact on the agency
costs. We first describe in detail the payoffs for several Bail-out and Bail-in scenarios laying
out the set up and the assumptions underpinning each of them to prove that Bail-in leads
to perverse incentives. As we move on, two elements of agency costs are investigated. The
first is the wealth-transfer problem, where the equityholders are incentivized to embark
on riskier projects because of the long option position held by them, and "sold" by the
guarantors: the government in the Government Bail-out case and the bondholders in the
Bail-in cases. Higher volatility of the projects’ values means higher option value, leading to
wealth being transferred from the guarantors to the equityholders. The second is the value
destruction problem, where in a falling solvency scenario the equityholders are tempted to
"gamble-for-resurrection", i.e. sacrifice value for higher volatility. We investigate these as
the unintended consequences of the deviation from absolute priority rules (DAPR) once
the CoCo has been converted. We also discuss the trade-off between risk and returns
(value) for equityholders under four different restructuring scenarios (Full Expropriation,
Writedown/Off Bail-in CoCo, Bail-out with ordinary/preference shares, Equity Conversion
Bail-in CoCo) using indifferent curves (a la Jensen and Meckling (1976)) to analytically
prove that Bail-in in general and CoCos in particular lead to an aggravation of the agency
costs and wealth transfer. We also underscore that agency costs lead to monitoring costs
(since bondholders will bear losses on a going concern basis in the future) for bondholders
4which are ultimately borne by equityholders via higher cost of capital.
In Chapter 6, we argue that the use of covenants (in the same way as those of a
Corporate bond) within the CoCo indentures can mitigate risk taking (and thereby hold
down agency costs). When the solvency ratios are high, shareholders have less incentives
to take on risky investments as this will be swiftly captured by bondholders that will
incorporate this risk taking within the bonds as higher risk premium. In this chapter, we
take one step forward and suggest two more effective ways (beyond covenants) to mitigate
agency costs and potentially remove the intrinsic moral hazard in the banking business:
a Market Price based Going concern Equity conversion CoCo (with no pre-set conversion
price nor conversion ratio) that exchanges into shares at market price and suggests a New
Contingent Equityholder Base (CEB) structure that sets in and replace the incumbent
equityholders once the CoCo is triggered or the solvency falls below the PONV. These two
novel solutions aim to dampen the agency costs stemming from Bail-in and CoCos2.
Our first solution aims at better tackling the agency cost while the second one is
conceived to permanently erase the intrinsic moral hazard of the banking industry. Through
a combination of both, we believe the perverse incentives from equityholders can be fully
removed3. In summary, Chapter 4 identifies the agency cost problem whereas Chapter 5
and 6 go about the detailed technical analysis as well as the identification of effective and
practical formulas to dampen or remove the agency cost of Bail-in.
Finally, in Chapter 7 we analytically investigate the potential impact of the new
Financial Regulation on the cost of capital. Contrary to some scholars (Admati (2013)), we
argue that the cost of capital in banks is poised to significantly rise despite the supposedly
lower cost of the equity owing to the increasing Bail-in (and lower leverage) related cost of
debt.
There are several reasons why this thesis substantially contributes in many ways
to the recent Financial Regulation research. Generally, we argue firmly that
2So far the academic proposals have been more focused on identifying the overinvestment problem of
CoCos rather than suggesting solutions to mitigate or eventually remove it.
3Furthermore they somehow compensate bondholders from the DAPR (without undermining their mon-
itoring efforts) once the CoCo is converted into shares improving the payoff profile of their option.
5• The nuances of the new financial regulation, especially Bail-in, gives rise to agency
costs and to a potential aggravation of the moral hazard. Nobody has advocated this
more than the author of this thesis.
• Agency costs lead to monitoring costs that are in the end borne by equityholders via
higher cost of capital.
• A higher cost of capital in banks is expected as a result of Bail-in provisions (including
Senior bonds), higher equity, monitoring costs etc., that more than outweighs the
supposedly lower cost of equity as argued by several scholars (Admati et al, (2013)).
Higher cost of capital can be employed as a "Pigouvian tax" - like tool to mitigate
the agency costs of Bail-in.
• Covenants, as well as a full revision of the CoCo structures (with our Market Price
based CoCo) can significantly mitigate agency costs albeit they cannot fully remove
it.
• Full expropriation of equityholders without the contribution of public funds is the
only way to erase the intrinsic moral hazard of the banking business. Our proposals
aim for that.
• The aggravation of the debt overhang on the back of the new liquidity measures,
namely NSFR (Net Stable Funding Ratio). Please see appendix for a comprehensive
review on this topic.
All of the above are new topics within the literature of the Microeconomics of
Financial Regulation, raising an interesting body of research for the future.
Furthermore, this thesis encompasses key analysis and concepts that are addition
to the existing literature and will be at the forefront of the new capital regulation academy.
These include:
• The improvement of the profile of the CoCos payoff (CoCo Condor) by incorporating
features such as partial conversion or the NADES (Non Admissible Debt to Equity
Swap) concepts which have been excluded from the existing CoCo pricing models.
6• The “liaison” between the traditional Jensen’s Agency Costs theory and the Bail-in-
driven banking agency costs using indifference curves under both Bail-out and Bail-in
rescue scenarios.
• The modelling of covenants inclusion within the CoCos as well as a CAPM-based
WACC analysis on the banks post Bail-in to demonstrates the merits of the former
and the consequences of the latter on the real economy.
In summary, we conduct a comprehensive assessment of the agency costs arising
from Bail-in and CoCos both conceptually and analytically which we believe it is more
thorough, detailed and thougthful than that of the existing literature. Moreover, we aim
to address the problem by proposing original solutions which, we believe, will lead to a
mitigation of the underlying problems of the new banks’ capital regulation. The problem
had been partially identified but not tackled. This thesis completely identifies the problem
and also puts in regulators hands practical solutions to avert a potential agency cost related
banking crisis in the foreseeable future.
7Chapter 2
Literature Review
This thesis rests upon a vast number of well-established academic research on
agency costs in general and in banking in particular that underpins some of our theoretical
postulates and modelling.
First, we draw upon the theoretical literature on the link between capital structure
and equityholders’ incentives to build our optimal volatility model that supports our thesis
that Bail-in and CoCos lead to higher perverse incentives than Bail-Out. This relation was
initially proposed by Jensen and Meckling (1976) and Myers (1977). According to Jensen
and Meckling (1976) equityholders of a levered firm have an incentive to augment risk. This
is because they effectively hold a call option on the company’s assets. This is the so-called
risk shifting/overinvestment problem in which shareholders have the incentive to take on
risk given their limited investment in the firm. Hence, the risk/reward is always positively
skewed to the latter. The risk shifting problem is even more acute in the financial sector
given the limited amount of equity relative to debt (the leverage effect) and the systemic risk
posed by a financially “distressed” bank. This is the reason why “gambling for resurrection”
in a bank during times of crisis usually arises (Dewatripont and Tirole (1994)) since the
regulator has usually rescued the bank to safeguard the system. This and other Agency
Cost theories are discussed in more detail in Chapter 3.
Second, the agency cost theory also rests upon the long lasting literature on the
safety net of banks ((Buser, Chen, and Kane (1981); Calomiris (1991); Honohan and Klinge-
8biel (2003)). This theory explains that provided that there are guarantees in place to ensure
depositors’ money, explicit insurance aims to eliminate the threat of depositor runs and to
protect depositors from losing their savings. Nevertheless, it reduces the monitoring incen-
tives for depositors to police their banks. As a matter of fact, Demirgu - Kunt and Huizinga
(1999) provide empirical evidence that deposit insurance leads to a trade-off between the
benefits of heightened depositor safety and the costs of diminished creditor discipline to con-
clude that the success of an explicit deposit insurance hinges on a sound regulatory scheme
to prevent instability and foster financial development. Moreover, Hovakimian, Kane and
Laeven (2002) conduct an empirical research to investigate the effectiveness of government
control on banks’ overinvestment incentives to conclude that the latter can be mitigated if
the country has loss sharing rules, risk sensitive premium and coverage limits in place. We
focus very much on the incentive for monitoring in Chapter 5 on the basis of these papers.
Furthermore, it is this lack of monitoring from depositors but especially bondholders (pre
Basel III, unsecured bondholders were also implicitly protected) that has somehow encour-
aged the regulator to come up with ways to force bondholders (and to a lesser unsecured
deposits, those with deposits above 100,000, that could also face losses) to monitor the
banks (“Bail-in” provisions/CoCos) to keep risk in check. If they fail to do so and the bank
runs in financial trouble, they will face losses during the normal course of the bank. Last
but not least, it is imperative to mention the contribution from Merton (1977) who sets
out the foundations for measuring the value of the deposit insurance as a put option on the
value of the bank’s assets whose analytical framework this thesis heavily relies on.
Third, the disciplinary role of franchise/charter value has also been in the cor-
nerstone of the academic literature on agency costs and we have obviously relied upon.
This theory explains that franchise value (Demsetz, Saindenberg and Strahan, 1996) - the
present value of the stream of profits that a firm is expected to earn as a going concern —
alleviates the regulator’s job by decreasing the bank’s incentives to run risk. Banks with
high franchise value lose more as risky investments are undertaken that lowers the value
of the banks and could lead the bank into insolvency. We use this theory in Chapter 5
to analytically demonstrate that Bail-In somehow erodes the franchise value as the bank’s
solvency moves closer to the CoCo or PONV (Point of Non Viability) trigger due to the
9intrinsic DAPR (Deviation from the Absolute Priority Rule) stemming from the Bail-In
provisions.
Fourth, we delve into the vast body of academic literature on Bail-in and CoCos
(Contingent Convertible) in particular. The concept of CoCo, first proposed by Flannery
(2002), has since been supported by several authors (Duffie (2010) and Squam Lake Working
Group on Financial Regulation (2009), Pennacchi, Vermaelen, andWolff (2012), Glasserman
and Nouri (2012a), Albul, Jaffee, and Tchistyi (2013), Sundaresan and Wang (2015), Posner
(2010), Pennacchi (2011)). No one has been more vocal in promoting CoCos in the banks’
balance sheets than Flannery (2014) who undertakes a thorough literature review of the
CoCo and related topics and argues that regulatory capital should include more CoCo
bonds to partially replace common equity. Navigating through these papers one realizes
that the concept has evolved enormously since its introduction but still preserves its main
duty: exert bank’s monitoring efforts on bondholders and take losses whilst the bank still
remains as a going concern.
We believe it is worth spending some words on the numerous papers that have
been published that proposes new CoCo structures that significantly differ from the existing
one (the CoCo as it stands now has an accountancy-based trigger set at 5% or 7% Core
Tier 1 ratio). Sundaresan and Wang (2010) show that in cases in which conversion is
triggered by market values falling below a certain threshold, CoCo bonds generally do not
lead to a unique equilibrium for equity and CoCo bond prices. The main shortcoming
of this proposal is that multiple equilibria can cause problems because market participants
might try to manipulate prices to achieve the optimal equilibrium for their holdings (Hillion
and Vermaelen (2004)). Glasserman and Nouri (2012) show that the possibility of multiple
equilibria can be ruled out in cases in which the triggering security is continuously traded and
the conversion price is sufficiently low. Calomiris and Herring (2013) provide a similar design
feature which allows for market-based triggers and still preserves a unique equilibrium.
Coffee (2010) also proposes that CoCo bonds should not convert to equity, but to preferred
stock with cumulative dividends and voting rights. Thereby, a class of shareholders is
created which is rationally risk averse. Bolton and Samama (2012) suggest a CoCo with
an option to convert whereby the bank issue a “reverse” convertible bond and decides
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whether to convert bond into equity somehow allowing the CoCo investors to deal with
the counterparty risk by collateralising the put with cash. Chen, Glasserman et al. (2015)
studies the design of CoCo bonds and their incentive effects in a structural model with
endogenous default, debt rollover, and tail risk in the form of downward jumps in asset value.
The analysis shows that once a firm issues CoCo, the shareholders’ optimal bankruptcy
boundary can be at one of two levels: a lower level with a lower default risk or a higher level
at which default precedes conversion. Bulow and Klemperer (2013) introduce the concept
of ERNs (Equity Recourse Notes) to replace CoCos that gradually bail in when needed.
ERNs would be long-term bonds with the feature that any interest or principal payable on
a date when the stock price is lower than a pre-specified price would be paid in stock at
that pre-specified price. McDonald (2013) proposes a form of contingent capital for financial
institutions that converts from debt to equity if two conditions are met: the firm’s stock
price is at or below a trigger value and the value of a financial institutions index is also at
or below a trigger value. He argues that this structure protects banks during a crisis, when
all are performing badly, but during normal times permits a bank performing badly to go
bankrupt. Pennacchi, Vermaelen, and Wolff (2012) have proposed a new form of contingent
capital, labelled "Call Option Enhanced Reverse Convertibles" (COERCs), which eliminate
concerns about a loss spiral. The authors also analyses the effect of COERCs on risk-taking
incentives. All these papers are very different and somehow propose ideas to improve the
existing CoCos structures away from accountancy-based loss absorption triggers, but fail
to deliver one that seeks to address the inherent problem of the CoCo instrument. That is,
the augmentation of the perverse incentives of shareholders. In the contrary, we propose
an innovative practical solution named CEB (Contingent Equity Base) that aims to fully
remove both the agency costs and the moral hazard stemming from Bail-in by fulling diluting
shareholders but preserving contingent capital in the bank’s balance sheet at all times.
The thesis focuses on the agency costs between shareholders and bondholders under
the new banks’ capital regulation. It does not address however the traditional principal-
agent agency cost problem which we also believe it lurks behind the new CoCo bond.
Flannery (2009) notes that “we must take care that the conversion process does not influence
managers to behave in a counter-productive way”. This acknowledges the two-sided effects
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on banks: first, CoCo bonds can help recapitalizing a bank in times of distress. Second,
the existence of CoCo bonds themselves can possibly change the way managers behave even
before conversion. Flannery (2002, 2009), Maes and Schoutens (2010), Coffee (2010) and
Hilscher and Raviv (2011) all recognize that the resulting bank managers’ incentives should
be taken into account. Hilscher and Raviv (2011) show that appropriately designed CoCo
bonds are able to cancel out adverse effects of equity-based compensation. In fact, Baily
& Campbell (2013) argue that systemically important financial institutions be required to
issue contingent convertible debt (CoCos) and to hold back a substantial share — as much
as 20% — of the compensation of employees who can have a meaningful impact on the
survival of the firm. Banks, such as Credit Suisse, have paid bonuses to managers in the
form of CoCos to align principal and agency interests. A topic worth studying and we will
endeavour to do so in subsequent papers.
There are some other papers that touch upon some topics which we have found very
helpful throughout the course of this thesis. To name a few, Song and Yang (2016) argues
that the CoCo decreases bankruptcy risk and increases the issuing bank value. Wilkens
and Bethke (2014) focused on CoCo pricing to conclude that, based on the analysis of the
outstanding CoCos, equity derivatives are the most promising approach for the pricing and
risk management of CoCo bonds. Finally, Ammann, Ehmann and Blickle (2015) conduct
an empirical analysis on the stock and CDS spread reaction before and after the CoCo
announcement date to conclude that there is a positive abnormal stock return and negative
CDS spread changes after the bond issuance. Fifth, Koziol and Lawrenz (2012) were the
first to point out to the asset substitution problem associated with contingent capital when
managers endogenously chose the optimal level of contingent capital. This paper has been
one of the mainstays of this thesis since it has allowed us to deepen this problem in a
more genuine and analytical way. However, not only do CoCos bring about wealth transfer
but also value destruction. They also augment the unfair treatment for bondholders (the
“NADES”) since the inception of the CoCo that looms large over the life of the contract.
This is one of our main contributions relative to the remarkable paper from Koziol and
Lawrenz.
Finally, we would like to recognize the contribution from Berg and Kaserer (2011)
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Figure 2.1: Equity Payoff; Source: Berg and Kaserer (2011)
to this thesis whose CoCo modelling has been our starting point, although very different
from ours as explained later on. Their revolutionary paper demonstrates that CoCo bonds
exacerbate the asset substitution problem in cases in which the conversion price is set too
high (the number of shares that the CoCo bond holders receive upon conversion is very
low). They show that with a high conversion price a wealth transfer from CoCo bond
holders to equity holders takes place at the time of conversion. Roughly speaking, equity
holders have to bear the initial losses up to an amount of X. They can impose part of the
losses on CoCo bond holders once losses exceed X. Equity holders are therefore better off
when being directly below the trigger point rather than being directly above the trigger
point. They fully participate in any increases in asset value, while they can impose part
of the losses in case of a decrease in asset value. This payoff profile induces destabilizing
effects: Bank owners have an increased incentive to take excessive risks if the level of risk
is non-contractible (asset substitution) and they have a disincentive to raise new equity in
a crisis (debt overhang).
They derive expressions for “Convert to- surrender CoCo” and “Convert-to-steal
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CoCo” (see graph below) which are essentially the Equity Conversion and the Writedown
CoCo bonds investigated in Chapter 5. However they assume immediate full conversion of
the bonds and also allow for multiple equilibrium which differ vastly from our modelling.
Below, we highlight some of the main differences between their approach and ours:
• We focus on both value destruction and wealth transfer as opposed to just the former.
• We allow for partial conversion (which is more realistic if losses are smaller than the
amount of CoCo bond) and APR (Absolute Priority rule) restoration.
• We come up with a Condor structure for the CoCo that better illustrates the payoff
for the equityholders once the DAPR (via bear and bull spreads) are built into the
model to accentuate the wealth transfer from bondholders to shareholders.
• We show in later chapters how the outcome differs (relative to theirs) once the DAPR
continues after the initial CoCo loss (and hence other unsecured creditors are impaired
before the entire equity is fully consumed).
• We focus, using indifference curves, on the effect of the vega under several Bail-In
(CoCo) and Bail-out/Expropriation to prove that value destruction is the highest
under the former.
• We highlight the detrimental effect of the NADES (Non Admissible Debt to Equity
Swap) of the CoCo bonds as bondholders enter into a restructuring (either “equitized”
or written down/off”) with no “say” whatsoever given the preset terms of the contract
at inception1.
• We model the optimal volatility of shareholders to reach the highest indifference curve
in a pair between franchise value and volatility under a Markowitz type of set-up
and we incorporate the monitoring cost that shifts the indifference curve down to
discourage shareholders’ risk appetite.
1As opposed to the traditional corporate restructuring proceeding such as Chapter 11 in which bond-
holders have a "say" during the restructuring proceeding along with equityholders.
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All these papers are just a selection of the prolific emersion of academic interest in
the CoCo bond over the recent years. However, it is not just the CoCo bond that
gives rise to perverse incentives. The whole Bail-in provisions, which include CoCo
bonds, exacerbate these incentives. So we aim to address this problem in a more
comprehensive way.
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Chapter 3
Agency Cost Theories
In general a firm is supposed to have an indefinite life and is just a legal fiction that
serves the contract between different stakeholders, the three most important ones being eq-
uityholders (principal), management (agent) and bondholders.(Jensen and Meckling (1976),
Smith and Warner (1979)). If both agents and principals are utility “maximizers”, the for-
mer will probably not act in the best interest of the latter (through both pecuniary and
non-pecuniary benefits) giving rise to agency costs between both stakeholders. The same
applies if bondholders’ interests are “sidelined” by the maximisation-based utility function
of equityholders. If bondholders did not monitor equityholders’ behaviour, the latter could
attempt to use this borrowed money to pay out dividends or increase risk taking leading to
bondholders’ debt being extracted to the equityholders’ own benefit (Black (1976), Jensen
and Meckling (1976)). Consequently a conflict between these two key stakeholders could
arise and cause an aggravation of the relationship. If bondholders were confident that equi-
tyholders would not attempt to extract their wealth from, there would be no conflict and no
contractual agreement between the firm, equityholders and bondholders. However, this is
not the case and debt agreements (and most of the time accompanied by strict covenants)
are commonplace in the debt capital markets.
Overall, bondholders and equityholders have conflicting interests regarding divi-
dend, investment and financing policies. To alleviate these conflicts, bondholders resort to
a wide array of restrictions and constraints on management (which are acting on behalf of
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equityholders) to avoid discretionary investments and financing decisions, leading to the so
called agency costs. These are divided into three categories:
• Monitoring costs: as stakeholders ensure that management look after their interests
instead of pursuing their own objectives.
• Bonding costs: as the management is more prone to satisfy obligations towards the
equityholders. Any deviation is assessed under the standard agent/principal agency
cost model.
• Residual Loss: consequently of the constraints imposed to management, profitability
can be reduced.
Agency costs are real and burdensome (from both an economical and operational
point of view) and should not be ignored by stakeholders (Jensen and Meckling 1976). The
level of agency costs varies across firms and depends on how much the principal trusts the
agent1.
3.1 Conflicts Between Equityholders andManagement — The
Principal Agent Problem
Conflicts between ownership and control (or between equityholders and manage-
ment) were first studied by Jensen and Meckling (1976). So long as managers are not
owners of the firm or they just hold a minority stake, their interests in the firm deviate
from those of the principal and can bring about agency costs2 . The agency problem here
rests on the potential interest misalignment between equityholders and managers as the
latter pursue its own objectives at the expense of the former’ interests. Jensen’s (1986)
overinvestment problem is an illustrative case of this conflict. Overall management are
encouraged to grow the firm above its optimal size and be remunerated according to ROE
1Highly geared companies are more likely to undergo financial stress and therefore run higher agency
costs.
2Such as the consumption of perquisites which are not or just partially borne by management (Aber de
Jong (2002).
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or ROAs3. This remunerations scheme can prompt management to take on projects with
negative NPV especially when there is too much free cash flow (FCF) and minimal growth
opportunities. Nonetheless there are several way to dampen these agency costs such as
making management total salary dependent on the firm’s performance (stock options) or
putting internal (board monitoring, banks, etc.) or external (takeover market - (Demset et
al (1995))) control mechanisms in place that can mitigate this overinvestment appetite of
management. Sometimes, if managers face wealth loss, reputation risks or firing, they may
become more risk averse and reduce risk taking bringing down the agency costs between
principal and agent.
To address the typical principal-agent cost problem, two approaches are suggested:
• Refraining approach: there are several theories that dwell on this approach: an in-
crease in leverage would help mitigate management related agency costs since they
feel constrained by the legal obligation of paying back principal and servicing inter-
ests (Kester, Gul and Tsui, 1986); others such as Shleifer and Vishny (1991) argues
that the corporate takeover market will act as a deterrent for shirking behaviour and
perks consumption by management. Moreover, authors such as Crutchley and Hansen
(1989) suggest that management should pay out/stock repurchase all the idle FCF
(Free Cash Flows) to avoid inefficient expenditures.
• Encouraging Approach: several authors such as Lehn and Poulsen (1989) or Dial and
Murphy (1990) suggest that the increase of shares holdings by management helps to
better align interests and mitigate wasteful FCF allocations.
3.2 Conflicts Between Equityholders and Bondholders — The
Wealth Transfer Problem
According to the efficient-market hypothesis, tensions between equity and bond-
holders is one of the main agency costs in the capital markets. Rational bondholders and
equityholders are aware of the incentives that the latter have to extract wealth from the
3Return on Equity and Assets respectively.
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former when a new debt security (a bond for example) is issued in the capital markets.
Therefore, bondholders assess the financing, dividend, and investment policy at equityhold-
ers’ disposal and incorporate the wealth extraction into the market price of the bond. What
bondholders pay in this first bond is low compared with the successive bonds issuance due to
the potential wealth transfer that may occur in the future. At the same time, the firm value
grows at the time of the debt issue as the market anticipates a potential wealth transfer
from bondholders to equityholders (Smith and Warner (1979)).
3.2.1 Dividend Payment Problem
Firms are more inclined to pay out dividends instead of reinvesting profits to boost
the firm’s value (Smith and Warner (1979)). According to Black (1976), all dividends
which are not matched by similar increase in external financing, are bad for creditors as
these assets are not available any longer to pay back bondholders. As management know
that equityholders expect dividends and stock repurchases to boost their Internal Rate of
Return (IRR) and, as they are acting in their best interest, they pay out dividends using
profits (or free cash flow) instead of reinvesting it to maximize the firm’s value in the future
(as this potential new cash flow could end up in creditors’ hands). By using dividends
restrictions, bondholders can restrict dividends payouts to equityholders, especially if the
firm is experiencing financial distress as management would have the incentive to use the
little cash left to meet equityholders’ expectations instead of paying down debt.
3.2.2 Underinvestment / Debt Overhang Problem
Equityholders reject positive NPV projects if they feel these profits will be used to
pay back creditors. The debt overhang is more likely to occur in financial distress companies
since the positive NPV projects-related cash flows will accrue to bondholders first when a
default is imminent due to the limited equityholders’ liability (Bodie and Taggart (1978)).
The underinvestment problem is thoroughly studied by Myers (1977) who argues that the
value of the firm rests on both the value of the assets and the NPV of future investments
and growth opportunities. This conflict between the asset in place (book value) and the
NPV of the future growth opportunities (stock market value) underscores the debt overhang
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problem, especially in financially distressed companies.
3.2.3 Overinvestment / Risk Shifting / Asset Substitution Problem
Bondholders’ wealth can be extracted by equityholders by participating in new
risky projects (even with negative NPV) or shifting from conservative to highly risky in-
vestments. This type of projects raises the variance of the firm’s value. If the project is
successful, the extra gains are captured by equityholders, whereas if it failed, bondholders
bear the cost by increasing firm’s default. Bondholders can limit this discretionary behav-
iour by management acting on behalf of equityholders by limiting the holding of financial
assets, investment in intangibles or “capping” the maximum leverage in the debt agree-
ments (Nash (2003)). This problem is very common in financially distressed companies
where equityholders’ claim are "deep out of the money" and they have just one chance to
invest the little cash available (which should be utilized to pay down creditors’ debt) to
survive ("gamble for resurrection").
3.2.4 Claim Dilution Problem
This problem lies on the seniority of the creditor’s claims should the firm be
liquidated. Bondholders run the risk of being subordinated should new debt be added
into the capital structure. If bondholders did not factor this contingency into the price
of the bond, wealth is extracted from bondholders. Moreover, if new debt commands a
higher priority within the pecking order, the old bond is subordinated and its value sharply
reduced (Brauer (1983)). Bondholders usually resort to covenants in the form of negative
pledge clauses or debt restrictions to avoid the claim dilution problem (Nikolaev (2001),
Begley and Feltham (1999)).
3.3 Agency Costs Under the New Banks’ Capital Regulation
The new banks’ capital regulation has given rise to agency costs between share-
holders and bondholders due to the breach of the Absolute Priority Rule. There is already
literature on this topic (Berg and Kaserer (2015), Pennacchi (2010), Albul and Jaffee (2013),
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Sundaresan (2010), Koziol and Laurenz (2012) to name a few) that aims to explore the over-
investment risk in the new CoCo bonds. Our contribution to the academic literature on
this topic ranges from exploring these structure more comprehensively, dwelling on the mi-
croeconomics consequences of the introduction of CoCos and Bail-in in general to offering
solutions to dampen the looming agency costs and the aggravation of the moral hazard. We
will discuss all this in depth in subsequent chapters.
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Chapter 4
Overview of the Bank’s Capital
Structure Under Basel II and III
Banks play a key role in any economy as the provider for the necessary financial
intermediation by mobilizing savings from surplus units to shortage ones (in other words
from savers to borrowers) with the purpose of funding productive activities at low trans-
action costs. Over the last century, all the banking system failures were dealt with by the
Lender of Last Resort facility (LOLR) and the deposit insurance. The worldwide banking
liberalization that came about throughout the last century prompted excessive leverage, di-
versification, bank maturity transformation and lending standard relaxation (coupled with
intricate financial instruments) that put the financial system at risk several times (Mink
(2011)). Banks, by
• Gearing up their balance sheets from 2x (Equity/Assets) to more than 30x , a small
fall in the asset value could deplete all the equity and render them insolvent.
• Diversifying their portfolio1 , they reduce their exposure to idiosyncratic risks and
become systemic entities which are exposed to a collective bank failure. Cross holdings
via equity stakes or bonds accentuate the linkage between domestic and international
banks.
1The removal of Glass Steagall act after Citigroup merged with Travelers enabled big retail banks ac-
quired/merged with investment banks making the banking system more systemic than it was already.
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• Embarking on maturity transformation, they fund long-term assets with short term-
debt exposing them to deposit runs and a liquidity shortfall.
• Relaxing lending standards, they foster credit bubbles that once “popped”, could set
off credit crunches as it happened in 2008.
• Originating intricate financial products (CDS, CDOs2 etc.) and forming an esoteric
web of different counterparties that discourage monitoring as nobody knew who was
bearing the ultimate risk.
Prudential regulation via binding capital and liquidity requirements was suggested
as a mean to protect the financial system, minimize the risks stemming from the five afore-
mentioned issues and do away with the intrinsic moral hazard within the system. Prudential
regulation had two main objectives and challenges (Acharya (2009)):
• Micro-prudential regulation: attempts to avoid excessive risk taking at the individual
bank. It seeks to keep the risk taking incentives of a bank down and alleviate the
agency costs that arise in a bank due to the limited liability of equityholders.
• Macro-prudential regulation: aims to minimize the systemic risk that arises when
banks are overly exposed to a general failure. It encompasses events such systemic
liquidity and capital shortages, deposit runs, fire sales etc. It also evaluates how
regulatory capital, bailouts or LOLR (lender of last resort) can minimize or attenuate
these unforeseeable events.
The banks prudential regulation continues to be articulated through the Basel II
rules even though Basel III rules are being implemented. Basel III has already published
several guidelines whose rules are underway that establish the primary rules for the capital
structure of banks and the achievement of minimum solvency and liquidity ratios.
2Credit Default Swaps and Collateralised Debt Obligations.
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4.1 Overview of the Basel II Capital Structure
Basel II (B2) remains the prevalent regulatory framework. However Basel III (B3)
is taking hold now on a phase in mode meaning that banks will have to abide going forward
by B3 measures throughout the implementation period (2016-2022).
Under B2, there are four types of regulatory capital ratios, namely Core Tier 1,
Tier 1, Tier 2 (Upper and Lower) and Tier 3 or Total Capital ratio. We describe briefly
each capital layer to understand the nature of the solvency ratios.
• Core Tier Equity or Core Tier 1 (CT1): It is the purest equity layer in the capital
structure. It is made up of the ordinary equityholders’ equity + retained earnings +
reserves and share premium account + available for sale reserves (AFS) + minorities.
• Tier 1 (T1): CT1 + perpetual non-cumulative preferred stock / bonds (known as
“Tier 1”). The main characteristics of T1 bonds are:
— Perpetual and senior only to equity.
— Coupons are deferrable and non-cumulative.
— Interests and principal can be written down.
• Tier 2 (T2): T1 + perpetual deferrable subordinated debt (Upper Tier 2 bonds-
UT2) + revaluation reserves from fixed assets and fixed asset investments + general
provisions up to a maximum of 1.25% of risk weighted assets + dated subordinated
debt with a minimummaturity of five years (Lower Tier 2 bonds-LT2) + any perpetual
debt with no loss absorbency features or interest deferral provision. Tier II cannot
exceed 50% of Tier I (and hence Tier IITier I). The main features of the UT2 and
LT2 are:
— UT2:
∗ Perpetual and senior to Tier 1 and equity.
∗ Coupons are deferrable and cumulative.
∗ Interests and principal can be written down.
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— LT2:
∗ Subordinated only to senior debt.
∗ No deferral of coupons and no write down of principal and interest.
∗ Dated with minimum maturity of 5 years.
— Tier 3 (T3): T1 + T2 + dated subordinated debt with a minimum of two years.
The main characteristics of T3 are:
∗ Dated with a minimum maturity of 2 years.
∗ Rank pari passu with LT2.
∗ Both interest and principal can be deferred due to regulatory “lock in” clause
if the capital ratios fall below a threshold.
• Capital ratio (BIS ratio) is the overall capital ratio and is the sum of CT1+T1+T2+T3.
Banks must make some deductions to their total levels of capital to avoid regulatory
pitfalls such as double counting of capital (Morgan Stanley 2010). The main deductions
are:
• CT1 and T1: goodwill and intangibles; treasury stock.
• T2: investments in unconsolidated subsidiaries and associates; connected lending of
a capital nature, including guarantees; all holdings of another bank’s capital over a
maximum of the equivalent of 10% of a bank’s eligible Tier 1 and Tier 2 capital base.
The solvency ratios are set as a ratio of capital to risk weighted assets (RWA). The
RWA scales the notional of the risk position. It is intended to proxy the riskiness of the
underlying position. The RWAs are computed in three components (the so called “three
pillars”):
• Credit risk: capital held against the risk of entity specific losses on positions (equities
and credit) held in the banking book and the counterparty (CP) risk.
• Market risk: risk of losses arising from movements in the market prices of positions
held in the trading book.
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• Operational risk: capital held against the risk from failed internal processes, people,
systems, or external events.
The capital ratio defines how much capital has to back each unit of RWA. Under
current B2 regulations, the capital ratio is set at 8% and the majority of this capital (at
least 4%) must be T1 capital. These ratios just represent the regulatory minimum. In
reality, banks usually manage much higher ratios .
B2 capital ratios have proven to be weak to withstand big shocks and keep the
banks as going concern in the event of mounting losses that wipe out the equity. This
weakness has been highlighted by the crisis. The main flaws of B2 are:
• Capital base too small and Tier 1/2 bonds have not proven to be loss-absorbing.
Ultimately LOLR has been drawn in to prop up the system.
• Pro-cyclicality of the economic cycle not addressed.
• Systemic risk not appropriately captured.
• Significant jurisdictional differences exist in the capital definition.
To address some of these issues and minimize the failure of the banking system
that could trigger another recession, B2 rules have been enhanced and overhauled and B3
will be the new regulatory framework as described in detail below.
4.2 Overview of the Basel III Capital Structure
B3 is an innovative regulatory scheme that touches upon three main dimensions:
capital, liquidity and balance sheet duration. The first aims to bolster capital levels in the
system by increasing equity requirements (and hence lowering leverage) and rendering the
capital structure loss-absorbing by forcing the unsecured debt to include loss absorption
clauses upon regulatory triggers. The new second seeks to avoid liquidity shortages in the
short-term by forcing banks to hold very short-term liquid assets. The third attempts to
achieve a better balance sheet matching by requiring banks to issue long-term liabilities to
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fund long-term assets. All in all, a comprehensive regulatory framework has been put in
place in order to minimize the risk of an overall financial meltdown and avoid the LOLR
intervention (Bail-out), dampen the intrinsic moral hazard in the system, and render private
investors liable for the losses of the bank (Bail-in).
B3 recalibrates to three capital ratios:
• A minimum common equity (CT1) ratio of 4.5%.
• A minimum Tier 1 capital ratio (T1) of 6%.
• A minimum total capital ratio (BIS) of 8%.
However these ratios will come in at higher levels due to additional buffers, further
domestic regulatory rules and the status of Too Big To Fail (TBTF) that could bring the
Fully Loaded Core Tier 1 up to 11% for TBTF
The new B3 rules aim to:
• Dampen cyclicality by building up capital buffers (the "capital conservation buffer")
in periods of growth.
• Protect the banking sector from periods of excess credit growth.
• Potential additional benefit moderating loan growth during bubbles.
• Decreased systematic risk in the banking system.
• Build-up capital buffers before distributed earnings.
• Make the capital structure more loss-absorbing / “Bail-in” oriented to avoid the LOLR
and taxpayer’s money.
B3 facilitates a transition period so that banks can implement the necessary mea-
sures to comply with the new rules. B3 will give time for banks to shore up their equity
ratios (CT1), to replace the outstanding subordinate bonds for loss-absorbing compliant
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ones (with a grandfathering period through 2023 period3), raise sufficient liquid assets and
long-term funding to meet the liquidity and duration ratios. Moreover, many fixed income
mandates in the asset management world do not allow bonds with equity-linked features
so through the extensive B3 phase-in period, investors will be able to customize their in-
vestment mandate to hold loss-absorbing bonds4 (in other words Bail-in able debt). Figure
4.1 illustrates the "phase-in" nature of the compliance of the compulsory capital ratios to
enable the bank to progressively raise capital and bail in able debt.
Figure 4.1: B3 Regulatory Framework and Phase In Period ; Source: DB (2011)
Figure 4.2 illustrates the minimum B3 capital ratios (including the buffers) laid
out by the Basel Press Release (12 Sep 2010) and the mandatory capital structure issued
by the Commission of Experts (FINMA) for the Swiss Banks .
As far as B3 is concerned, the minimum requirement for common equity will be
3Callable bonds with step up coupons will lose all Tier 1/2 eligibility after the first call date. Bullet
bonds will be grandfathered unless they have a strong loss absorption language or otherwise the country has
in place a resolution regime whereby the regulator has been granted powers to "bail in" bank’s liabilities
below the PONV.
4Either with equity conversion features (CoCos) or write down/off features.
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Figure 4.2: B3 and Finma Capital Ratios; Source: Author
raised from the current 2% level, before the application of regulatory adjustments, to 4.5%
after the application of stricter adjustments. The T1 capital requirement, which includes
common equity and other qualifying financial instruments, will increase from 4% to 6%. The
capital conservation buffer above the regulatory minimum requirement should be calibrated
at 2.5% and be met with common equity5 . A countercyclical buffer within a range of 0% —
2.5% of common equity or other fully loss -absorbing capital will be implemented according
to national circumstances. This buffer will only be in effect when there is excess credit
growth that is resulting in a system wide build-up of risk. The countercyclical buffer, when
5Restrict discretionary distributions (dividends and bonuses) when the bank’s capital level is close to a
minimum.
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in effect, would be introduced as an extension of the conservation buffer range. Systemically
important banks (SiFi or TBTF) should have loss-absorbing capacity beyond the standards
announced. The Basel Committee is developing a well-integrated approach to systemically
important financial institutions which could include combinations of capital surcharges,
contingent capital and “Bail-in” debt. Therefore, in our estimations, the total capital ratio
could go as high as 16%-18% for the main core European banks.
As for FINMA, the Swiss regulator imposes higher requirements than those of
B3 due to the “Too Big to Fail” problem given the size of UBS and Credit Suisse’assets
versus the Swiss GDP (600% Assets / GDP) . In summary, the Swiss regime will require
the large banks to have a minimum CT1 of 10% (4.5% minimum common equity and 5.5%
of conservation buffer). On top of this, the Swiss banks should hold an additional capital
cushion of 9.0% of contingent convertible securities (3% of RWAs with a 7% CT1 trigger and
6.0% of RWAs with a 5% CT1 trigger6). The total capital ratio amounts to 19%, roughly
400bps higher than the highest potential capital ratio under B3.
B3 has explicitly placed strong emphasis on the core equity relative to the hybrids
instruments (even more the Swiss regulator). However, we believe that the hybrids will
definitely contribute to meet higher regulatory capital requirements. The introduction of
additional buffers to the minimum required capital will increase the importance of the loss-
absorbing hybrid instruments in the overall capital structure of the banks. As mentioned
above, there are basically three capital buffers set at the discretion of the regulator and in
line with the proportion of the bank’s assets relative to the GDP:
• The Capital Conservation buffer (CCB) to build-up capital outside periods of stress
that can be drawn upon as losses are incurred.
• The counter cyclical buffer (CCyB) which could be in the region between 0% - 2.5%
to build-up in periods of excess credit growth.
• The SIFI (Systematic Important Financial Institutions) between 0% - 2%.
6In practice, we would regard the 3.0% of high trigger securities as a form of “going concern” capital and
the 6.0% of low trigger securities as a form of “gone concern” capital.
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In figure 4.3, we compare three different capital structures namely B2, B3 and
Comprehensive B3. The last includes my estimation of the three aforementioned buffers.
Figure 4.3: Basel Capital Structure Comparison; Source: author
On that basis, the proportion of non-CT1 instruments (effectively B3 compliant
instruments) could increase from 33% to 53% by adding loss-absorbing hybrid capital to
meet the regulatory buffers. We can observe that despite the proportion of non-Core Tier
1 instruments being lower than the maximum levels of B2 (75%), on absolute terms the 8%
level of non-Core Tier 1 would be higher than that of B2.
Therefore and contrary to market perception, the overall amount of hybrids in B3
could much higher than in B2, even though it will depend on the levels of additional buffers
imposed by the regulators, as shown in figure 4.4.
Figure 4.4: Proportion of B3 Compliant Instruments; Source: author
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Figure 4.5 shows a snapshot of the mandatory requirements for Tier 1/2 to be
eligible for the B3 capital ratios. As can be observed, loss absorption is one of the main
new features.
Figure 4.5: Going Concern vs Gone Concern Capital; Source: DB (2011)
In figure 4.6, we can observe that B3 is addressing not only the capital structure
and solvency but also leverage and liquidity.
4.2.1 A more detailed description of the capital structure
As explained in previous sections, European banks’ capital stack comprises differ-
ent layers of capital (Figure 4.7):
Pillar 1: 8% compulsory capital ratio for all banks.
• Core Tier 1 (equity): 4.5%
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Figure 4.6: Comprehensive B3; Source: DB (2011)
• AT17 (debt) : 1.5%
• Tier 2 (debt): 2%
Combined Buffer: 2.5% to 10% all equity based specific additional buffers.
• Conservation Buffer: 2.5% - same for all banks
• Countercyclical Buffer: [0%-2.5%]
• Systemic Risk Buffer: [0-5%]
Pillar 2: to cover additional capital requirements such as idiosyncratic risk of the
banks or future stress test carried out by the regulator.
• Same structure as Pillar 1
• Between 0%-2% RWA;
Management Buffer: at discretion of bank management.
7Additional Tier One: the most deeply subordinated Contingent Convertible.
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Tier 2 CoCo
Tier 1 CoCo
Tier 2 CoCo
Tier 1 CoCo
Figure 4.7: Detailed Capital Structure; Source: Citigroup (2015) and author
• 1%-2% to pay dividends, bonuses etc.;
• Maintain healthy cushions above combined buffer to issue CoCo
As we can observe, the overall capital requirement is very onerous with respect to
Basel II and will set at around 13%-17% ex TLAC8.
The graph also illustrates how the new instrument CoCo plays a role in filling up
Pillar 1 and 2 in both Tier 1 and Tier 2 format as contractual - loss absorbing going concern
instruments.
8Total Loss Absorbing Capacity for banks. Basically, how much equity and loss absorbing instruments the
bank’s balance sheet has to cope with a restructuring or a resolution. More of this in subsequent chapters.
Refer to Chapter 4.7 for an in depth discussion on the topic.
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4.3 Bail-in and Contingent Capital Instruments (CoCo Bonds)
The objective of the Bail-in proposal, as a Resolution Regime tool9 , is to provide
a mechanism to restore an insolvent bank by writing down creditors or convert them into
equity instead of relying on external capital injection or, in other words, taxpayer money
(Bail-out). The underlying reason of this proposal rests on the requirement to avoid a
sudden collapse of the financial markets when a big bank fails.
As explained previously, Bail-out (and the deposit guarantee) creates moral hazard
due to the limited liability of equityholders who are able to pass losses on to the regulator
upon failure. It somehow creates moral hazard across bondholders (bond and loanholders)
as they are willing to take on high risky debt (and forego costly monitoring) in search of
high yield as they are only exposed to losses should be bank be liquidated (gone concern).
Consequently Bail-in regimes aim to deliver the same outcome as any bank insolvency
proceeding (Bank Resolution Regime), albeit in a more efficient way without invoking a
formal insolvency process which can be lengthy, cumbersome and disruptive (and reduce
the inevitable debt overhang that a bank’s failure triggers). Bail-in is just another resolution
tool that attempts to preserve the bank as a going concern by imposing losses on both equity
and debt holders on a going concern basis without the requirement to resort to public
funds10. As we will argue in the following chapters, Bail-in does not alleviate moral hazard
(however it may be an aggravating factor) but may increase the agency costs between
equityholders and bondholders.
Under the Bail-in regime, liquidation will be contemplated only on non-viable
banks or when “going concern” procedures have been exhausted and liquidation is the only
available tool.
To impose losses on unsecured debt holders of bank on a going concern basis, two
tools are available: Contractual and statutory Bail-in:
9Four Resolution Tools and Powers are envisaged in the Draft Crisis Management Directive Proposal by
the EC (2012): sale of business, bridge institution, asset separation and Bail-In tool.
10Bail-in is not a panacea to mitigate the moral hazard problem. Bail-in could work if a bank just fails
for idiosyncratic reasons (a bank fails because of its flawed business model). If the failure happens across
the entire financial system and bail-in eligible debt is actually held by other banks, Bail-in could increase
systemic risk and fail to deliver its ultimate goal: financial stability and tax payers’ money protection
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Figure 4.8: EC Discussion on Bail in; Source: DB Advisors (2011)
1. Contingent capital (CoCo) (or Contractual Bail-in)
These are bonds that convert into equity (CoCo) or they are partially/fully written
down/off when the capital ratio11 falls below a threshold which is set out in the bond
indenture. The trigger point is a going concern trigger12 which is set in advance
and can only be activated upon a breach of the minimum capital ratio.13 It does
not require regulatory intervention, as the conditions upon which they convert are
specifically indicated in the bond documentation, so there is no regulatory discretion
to trigger it and share losses with bondholders.
11Usually Core Tier 1.
12The bank is just slightly short of capital but still viable and liquid ie. CT17%.
13However, regulators do have rights to impose losses on bonds even if the trigger are not activated if the
bank is deemed to have reached the point of non-viability. This could happen if the CoCo trigger is set at
very low capital levels (UBS has issued 5% CT1 trigger CoCo). The regulator will force bank to issue high
trigger CoCo (7% CT1) as the low one will be only be triggered when the bank is close to failure. Note that
the Swiss regulator has already banned the use of low trigger CoCo within the compulsory capital ratios
since they are deemed to be gone concern instruments rather than going concern due to the low level of the
trigger. Consequently, Swiss low trigger CoCos will be called at first date.
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2. Statutory Bail-in or Resolution Regimes
Regulators want to ensure there is sufficient Bail-in able debt in the capital structure
to tackle with an unexpectedly vast amount of losses14 so that the capital ratios
are restored without causing much disruption at both the bank and the system level.
Moreover, some banks will not be able to tap the Bail-in able market either because of
their small size or the unmanageable cost of funding. Consequently, through statutory
powers15, Bail-in becomes a resolution tool to trigger losses on creditors (even though
the bond indenture does not contemplate that) when the regulator thinks the bank is
reaching the point of non-viability (PONV). Bail-in envisages a gone concern trigger16
with going concern goals giving regulators discretion to impose losses on bondholders
as no trigger point is set out in advance.
The defining feature of the Bail-in able debt that make them different from any
other capital instrument is that they are structured to absorb losses on a going concern
basis and thereby recapitalise a weakening bank. At the moment, two types of Bail-in able
debt has been issued: CoCos (Contingent Convertible) and Writedown/off featured bonds.
• Equity Conversion CoCo: This instruments converts into equity at a pre-set conver-
sion price once the trigger is breached (high or low trigger). These are preferential
instruments for debt investors due to some expected recovery value once the share
price of the bank recovers overtime. It is nonetheless unattractive for equityholders
because of the potential dilution. The main drawbacks are that they introduce com-
plexity to the valuation models, may not be suitable to some investment mandates
14This figure could hover between 23%-28% RWA for TBTF as confirmed by the recent SREP (Supervisory
Review and Evaluation) undertaken by the ECB. This is the so called TLAC (Total Loss Absorbing Capacity)
or MREL (Minimum Regulatory Eligible Liabilities set by CDR IV, the European Directive on Banks’ capital
regulation) of the bank. Unless banks meet this ratio through equity, CoCos and traditional Tier 2, senior
debt could become loss absorbing on a going concern basis. The regulator is now evaluating this option and
three approaches are considered: contractual (including a loss absorbing clause within the new senior bond
indentures); structural (where senior becomes loss absorbing unless there is enough subordindate debt to
comply with the TLAC) and statutory (making just senior debt at the holding company loss absorbing and
be "downstreamed" to the operating company)
15Regulator’ powers include: reduce/cancel principal amount of debt (up to zero); convert debt into shares;
force new share or capital instruments issuance; alter, amend or cancel coupons; replace management; launch
a business reorganization plan, etc.
16As the bank is not viable anymore with such a capital shortage ie. CT15%.
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that do not allow for equity-linked instruments and can cause some pro-cyclicality
from share dilution17.
• Principal writedown/off: these instruments are written down / off either temporarily
or permanently intensifying the expected loss to bondholders since they receive no
shares in exchange. These are preferential instruments to equityholders and banks as
the former are not exposed to dilution. From an investor’s standpoint, it aggravates
the Deviation from the Absolute Priority Rule (DAPR) as the recovery rate of bond-
holders will be zero in some instance, whereas equityholders could recover their initial
losses (from the current capital ratios down to the trigger point of the loss-absorbing
bond) and dilution once the share price recovers overtime.
Figure 4.9: Are Bondholders Senior or Junior to Shareholders?; Source: Barclays (2011)
17If the share price is not preset in advance, the decline in the share price could accelerate as the funda-
mentals of the bank weaken and solvency ratio move closer to the CT1 trigger leading to further shares to
be issued to restore solvency ratios.
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4.3.1 In depth discussion on the CoCo
CoCo18 (Contingent Convertible) is a fixed income instrument dated or undated
which is eligible for regulatory capital treatment under Basel III. It can take the form
of Tier 1 (perpetual and deeply subordinated with optional coupon payments) or Tier 2
(dated and senior to Tier 1 but subordinated to senior with mandatory coupon payments).
CoCo absorbs losses when the solvency of the bank deteriorates either contractually through
the bond indenture or statutorily through resolution regimes at the PONV (Point of Non
Viability). Under the former, the bond can be converted into equity or written down/off
permanently or temporarily should the Core Tier 1 (CT1) of the bank fall below 7% (high
trigger) or 5.125% (low trigger) according to the bond trigger level and conversion features.
Under the latter, once the Core Tier 1 of the bank falls a level which is deemed to be
non-viable for the bank to operate as a going concern, the bond can also be impaired by
the regulator in the form of debt to equity swap or writedown/off (for example, should the
CoCo has a low trigger and the CT1 falls below the PONV set by the regulator, the CoCo
takes losses even though its trigger level has not been breached). Hence, the discretionary
power of the regulator to impose losses on CoCo supersedes the contractual loss absorbing
features of the bond
Figure 4.10 illustrates the differences between the AT1 and Tier 2 CoCos relative
to the legacy ones. As we can observe, there are notable differences between the new and
the old structures.
Figure 4.11 shows the criteria that AT1 and Tier 2 (recall that Tier 2 can be in
the form of CoCo or plain vanilla Tier 2) should meet for the bonds to be capital eligible
for solvency purposes.
Hence, Additional Tier 1 (AT1) debt differs materially from legacy Tier 1 debt in
two main areas:
• AT1 coupons must be fully discretionary, and the provisions in the instrument may
not stop the institution from recapitalising. In the EU, this has been interpreted as
no dividend pushers or stoppers.
18Refer to Appendix 2 at the end of the thesis for a full summary of the terms of the oustanding Cocos.
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Figure 4.10: AT1s & Tier 2 Old and New; Source: AT1 Handbook; Societe Generale (2016)
• AT1 must contain unequivocal loss absorption in the form of nominal write-down or
conversion to equity when the institution’s Core Tier 1 ratio falls below a certain
trigger level.
New Tier 2 (T2) debt differs from legacy Tier 2 debt in two main areas:
• New Tier 2 must be loss-absorbing at the point of non-viability (PONV). This is
enshrined in the BRRD19 and hence applies to all existing and new Tier 2.
• Perpetual cumulative debt, Upper Tier 2 (UT2), no longer has a specific bucket re-
quirement and as such is unlikely to be issued again
Figure 4.12 shows the key features of the outstanding European CoCo market
that has rapidly grown and stands at 112bn as at January 2017. These figures includes
all CoCos (AT1s and Tier 2) issued by European banks in dollar, sterling and euros. This
market now offers yields around 8.3% to call with a duration of around 4 years, so fairly
attractive to volatility-friendly investors.
19Bank Recovery and Resolution Directive.
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Figure 4.11: AT1s and Tier 2 Description; Source: J.P.Morgan, Solvency II Delegated Acts
as of 17 January 2015; CRD and CRR, June 27, 2013 and EBA Final RTS, January 2014
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Figure 4.12: Main CoCo Metrics; Source Bloomberg & author
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Figure 4.13: CoCo Issuance in Europe; Source: AT1 Handbook; Societe Generale (2016)
Country-wise, Figure 4.13 shows that UK has been the most active CoCo issuing
country so far 39bn of issuance, followed by France with 17bn and Switzerland with
13bn.
In terms of outstanding amount per issuer, Figure 4.14 shows a summary of the
volume of issue of CoCo from European banks until the end of October 2016. Volumes
range between 10bn from HSBC to 4bn from BNP to 87mn from Aldemore Group
In figure 4.15, we can also observe the current CoCo investors base with an over-
whelming participation of Asset Managers as opposed to Hedge Funds (that tend to invest
in high yield but also volatile investments). The investor base evolution has sharply change
since the product inception where Hedge Funds and active investors used to represent the
bulk of their investor base. Familiarity with the product, transparency in reporting from
the banks as well as the recent support for the product from the regulator have enticed
asset managers and passive investors into the product (mention the MDA).
Figure 4.16 illustrates the performance of the absolute return liquid developed
market CoCo Index since inception standing now at 15%. Once can appreciate the acute
volatility of these instruments as a result of the equity - like features of the CoCos (conversion
into equity; coupon suspension etc).
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Figure 4.14: CoCo Issuance per Bank; Source: AT1 Handbook; Societe Generale (2016)
Figure 4.15: CoCo Investor Base; Source: Morgan Stanley 2016 AT1 Survey responses
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Figure 4.16: CoCo Performance; Source: Bloomberg
Figure 4.17 also demostrates that the CoCo index has generally outperformed
other major indices such as the Financials Subordinate and Investment Grade Corporate
Index.
Nowadays CoCos, especially AT1s, are priced either on yield or spread basis. We
focus on the AT1 which represents the majority of the outstanding CoCo volume. The
currency of the AT1 also determines whether the AT1 is priced to yield or to spread. For
example, dollar investors that invest in dollar - denominated CoCos look at the yield whereas
non-dollar investors (especially euro and sterling based investors) look at the spread. This
has to do not only with the different investment approach (US investors care about the
total return given the nature of their total return investment mandates) but also by stark
difference between the levels of the risk free asset (the US treasury and the German bund)
and the cross currency swap differential. US investors nowadays investing in euro CoCos
with 7-8 years durations to call gain roughly 240bps of extra yield when swapping the bond
from euros to dollars. This is the difference between the 10 year US bond minus the 10 year
German bond plus the swap differential between both. The 10 year US bond, the 10 year
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Figure 4.17: CoCo Relative Performance; Source: Bloomberg
German bond and the swap basis are shown in Figures 4.18, 4.19,and 4.20 respectively.
Another interesting feature of the AT1s is that given their perpetual nature, they
come with an embedded call. Hence, investors price the bond to the call date (yield or
spread to call - YTC) or the maturity (yield or spread to perpetuity — YTP). The decisions
boil down to several factors. We list some of them:
• Fundamentals: The level of the bank’s solvency by the call date. If the solvency is
low, the regulator would probably hamper the call exercise given that the bank will
be forced to pay a higher premium to the existing AT1 yield or coupon given the weak
credit fundamentals of the bank. Then the AT1 would be priced on a YTP basis.
• Economics: the reset price after the call. AT1s come with a reset coupon after the call
is not exercised. If the bank can leave the AT1 outstanding with a lower coupon (as
the coupon steps down) than the hypothetical one it would have to pay if the bond
is called, then the incentive to call is low. Then the AT1 bond would be priced on a
YTP basis.
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Figure 4.18: 10 Year US Bund; Source: Bloomberg
Figure 4.19: 10 Year German Bund; Source: Bloomberg
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Figure 4.20: USD/EUR Swap; Source: Bloomberg
• Reputational: some banks are more bondholder friendly than others meaning that
they tend to honour the commitment to call the bonds. This includes banks such as
BNP, HSBC etc, in general strong credit quality names. Then, the AT1 bond would
be priced on a YTC basis.
• Rates: AT1s, as callable bonds, exhibit negative convexity at certain yield-price combi-
nations. Negative convexity means that as market yields decrease, also does duration.
This is illustrated in Figure 4.21.
In this chart, we show that to the right of Y, the bond exhibit positive convexity.
In other words, at yields higher than Y, the bank would not call its AT1 since it will be
forced to reissue a new AT1 at a higher interest rate. The bank will be more interested in
calling the bond when the prevailing interest rate is below the callable bond’s coupon. Any
yield below Y, the bond has negative convexity, since the bank will have more incentives to
call the AT1. Therefore, with yields below Y, the AT1 price will increase less than a non —
callable bond.
In Figure 4.22, we show some of the main feature of the 6.75 12/26/49 BBVA AT1
with a call date in 2020. YTC is 10.7% whereas the YTP is 7.8% (calculated on forward
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Figure 4.21: Negative Convexity; Source: author
rates) highlighting the acute price downside of this bond if the market assumes the bond will
not be called. If this is the case, the bond fair value to perpetuity would be 63c (assuming
the same spread to call but extending it to maturity).
The AT1 bond in detail
We now focus on the AT1 bond, by far the largest component of the CoCo market.
There are three specific risks associated with AT1 bond investment that make it different
from other subordinated debt: a risk to nominal capital, the risk of coupons being cancelled
and extension risk. We briefly explain the main risks:
• Principal risk: Falling below the contractual CT1 trigger level or the Point of Non-
Viability, thus suffering capital loss via write down or equity conversion.
Nowadays European banks have a comfortable capital buffers to trigger point as
we can see below: See Figure 4.23.
• Coupon risk20: AT1 coupons can be switched off under any circumstances — by man-
agement or the regulator. Once missed, the coupons are not recoverable. However,
20EU banks that do not meet their combined buffer requirement (CBR) have become subject to a cap on
how much they may pay in optional distributions. These include shareholder dividends and share buy-backs,
AT1 coupons, as well as variable compensation (bonuses) and discretionary pension benefits (committed
during the breach). This amount — the maximum distributable amount (MDA) — is calculated according to
a pre-defined formula and is determined by reported profits not yet included in the bank’s core tier 1. It
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Figure 4.22: Pricing; Source: Bloomberg
coupons must be switched off if:
a) Falling below minimum regulatory (CT1 ratio) requirements, and thereby hit-
ting the maximum distributable amount (MDA) hurdle rate. The MDA briefly sets the
minimum level of Core Tier 1 before discretionary payments such as dividends, bonuses
and AT1s coupons are suspended. See Figure 4.24 prove this.
European banks, except for a handful of banks, are boasting ample capital cushions
to carry on with their discretionary payments for the foreseeable future. The exceptions
have put in place comprehensive measures to bolster this buffer in order to reassure AT1
investors.
is scaled by a factor related to how far the CBR falls below its minimum requirement. The Comission has
recently issued new law that prioritises the payment of the CoCo coupon relative to dividends and bonuses
once the CT1 has breached the MDA, further supporting the AT1 market.
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Figure 4.23: AT1 Trigger Buffer for European Bank; Source: AT1 Handbook; Societe
Generale (2016)
b) Having insufficient available distributable items (ADI). For instance, the bank
can suspend the AT1 coupon to save costs in order to grow the business or to offset a one-off
loss even though the MDA is not breached.
As we can see in Figure 4.25, again, not a problem for most of the European banks.
c) The bank decides to exercise their right to skip the discretionary coupon (or
the regulator requires it) for whatever reason.
3) Extension risk (or early redemption): Issuers may decide not to call the bond
at the first call date (extension risk). Equally, they have the right redeem the bonds early
(usually at par) on (extraordinary) loss of regulatory or a change to tax treatment.
AT1 market today is shown in Figure 4.26. More than half of the AT1s are in
USD (there is a large investor base in North America and Asia). Moreover, UK is by far
the largest AT1 market nowadays with 36% of the “pie”.
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Figure 4.24: AT1 MDA Hurdle Rates; Source: AT1 Handbook; Societe Generale (2016)
Other interesting AT1 features are shown in the following figures. The market,
according to SG (2016), will reach its peak in 2018 at 180bn as shown in Figure 4.27.
Figure 4.28 shows the AT1 annual supply peaked in 2014 so there is c. 60bn left
for the bank to issue between 2017-19 and probably for the banks as shown below.
Figure 4.29 illustrates a small sample of AT1 bond returns versus comparable asset
classes including equities. AT1 returns have actually fared better than that of the equity of
the underlying CoCo issuer.
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Figure 4.25: AT1 ADI; Source: AT1 Handbook; Societe Generale (2016)
4.4 Deviations from The Absolute Priority Rule (DAPR)
In any restructuring/liquidation event, equityholders should receive no value from
the assets until all the creditors have been fully repaid21. Moreover, senior creditors should
be paid first before the junior (subordinate) ones. This is the so-called Absolute Priority
Rule (APR). The Black-Scholes-Merton analysis of liabilities from the option pricing theory
is very useful to illustrate creditors’ stake in the company as a call option holders on the
bank’s assets. When the bank defaults on its debt, creditors take over the bank. In other
words, senior creditors have the right to claim both principal and interest on the bank’s
assets; once they are made full, they receive nothing beyond that. Senior creditors are
in fact taking a covered call position on the assets. They are long the bank’s assets and
a short a European Call Option with a strike price equal to the outstanding senior debt.
21No Creditor Worse Off Rule also applies to observe seniority across creditors.
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Figure 4.26: Global AT1 by Currency; Source: AT1 Handbook; Societe Generale (2016)
Figure 4.27: Global AT1 Issuance Peak; Source: AT1 Handbook; Societe Generale (2016)
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Figure 4.28: Banks; AT1 Issuance to Come; Source: AT1 Handbook; Societe Generale
(2016)
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Figure 4.29: AT1 Returns vs Comparable Assets; Source: AT1 Handbook; Societe Generale
(2016)
Subordinate creditors come after senior creditors. Their position can be represented by a
bull-spread position on the assets. They are long a European Call Option with a strike
price equal to the senior debt and short a European Call Option with a strike price equal
to the overall amount of both senior and junior debts.
Finally, equityholders own the residual value of the bank once creditors are repaid.
They are effectively long a European Call Option with a strike price equal to the overall
amount of both senior and junior debt. These positions are depicted in Figures 4.30 and
4.31.
There is empirical evidence, largely in the US, that APR deviations are common
in restructuring proceedings (Chapter 11) and informal workouts. These violations occur
because they are privately optimal for all investors as strict observation of the APR can
lead to perverse incentives for both equityholders and junior creditors and aggravate the
embedded agency costs. In fact, the APR deviations are basically payoffs from creditors to
equityholders to make wise investment decisions while the firm is in distress.
Bail-in should in principle observe the Priority Rule and the Pari Passu treatment
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Figure 4.30: Senior and Junior Option; Source: author
of creditors when imposing losses to bondholders. Guiding Principles imply that:
• Equityholders and creditors should not be worse off than in liquidation under a normal
solvency proceeding.
• Bail-in should be conducted in such a way that preserves the pari passu treatment of
all creditors and the statutory rank which is envisaged under the insolvency law.
Though Bail-in underlines that supremacy of creditors over equityholders (in the
sense that equityholders take the first loss as in any restructuring proceeding), it does not
mention anywhere that bondholders should only take the second piece until the equity is
fully wiped out. Moreover, since statutory/contractual Bail-in contemplates events where
bondholders suffer losses before the equity is depleted highlights the breach of the Absolute
Priority Rule that should govern the capital markets . This is the so-called Deviation from
the Absolute Priority Rule (DAPR).
Consider the following example:
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Figure 4.31: Shareholders Option; Source: author
Figure 4.32 shows a bank with 100bn assets funded through 10bn of equity, 2bn of
subordinate debt with a 100% write-down clause and 28bn of Bail-in able debt. CT1 and
T1 ratio are 10% and 12% respectively.
Figure 4.32: Capital Structure
Now the bank incurs a one off loss of 10bn as in Figure 4.33 dragging CT1 below
7% which triggers the write-down mechanism of the subordinate bond. Furthermore, as the
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subordinate bond is not large enough to tackle all losses, Bail-in on senior debt kicks22 in
and helps absorbing losses.
Assets Liabilities
Ex ante Assets 100.0 Deposits 30.0
Loss (10.0) Short term senior 30.0
Ex Post Assets 90.0 Bail in able senior 21.0
Tier 1
Subordinate 0
Equity 9
Ratios
Core Tier 1 10%
Tier 1 10%
Figure 4.33: Post Losses Capital Structure
Pre loss CT1 is 10% before the one-off loss. Equityholders take the first 3.7bn
up to the 7% trigger where subordinate holders take the second loss and are wiped out.
As there are still 4.3bn of losses, Bail-in able senior take the third loss. CT1 is still 7% so
some Bail-in able senior is converted into equity to restore CT1 to 10%.. In figure 4.21, one
can see the subordinate and senior bondholders take the brunt of losses (100% and 25%
respectively) while equityholders only take a 37% loss with a potential full recovery23 should
the losses happen to be just an exceptional event or in due course, the bank manages to
restore profitability once the loss making exceptional is gone. This is show in both Figure
4.34 and 4.35
22From 2016 onwards, Senior Bail-in will be available (contractually, statutorily or structurally) as a going
concern absorbing tool.
23This is out of the scope of this thesis but one can quickly infer the harsh treatment on bondholders
that lose most of their investment whereas equityholders just suffer some initial losses (and further dilution
upon senior bond conversion into equity) but could overcome these losses in the future. Financial shares
always trade on a normalized ROE basis (Price to book vs ROE) so if the underlying business of the bank
is unaffected after the one-off loss, shares could trade back up to the pre one-off losses level quickly and
shareholders recover their initial loss whereas subordinate bondholders have seen their investment wiped
out.
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Asse ts Liabilities
Ex  ante  Asse ts 100.0 Deposits 30.0
Loss (10.0) Short te rm  senior 30.0
Ex  Post Asse ts 90.0 Bail  in  able  senior 21.0
Tie r 1
Subord ina te 0
Equity 9
Ratios
Core  Tie r 1 10%
Tie r 1 10%
Figure 4.34: Loss and Trigger
Loss
Equity 37.0%
Subordinate 100.0%
Bail in able senior 25.0%
Written Down 15.0%
Converted into equity 10.0%
Figure 4.35: Recovery Value
4.5 Changing the Mathematics for Bondholders
Under a Bail-in regime, “maths” are going to change for bondholders. Instead
of taking the Probability of Default (PD)24as an input, it will be “probability of Bail-in”
(PB-in). Likewise, the LGD (Loss Given Default) will become “loss given-Bail-in” (LGB-
in). The interplay between these two elements pre and post B3 to derive the cost of bond
funding for banks will change:
• LGD vs LGB in: one could argue that LGB-in could be lower for bondholders than
24The bond spread is a function of the probability of default (PD) and the loss given default (LGD) which
is the expected loss (EL).
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the LGD. By lowering the probability of sudden liquidity stops for failing banks25 ,
bondholders’ recovery rates could increase. Moreover, a strong resolution framework
that avoids contagion risks across banks, could render PB-in lower than PD. How-
ever, the fact that most of subordinated and senior bondholders have been bailed out
without being impaired has kept the historical LGD at low levels. Therefore, as regu-
lators seek to minimize the risk of Bail-out by incorporating Bail-in into the unsecured
bonds, LGB-in will probably be higher than LGD as bondholders will suffer losses on
a going concern basis.26
• PD-PB-in: one could argue here that as Bail-in tools will only be triggered once
the bank is close to failure, the difference between both should not be too marked.
However, B3 Bail-in tools contemplate the activation of Bail-in via contractual (bond
indenture) or statutory (regulator powers) means. Therefore, unsecured bondholders
could well be written down/off or converted into equity before any new equity injection
is undertaken, implying that, in practice, PB-in is likely to be higher than PD. More-
over, writing bondholders down/off or converting them into equity before the entire
equity layer is wiped out, will mean that Bail-in bondholders do not sit in the asset
class of their choice anymore. In a write-down featured bond, creditors take losses
either permanently or temporarily before equityholders stake 27 is consumed. In an
Equity Conversion bond (CoCo), bondholders could be forced to sell the new equity
once received, putting pressure on their ultimate recovery value. In either situation,
PB-in is higher than the PD28 .
4.6 The Net Stable Funding Ratio
The Net Stable Funding Ratio (NSFR) is one of the new liquidity ratios proposed
by Basel III that aims at promoting a more stable funding base for banks in the long-term
25And hence avoiding fire sales of assets.
26Whereas bondholders of failing banks used to take losses on a gone concern basis (based on recovery
values in a restructuring proceeding) due to the absence of bail-in clauses within the bond indentures.
27Deviation from the Absolute Priority Rule.
28Making the cost of funding higher.
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by improving the duration matching between assets and liabilities. During the financial
crisis, many failing banks’ balance sheet were characterized by long-term assets (loans,
mortgages etc.) funded by short-term liabilities (repo, short-term debt etc.). Hence the
liquidity shortage that came about through the first months of the crisis prevented these
banks from rolling over their debt compromising the integrity of the world financial system.
The introduction of Bail-in and the potential increase in the cost of debt via CoCo
and Bail-in able debt could potentially encourage banks to issue secured debt: deposits,
short-term or covered bonds (which are usually short-term debt) which are excluded from
the Bail-in framework. This situation could actually worsen the maturity mismatch that in
general characterizes the banking industry. To mitigate that risk, the regulator introduces
the net stable funding ratio (NSFR) a new ALM (Asset Liability Management) ratio to
tally the duration of both asset and liabilities to avoid the over reliance on the short-term
debt market
The choice between short and long-term liabilities for banks is not an obvious one.
Short-term liabilities usually command lower cost of funding for banks. It is moreover a
powerful discipline tool for investors to capture the increasing risk appetite of the bank and
to reflect it into the new debt29 as the bank secures new funding. However, short-term debt
is prone to liquidity “squeezes” should the bank fail to roll over the debt that leads to an
increase in the default probability of the bank. Long-term debt promotes financial stability
and maturity matching though it is more costly for banks30. There is an additional problem
which has been overlooked so far on the face of the new NSFR ratio. Long-term debt could
give rise to debt overhang which could undermine the effectiveness of some of new Basel III
rules (higher solvency and leverage ratios31). The Appendix (Chapter 9) reviews this topic
29Whereas long term debt (as opposed to short term debt) does not have to be refinanced/reimbursed
and thus only the yield (and not the coupon) of the security (bond or loan) captures the increasing risk
premium.
30Investors tend to require a premium to compensate for lending long term as the default probability is
higher. Banks need to manage the duration and interest rate risk (through hedging for example) pushing
up the overall cost of funding.
31Strictly speaking, regulators and governments cannot force banks to lend (even after a Bail in) provided
that they are still private entities with enough capital and liquidity. Even if a CoCo triggers at 7% to restore
Core Tier 1 at 10%, the bank can still suffer from debt overhang as it cannot be legally forced to lend to the
real economy (as it happened during the sovereign crisis). This can prompt banks to forego positive NPV
projects.
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Figure 4.36: MREL vs TLAC; Source: Goldman Sachs, BRRD and European Central Banks
more extensively.
4.7 An introduction to TLAC and MREL
To avert a new financial crisis and facilitate the transition from Bail-out to Bail-in,
the regulator has come up with rules that forces the bank to hold enough loss absorbing
instruments. TLAC (Total Loss Absorbing Capacity) and MREL (Minimum Regulatory
Eligible Liabilities) ratios determine the minimum amount of equity and unsecured debt
(both CoCos and plain vanilla debt) that each bank should hold to be able to absorb losses
and avoid any resolution or wind up event. TLAC is only compulsory for SiFis (System-
atically Important Financial Institutions) whereas MREL is mandatory for all banks. In
figure 4.36 a detailed description of each ratio is outlined32.
32The idea is that all banks should have enough Bail-in able liabilities and equity, including senior unse-
cured debt, before the bank resorts to public money or faces resolution..
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Figure 4.37: TLAC Approach to Senior Unsecured Debt; Source: Nomura — Regulatory
Capital Update
As explained in the following chapters, senior unsecured debt (that ranks pari
passu with deposits which are secured debt and hence falls out of the Bail-in rules) has been
subordinated relative to deposits to enable the bank to swiftly comply with these ratios and
curb the necessity of issuing subordinate debt to meet these capital requirements. There
are several approaches to achieve subordination for TLAC / MREL as illustrated in Figure
4.37.
Following Nomura (Figure 4.38), thus far, there are several approaches for senior
subordination:
• By virtue of a specific contractual provision inserted in the bond’s documentation
with the effect of creating a new layer of subordinated debt ranking below senior and
above T2.
• By virtue of mandatory provisions of law, ranking of claims in insolvency amended,
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Figure 4.38: TLAC in Europe; Source: Nomura, BRRD, SRM and FINMA
such that a new layer of senior liabilities rank below existing senior debt and liabilities
likely to be excluded from bail-in with the effect of creating of a new layer of senior
debt ranking below other senior debt and above T2.
• By virtue of mandatory provisions of law, ranking of claims in insolvency amended,
such that certain senior liabilities rank below liabilities likely to be excluded from
bail-in with the effect of making senior unsecured to rank below other types of senior
debt.
• By virtue of mandatory provisions of law, ranking of claims in insolvency amended,
such that certain excluded liabilities rank above senior unsecured targeted for bail-in
with the effect of making corporate deposits “lifted” to rank above senior unsecured.
• Or subordination achieved by issuing debt out of a “clean” non-operating HoldCo
(NOHC), which sits above OpCo in the group corporate structure with the effect of
making NOHC senior debt structurally subordinated to OpCo excluded Liabilities.
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Figure 4.39 illustrates what TLAC/MRELmeans for the banks in respect of further
capital requirements. If one adds Pillar 1 and 2, Combined Buffer, Management Buffer and
the TLAC requirements, banks will be running in excess of 20% of RWA in loss absorbing
instruments. This, as discussed in Chapter 7, will undoubtedly have a dramatic impact on
the overall cost of capital of the bank as unsecured creditors incorporate the risk premium
of the ownership of going concern loss absorbing instruments.
Figure 4.39: TLAC Impact on Capital Requirements; Source: Overview of Recent Regula-
tory Developments on TLAC/MREL and MDA Goldman Sachs International April 2016
4.8 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter we have reviewed the existing banks’ regulatory capital regime as
well as focused extensively on the CoCo instrument and Bail-in. As one can observe, it has
become a very popular product among investors and the apetite for it has not waned despite
its volatility.However, it is a very intrincate product that has given rise to a new terminolgy
that investors are now grappling with. Familiarising with these concepts is paramount to
navigate through the next chapters of the thesis that go about the analytical framework
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that underpins our argument that Bail-in and CoCos exacerbate the perverse incentives of
shareholders and give rise to increasing agency costs for the banks.
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4.9 Appendix
4.9.1 Regulatory framework to implement CoCos and Bail in Able debt
In the table below we outline the three main regulatory pieces of legislation that
has enabled the regulator to implement “Bail-in” (and hence CoCos) across the EU banking
system:
Figure 4.40: Regulatory Framework for CoCos and Bail-in; Source: EBA (European Bank-
ing Authority)
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Chapter 5
Agency Costs of Bail-in and
Optimal Volatility
The new financial regulation, namely Basel III, will have a strong impact not only
on the nature of the banking business,1 especially on the capital structure of the banks.
Among the new Basel III features,2 the new style of subordinate debt stands out the most:
the CoCo (Contingent Convertible) bonds. This is an intricate product which is becoming
in vogue in a low yielding environment, as investors rush into high yield instruments, and
banks take advantage of it by issuing a “cheap” (relative to the cost of equity of the banks)
equity-like instruments that helps bolstering the capital and leverage ratios.3 However, the
lack of standardization4 and its complex nature means that its impact on banks’ behaviour
is not yet well understood.5
In this chapter, we investigate the main shortcomings of the new financial regula-
tion overall, and the CoCos in particular, which is the overlook of the impact on the agency
costs. Here two elements of agency costs are investigated. The first is the wealth-transfer
1Banks retracting from high ROE but high RWA businesses, such as investment banking, structured
credit, etc.
2E.g. Leverage Ratio, Net Stable Funding Ratio, etc.
3See for example, “CoCo Bond Feeding Frenzy Sends Yields Tumbling”, The Financial Times, March
26, 2014.
4Such as equity conversion ratio, permanent/temporary writedowns/offs, high/low trigger and the em-
bedded equity option (for equity conversion CoCos).
5See for example, “Regulators must act on coco bond risks”, The Financial Times, May 7, 2014.
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problem, where the equityholders have an incentive to take on riskier projects because of
the long option position held by them, and “sold” by the guarantors - the government in
the Government Bail-out case and the bondholders in the Bail-in cases. Higher volatility
of the projects’ values means higher option value, leading to wealth being transferred from
the guarantors to the equityholders.6 The second is the value destruction problem, where
in a falling solvency scenario the equityholders are tempted to “gamble-for-ressurection”, in
other words, sacrificing value for higher volatility. We investigate these as the unintended
consequences of the deviation from absolute priority rules (DAPR).7 Under the absolute pri-
ority rule (APR), bondholders should not bear losses until equityholders have been wiped
out. Since the banks are systemic entities, the regulator has so far largely rescued troubled
banks (“Bail-out”) to minimize market disruptions and deposit runs, which have histori-
cally exacerbated the intrinsic moral hazard of the banking industry. To tackle this, the
new financial regulation advocates for the bondholders to assume losses (“Bail-in”) on a
going concern basis (hence “deviation” from APR). We agree that Bail-in should replace
Bail-out as investors and not taxpayers should bear the losses of their bad investments.
From the equityholders’ standpoint there is not much difference between the two: when the
regulator deems the bank’s point of non-viability (PONV) in a Bail-out (the point at which
a Bail-out is triggered) at the level where the CoCo triggers are set (7%) in a Bail-in, the
equityholders take the first loss down to 7% Core Tier 1 (CT1), for either taxpayers (Bail-
out) or bondholders (Bail-in) to subsequently take any further losses to replenish the CT1
back to the pre-crisis level. Our view is that in the Bail-out there is an embedded moral
hazard problem, while in the Bail-in there are agency costs that arises from the violation of
the priority rule. The new Bail-in set-up simply replaces the former with the latter. This
is demostrated by our investigation of the payoffs of different Bail-out/in scenarios
We extend our analysis of these agency costs by developing an optimal volatility
6Basically, the buyer of an option is then able to determine the volatility of the underlying asset. If this
was possible in a financial market, then it would be an illegal market manipulation.
7The DAPR has been magnified more recently by the introduction of the Maximum Distributible Amount
(MDA) that kicks in when the CT1 falls below the Combined Buffer (comprised by the Conservation,
Countercyciclical and Systemic Buffer) which forces the bank to suspend coupons and dividends through a
ratchet structure. The new Additionial Tier 1 (AT1) CoCos are coming with no dividend pusher / stopper,
meaning that banks can suspend CoCos coupons whilst still paying out dividends in the event of the CT1
falling below the combined buffer.
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model of firms using equityholders’ indifference curves. More specifically this establishes
that the agency problem can be illustrated as a sale of an option structure from the bond-
holders to the equityholders, where the buyer of the option, the equityholders, have the right
to choose its volatility. The question that we ask is then what the chosen level of volatility
is by the banks and how it is affected by the new Bail-in structures. The vast theory of firm
literature does not tell us how a firm selects its optimal level of risk. Under the Absolute
Priority Rule (APR) the equityholders have a payoff structure that is a call option (their
loss is limited to their current position, while the potential income upside is unbounded).
The positive vega position of an option means that the value of the equityholders’ position
increases as the volatility increases. There is, however, no solution to the equityholders’
optimal risk selection problem. In the second half of this chapter, we develop a model of
firm where a firm’s activities are a portfolio of correlated projects, with uncertain future
values and independent project-specific risks. Analogous to Markowitz’s portfolio theory,
there is a concave risk-future value “portfolio frontier” (here termed “project plans”). The
crucial point is that the future values are discounted at the required rate of return for the
associated risk, leading to better diversified project plans to be discounted at a lower rate.
This results in a trade-off between the present value of the firm, 0, and its associated risk,
. The first-best optimal choice of risk maximizes the value of the firm. The equityholders’
choice of risk is determined by their indifference curves that is a loci of the pairs (0 ) that
yields the same present value of their position. They choose the highest indifference curve
that is feasible with the firm’s possible project plan, given by the one that is tangent to the
project plans curve. Different Bail-out / Bail-in structures have different set of indifference
curves, with steeper indifference curves yielding higher optimal risk choices. Our analysis
demonstrates that higher leverage means higher risk choice, and for reasonable levels of
leverage, the equityholders choose risks in the ascending order for the cases of expropria-
tion (where the equityholders are completely wiped out as the government takes over the
firm), government Bail-out, and bondholder Bail-ins with equity-conversion CoCo bond and
write-off CoCo bond, respectively. The choice of higher volatility means a transfer of wealth
from bondholders to equityholders (from the seller of the option to the buyer), while the
sub-optimal solution (i.e. non-value maximizing) means value destruction.
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Given this outcome, the next question asked is whether there is a way of allevi-
ating the equityholders’ incentive for high risk-taking. Using the above model, we are able
to show that by imposing higher required rate of return for higher risk-taking, the equi-
tyholders will rationally reduce the risk-level chosen. In policy terms this is analogous to
Pigouvian tax. The agency costs are the negative externality of equityholders’ actions on
the remaining stakeholders of the bank. By implementing higher costs on their action, the
regulators can force the equityholders to select less risky choice. Alternatively, leaving it to
the bondholders, this is akin to them demanding higher cost of debt, compensating them for
their cost of closely monitoring the credit quality of the firm. The monitoring efforts that
the bondholders are forced to bear due to their exposure to going concern losses translate
into a cost that will be borne by the equityholders in the end via a higher cost of capital.
This fact has been overlooked by the regulator and the market so far. The implementation
of this idea will be explained in the next chapter.
This chapter underscores the implicit agency costs of Bail-in in general and CoCos
in particular. Relying on revolutionary option pricing based models, we analytically prove
the aggravation of the wealth transfer and value destruction of the new banks’ capital regime
as the solvency deteriorates in a more detailed and accurate fashion.
The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.1, we describe comprehensively
the four structures under comparison: no Bail-Out/Bail-in, Government Bail-out, Bail-in
with CoCo bonds and with Writedown bonds. We demonstrate that in the Bail-in cases,
the DAPR inherent in the structures can be valued as “condor-like” structures8 held by
the equityholders. This allows us to derive expressions for the prices of the Bail-in bonds.
In Section 5.2, we dwell on the wealth-transfer element of the agency cost demonstrated
by the rising vega of the equityholders’ positions. We also identify the regulators’ problem
of a trade-off between banks’ safety and the wealth-transfer agency cost. In Chapter 5.3,
we demonstrate that Bail-in increases the value destruction incentive of the equityholders,
represented by the falling delta-vega ratio of the equityholders’ positions. In Chapter 5.4,
we compare the CoCo Bail-in structure with the traditional DES. Chapter 5.5 develops the
8A condor is created by a combination of either a bull call spread with a bear call spread, or a bull put
spread with a bear put spread.
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optimal volatility model using indifference curves, to demonstrate that Bail-out / Bail-in
structures result in higher risk-taking by the equityholders and higher value destruction for
the firm. This is demonstrated to be alleviated if higher required rate of return can be ap-
plied to higher risk-taking behaviour. In doing so, we emphasize the role that bondholders’
monitoring costs will play once Bail-in structures are introduced. Finally in Chapter 5.6,
we give concluding remarks for this section.
5.1 Comparison of Structure
We first investigate in detail the payoff structures of the following bail-out/in
schemes:
1. No bail-out/bail-in
2. Government bail-out
3. Equity-conversion CoCo bail-in with three different scenarios
4. Write-down and Write-off CoCo bail-in
In the no bail-out/bail-in case, the firm follows the absolute priority rule (APR)
where the equityholders bear all the loss before the bondholders become the residual
claimant once the firm becomes insolvent. With the government bail-out the APR is still
followed, however the government injects capital to ensure that the minimum capital ratio
is attained, which results in the bondholders’ position being guaranteed. With the equity-
conversion CoCo bonds, the bail-in is triggered when the capital ratio is below a trigger
level, in which case a necessary amount of the bond is converted into equity to attain the
minimum capital ratio. This represents a deviation from absolute priority rule (DAPR).
The write-down and write-off CoCo bail-in are the more extreme cases of DAPR, where the
CoCo bonds are partially (write-down) or wholly (write-off) written down to cover the loss.
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The three different scenarios in 3. arise from what happens once CoCo bonds are
exhausted (the loss is larger than the face value of the CoCo bonds). More specifically, we
consider the cases of: (i) no further bail-out/in, (ii) government bail-out, and (iii) forced
bail-in of vanilla bonds. With the write-down and write-off CoCo bail-in, we simply assume
forced bail-in of vanilla bonds once the CoCo bonds are exhausted.
5.1.1 Set-up
We consider a simple firm financed by common equity capital and discount bonds
(vanilla or CoCo) with maturity  . The total face value of the bonds is  , which may include
equity-conversion CoCo bond (face value ) or write-down/off CoCo bond (face value  ).
The face value of the plain vanilla bond is . Therefore the firm can either have  = 
(no bail-out/in or government bail-out cases),  =  + (equity-conversion CoCo bond
bail-in cases) or  =  +  (write-down or write-off bond bail-in cases). The equity
value at time 0 is 0. The total asset value at time  is  . All bail-outs / bail-ins trigger
at the trigger capital ratio  . There exists a minimum capital ratio  set by the regulator,
where    . In all cases, where possible, when bailed-out/in the equity is boosted to
this minimum capital ratio . In the following analysis, for the numerical examples the
following parameter values are used when relevant:  = 90,  = 20,  = 20,  = 7%
and  = 10%. The initial equity value is 0 = 20 and the initial asset value is 0 = 110.
5.1.2 Assumptions
For the purpose of this analysis, we make following two assumptions:
1. For the main body of this section, we review the payoff structure and the solvency of
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the firm at the bond maturity  .
2. Where government bail-out is required, this will be done by common equity.
Both of these assumptions are relaxed in Section 5.1.8, where the firm is reviewed
at  ≤  and preference share bail-out is considered.
5.1.3 No Bail-out/in
This is the standard case of absolute priority rule (APR), where at the bond
maturity  the initial losses are borne by the equityholders, and the bondholders become
the residual claimant once the equityholders are wiped out. The table below outlines the
payoffs to both the bondholders () and the equityholders () at time  depending on
the values of  :
 [0  ) [ +0) [ +0∞]
  
 0 −
Total Firm  
Capital Ratio 0
h
0 0+0
´ h 0+0  1´
Notes
Capital wiped out,
debt written down
Capital written down Growth
(5.1)
For example for values of  ∈ [ +0), the value of the firm is less than 0
and hence the equityholders’ payoff  =  −  is less than 0.
It is well established in the literature that the equityholders hold a long call option
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Figure 5.1: Payoffs for Original Equityholders: No Bail-out/in:  = 90
at strike price  , while the bondholders’ position is the bond minus a put option of the
same strike price. Their payoffs are,
 = min [   ]
 = max [ −  0] .
(5.2)
The superscript  represents the case of no bail-out / bail-in. Fig.5.1 depicts these payoffs
for the example with  = 90. The Black-Scholes-Merton valuation of the debt and equity
holdings at time  = 0 are,9
  = − −  ( )
  =  ( )
(5.3)
9See for example Merton (1974).
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where  () and  () are the prices of call and put options with strike price ,
 () = 0 (1 ())−− (2 ())
 () = −0 (−1 ()) +− (−2 ())
with 1 () = ln
0

+

+2
2


√ , 2 () = 1 − 
√ ,
(5.4)
and  is the risk-free rate,  is the bond’s time to maturity and  is the asset volatility.
5.1.4 Government Bail-out
Next consider the case of government bail-out. This is assumed to be triggered
when the capital ratio is less than  . The bail-out occurs in the form of an injection of
common shares .10 As a result the balance sheet is restored to the level where the
minimum capital ratio  is reattained. With the bondholders fully protected at their face
value  , this would be  = 1− .
As with the no bail-out/in case, we investigate the stakeholders’ payoffs for dif-
ferent outcomes of  . For    + 0, the balance sheet has expanded, while for

1− ≤    + 0, the equityholders bear the loss according to the APR. In both cases,
the bondholders receive their face value back and the equityholders receive the rest ( = 
and  =  −  ). If  turns out to be less than 1− , then the capital ratio is below
 and the government bail-out is triggered. As stated, with the external capital injection
of  the balance sheet is restored to 1− , and the equity capital to 1− . The original
equityholders still bear all of the loss and thus  =  − , while the government’s share
10The case for preference share injection is explored in Section 5.1.8.
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of capital is  = 1−−( −  ) = 1−− , which equals the amount the balance sheet
is boosted by. For example when  = 95, with the loss 0 −  = 110 − 95 = 15 wholly
borne by the equityholders,  is reduced to 0 − (0 −  ) = 20 − 15 = 5. Without a
bail-out the capital ratio  =
5
95 = 526% is below the trigger level  = 7%, and therefore
the government injects common equity  = 1− −  = 901−010 − 95 = 5 to restore the
balance sheet back up to 1− = 100 and the capital ratio to
+(1−) =
5+5
100 = 10% = .
The bondholders are unaffected with  = 90.
For  ≤  , the original equityholders’ position is wiped out. The government
continues to bail out the bondholders, with the taxpayers bearing the remaining loss.
The different scenarios of payoffs are summarised in the following table:
 [0  )
h
 1−
´ h 
1−   +0
´
[ +0∞]
   
 0 − −
 1− 1−− 0
Total Firm 1− 1− 
Tax payers − ( −   ) 0 0
Capital Ratio  
h
  0+0
´ h 0+0  1´
Notes
 wiped out. Govt
injects  to attain
. Taxpayers bear
remaining loss.
 written down.
Capital ratio   .
Govt injects 
to restore .
 written
down.
Capital
ratio ≥  .
Growth
(5.5)
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Figure 5.2: Payoffs for Original Equityholders: Government Bail-out:  = 90,  = 10%
These payoffs can be summarised as,
 = 
 = max [ −  0]
 =
³−
1−
´ 
1− ≤ 1− +
³
max
h 
1− −   0
i
−max [ −   0]
´
,
(5.6)
where ≤ 1− = {
1 if  ≤ 1−
0 if   1− is an indicator function. This represents the capital injection
required to boost the capital ratio from  to . Fig.5.2 depicts the payoffs of the bondholders
and the equityholders, the BSM valuation of which are,
  = −
  =  ( ) ,
(5.7)
Comparing Eq.(5.7) with Eq.(5.3) suggests that the government bail-out provides a put
option  ( ) to the bondholders, but the equityholders gain no benefit from the bail-out.
This is only so as we are currently considering the payoffs at the bond maturity  . Section
5.1.8 relaxes this assumption and considers the case where the firm’s solvency is reviewed
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at  ≤  , in which case the equityholders also benefit from the bail-out in cases where the
firm is otherwise insolvent.
5.1.5 Equity-conversion CoCo Bail-in
Next we consider bail-in by equity-conversion contingent convertible (CoCo) bonds.
As with the bail-out case, the bail-in is triggered when the capital ratio falls below  to
restore the ratio to the minimum capital ratio . However in contrast to the government
bail-out, there is no external capital injection and therefore the balance sheet remains
depleted.
The pre-trigger scenarios are the same as before: when  ≥  +0, the balance
sheet has expanded, while when 1− ≤   0, the equityholders bear all of the loss. In
both cases, therefore,  =  and  =  −  .
For   1− the CoCo would be triggered. Then,
• The equityholders take the loss up to  .
• With the minimum capital ratio requirement of , the CoCo bond is partially or
wholly converted to make up the remaining required capital of  = ( − ) .
• When there is enough CoCo bond to cover the loss, then  = (1−) − (the
total debt level minus the plain vanilla bond) of the CoCo bond is left unconverted. As
a result the CoCo bondholders bear the loss equal to −( +) = −(1− ) .
This would be the case when there is enough CoCo bond to cover the loss, i.e.
 ≥ 0 ⇔  ≥ 1− . To demonstrate, take the example of  = 80 where the firm
loses 30. Without the bail-in the equityholders are wiped out. They bear the loss up
to the trigger point, i.e.  =  = 80 × 7% = 56, implying a loss of 0 −  =
20 − 56 = 144. The CoCo bond is partially converted to make up the shortfall for the
minimum capital ratio, and therefore  = ( − ) = (01− 007) × 80 = 24. This
leaves  = (1−) −  = (1− 01)× 80− 70 = 2 of the CoCo bond unconverted, so
the CoCo bondholders bear the loss of  − ( +) = 20− (2 + 24) = 156. The plain
vanilla bondholders are unaffected.
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For   1− , even with the whole conversion of the CoCo bond the minimum
equity ratio cannot be attained. For example when  = 76  1− = 701−010 = 7778,
the firm loses 0 −  = 110 − 76 = 34. As before the equityholders bear the loss up to
 =  = 76 × 7% = 532, with a loss of 0 −  = 20 − 532 = 1468. The CoCo
bond is converted in its entirety into  =  − ( +) = 76 − (70 + 532) = 068 of
equity, and therefore they bear the loss of  − = 20− 068 = 1932. The capital ratio
+ =
532+068
96 = 789% is now below the minimum capital ratio of 10%; however the
firm is unable to attain this even with the full conversion. This would be the case as long
as  ≥ 1− , when  = (1− ) −  ≥ 0.
For   1− the CoCo bond is wiped out, i.e.  =  = 0. There are now
different scenarios that can be considered. We consider three of these. We could insist on
the APR to be reinstated and write-down the equityholders’ capital . This would be
analogous to the no bail-out/in case in Section 5.1.3. Alternatively, as with the bail-out
case in Section 5.1.4, we could assume that the government would step in to inject common
equity. Finally, we could assume that the regulator will exercise its bail-in power to force
conversion of necessary amount of plain vanilla debt, such that the minimum capital ratio
is again reattained. This would correspond to a repeat of the equity conversion bail-in just
described in this section. Note in this case, any unsecured bond is inherently an equity-
conversion CoCo bond.
Case 1: Bail-in-No-bail-out/in
In this case, for  ≤   1− the equity  is written-down, while for   ,
the bondholders become the residual claimants. In summary,
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 [0 )
h
 1−
´ h 
1−  1−
i ³ 
1−  1−
i ³ 
1−   +0
´
[ +0∞]
     
 0 0 0 (1−)− 
 0 −   −
 0 0 (1−)− (−) 0
Total Firm     
Capital
ratio
0 [0 ] [ ] 
h
  0+0
´ h 0+0  1´
Notes
 wiped
out, debt-
holders
residual
claimants

written
down
CoCo
wholly
triggered, 
unattainable
CoCo
partially
triggered
 written
down.
Capital
ratio ≥  .
Growth
(5.8)
The payoffs for bondholders, the original equityholders and the CoCo bondholders
are, where the CoCo bondholders’ payoff is the total of their bond and equity positions,11
 = min [  ]
 = max [ −  0] +
n
(1− )max
h 
1− −   0
i
−max [ −   0]
o
−
n
(1− )max
h 
1− −   0
i
−max [ −   0]
o
 + =  − (1− )
³
max
h 
1− −   0
i
−max
h 
1− −   0
i´
.
(5.10)
Fig.5.3 shows the bondholders’ and equityholders’ payoffs. The BSM valuation of these are,
11The CoCo bondholders’ respective positions in bond and equity are:
 = (1−)
³
max
h
 − 1−  0
i
−max
h
 − 1−  0
i´
+
³−
1−
´
≥ 1−
 = (1− )max
h
 − 1−  0
i
− (1−)max
h
 − 1−  0
i
− ( − )max
h
 − 1−  0
i
−
³−
1−
´
≥ 1− .
(5.9)
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Figure 5.3: Payoffs for Original Equityholders: Equity-conversion Bail-in-No-Bail-out/in:
 = 7%,  = 10%,  = 90 and  = 20
  = − −  ()
  =  ( ) +
h
(1− )
³ 
1−
´
−  ( )
i
−
h
(1− )
³ 
1−
´
−  ()
i
  +   = − − (1− )
h

³ 
1−
´
− 
³ 
1−
´i
.
(5.11)
Note, we recover   and   when  =  = 0.   derived in Eq.(5.11) differs
from the expression for “Convert-to-surrender CoCo” in Berg and Kaserer (2011) in two
ways. First, they assume 100% conversion of the CoCo bond when triggered. Here we allow
partial conversion. Second, they assume the whole liability to be CoCo bonds, i.e.  =  ,
and therefore the equityholders are never wiped out for   0. Here our assumption of
   means that, once the CoCo bond is wiped out, the normal practice of APR resumes
where the equityholders’ holdings are written down ahead of the vanilla bonds.
One way of viewing the CoCo bail-in effect is to regard the difference between
  in Eq.(5.11) and   in Eq.(5.3) as the wealth-transfer induced by the introduction of
deviation from absolute priority rule (DAPR). Diagrammatically, this is the area between
the  payoff in Fig.5.3 and the normal call option payoff in Fig.5.1. Eberhart and Senbet
(1993) also investigate the role of APR violations in reducing agency conflicts between
bondholders and shareholders. However they assume the wealth-transfer to be a constant
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Figure 5.4: CoCo Condor: Bail-in-No-Bail-out/in
proportion of the firm value, and argue that when the firm is in distress the negative vega of
the assumed wealth-transfer partly offsets the positive vega of the equityholders’ position,
hence mitigating the agency cost incentive. Here we are able to explicitly derive the amount
of DAPR-induced wealth-transfer as   −   :
  −   =
∙
(1− )
µ 
1− 
¶
−  ( )
¸
−
∙
(1− )
µ 
1− 
¶
−  ()
¸
. (5.12)
Intuitively, the equityholders’ payoff is improved by a bear spread-like protection, (1− )
³ 
1−
´
−
 ( ), which represents the DAPR induced by the introduction of the CoCo bond. The
bull spread-like structure −
h
(1− )
³ 
1−
´
−  ()
i
reinstates the APR once the CoCo
bond is wiped out. Together they create a “condor-like” structure, which we will call the
“CoCo condor”, depicted in Fig.5.4.12
12A condor is created by a combination of either a bull call spread with a bear call spread, or a bull put
spread with a bear put spread. A bull call spread is formed by combining a long call option with a short
call option of a higher strike price, such that the holder of the structure gains from a rise in the underlying
asset price. In a bear call spread, the short call option has the lower strike price. Similarly for bull and bear
put spreads.
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Case 2: Bail-in-Bail-out
Here for   1− , with the capital ratio less than  , the government bail-out
is triggered with an injection of common equity . Analogous to before, this boosts
the balance sheet to 1− and the capital ratio to . The equityholders are wiped out
for   , at which point the taxpayers are required to bear any remaining loss. In
summary,
 [0 )
h
 1−
´ h 
1−  1−
i ³ 
1−  1−
i ³ 
1−   +0
´
[ +0∞]
     
 0 0 0 (1−)− 
 0 −   −
 0 0 (1−)− (−) 0
 1− 1−− 0 0 0
Total Firm 1−

1−   
Tax payers − (−  ) 0 0 0 0
Capital
ratio
  [  ] 
h
  0+0
´ h 0+0  1´
Notes
 wiped
out. Govt
injects  to
restore .
Taxpayers
bear remain
-ing loss.
 written
down.
Govt
injects
 to
restore .
CoCo
wholly
triggered, 
unattainable
CoCo
partially
triggered
 written
down.
Capital
ratio ≥  .
Growth
(5.13)
The payoffs for bondholders, equityholders, CoCo bondholders and the government
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Figure 5.5: Payoffs for Original Equityholders: Equity-conversion Bail-in-Bail-out:  = 7%,
 = 10%,  = 90 and  = 20
are,
 = 
 = max [ −  0] +
n
(1− )max
h 
1− −   0
i
−max [ −   0]
o
−
n
(1− )max
h 
1− −   0
i
−max [ −   0]
o
 + =  − (1− )
³
max
h 
1− −   0
i
−max
h 
1− −   0
i´
 =
³−
1−
´ 
1− ≤ 1− +
³
max
h 
1− −   0
i
−max [ −   0]
´
.
(5.14)
Fig.5.5 shows the bondholders’ and equityholders’ payoffs. The equityholders’ payoff is
the same as in Fig.5.3, as discussed in Section 5.1.4. The vanilla bondholders’ position is
guaranteed at  . The BSM valuations for the original equity and bondholders are,13
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  = −
  =  ( ) +
h
(1− )
³ 
1−
´
−  ( )
i
−
h
(1− )
³ 
1−
´
−  ()
i
  +   = − − (1− )
h

³ 
1−
´
− 
³ 
1−
´i
.
(5.15)
The equityholders again benefit from the CoCo condor in Eq.(5.12).
Case 3: Bail-in-Bail-in
Finally in this case, when even with the CoCo bond wholly wiped out the capi-
tal ratio is otherwise below  , the vanilla bondholders bail-in the equityholders by forced
conversion to reattain the minimum capital ratio . Then the equityholders lose up to
 , the CoCo bond is wiped out ( =  = 0) thus bearing the loss of  , and
 − (1−) =  −  of vanilla bond is converted to  = ( − ) of equity.
The bondholders thus bear the loss of [ − (1−) ]− [( − ) ] =  − (1− ) .
Consider as an example  = 60, when the firm loses 50. Then  =  = 60×7% = 42,
so the equityholders lose 20− 42 = 158. The CoCo bondholders lose their entire position
of  = 20. Further,  − (1−) = 70− 09× 60 = 16 of the vanilla bond is converted
to  = ( − ) = (01− 007)× 60 = 18 of equity, and therefore they bear the loss of
16− 18 = 142.
In summary,
13The CoCo bondholders’ respective positions in bond and equity are the same as in the Bail-in-No-Bail-
out/in case, i.e.  =  and  =  .
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
h
0 1−
´ h 
1−  1−
i ³ 
1−  1−
i ³ 
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 (−) 0 0 0
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 [ ] 
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  0+0
´ h 0+0  1´
Notes
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bondholders
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 written
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Capital
ratio ≥  .
Growth
(5.16)
The payoffs are,14
 + = min [(1− )  ]
 = max [ −  0] +
n
(1− )max
h 
1− −   0
i
−max [ −   0]
o
 + =  − (1− )
³
max
h 
1− −   0
i
−max
h 
1− −   0
i´
.
(5.18)
Fig.5.6 shows the bondholders’ and equityholders’ payoffs. The BSM valuation of these are,
  +   = − − (1− )
³ 
1−
´
  =  ( ) +
h
(1− )
³ 
1−
´
−  ( )
i
  +   = − − (1− )
h

³ 
1−
´
− 
³ 
1−
´i
.
(5.19)
14The CoCo bondholders’ positions in bond and equity are the same as in the Bail-in-No-Bail-out/in case,
i.e.  =  and  =  . The vanilla bondholders’ respective positions in bond and equity are:
 =  − (1−)max
h 
1− −   0
i
−
³−
1−
´
≤ 1−
 = ( − )
³ 
1− ≤ 1− −max
h 
1− −   0
i´
.
(5.17)
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Figure 5.6: Payoffs for Original Equityholders: Equity-conversion Bail-in-Bail-in:  = 7%,
 = 10%,  = 90 and  = 20
Note that compared with Eq.(5.11), the equityholders now benefit from a bear spread-like
protection (1− )
³ 
1−
´
− ( ), rather than the CoCo condor in Eq.(5.12). This is due
to the forced bail-in by the vanilla bond, that corresponds to a continued DAPR even after
the CoCo bond is exhausted.
5.1.6 Write-down/off CoCo Bail-in
Finally, we consider bail-in by write-down / write-off CoCo bonds. Write-down
bonds are only partially written-down when the trigger occurs, while the write-off bonds
are immediately written-off in its entirety to cover the loss. There are unknowns as to what
happens when these bonds are triggered. For the write-down bond, it is unclear how the
firm reattains the minimum capital ratio  after the trigger at  . Here we assume a bail-in
by the write-down bond holders (“write-down-bail-in”) such that ( − ) of the write-
down bond is converted one-to-one to a contingent capital reserve (CCR). For the write-off
bond, it is unclear what happens to the remainder of the written-off bond when the write-off
more than covers the firm’s loss. Here, again, it is assumed that the net amount becomes
a CCR.
In both cases, the outcomes for  ≥ 1− when there is no trigger are equivalent
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to the equity-conversion CoCo bail-in outcomes. We therefore consider the outcomes for
  1− for each type of bond, respectively.
Write-down-Bail-in
For write-down bonds the bond is written-off only partially. For example for  =
80, when the firm loses 30, the equityholders bear the loss of 0− = 20−80×007 = 144.
The write-down bond is triggered to cover the remaining loss of 30− 144 = 156. As it is,
 = 20 − 156 = 44 would then remain untriggered. However, at this point the capital
ratio is  , below the minimum required ratio of . It is unclear what would happen in this
case. Here, for the purpose of the comparison with the equity-conversion CoCo case, we
assume a bail-in by the write-down bond that results in a 1-to-1 conversion of the required
amount of the bond into common equity to make up the difference to  . Thus in this
example ( − ) = (01− 007)× 80 = 24 is converted into a contingent capital reserve
. This leaves  = 20 − 156 − 24 = 2 as the unconverted write-down bond. Note
this also equals (1−) −  = (1− 01)× 80− 70 = 2.
This bail-in scenario would be the case as long as (1−)   ⇔   1− .
For values of  below this the minimum capital ratio  is not attainable even with a full
write-down of the write-down bond. In this case we assume a forced bail-in by the vanilla
bondholders, as with the equity-conversion CoCo bond bail-in-bail-in case above. Thus for
 = 70, when the firm loses 40, then  =  = 70 × 7% = 49 so the equityholders
lose 0 −  = 20 − 49 = 151. The write-off bondholders lose all of their 20. This
still leaves 40 − 151 − 20 = 49 of the loss to be covered, which is written down by the
plain vanilla bondholders. There is further equity-conversion bail-in of  = ( − ) =
70 × (01− 007) = 21 to attain the required capital ratio . As a result, the vanilla
bondholders are left with  = 70− 49− 21 = 63 of the bond.
In summary,
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
h
0 1−
´ h 
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(5.20)
It is unclear who claims the contingent capital reserve . Importantly, if
 remains with the write-down bondholders, then the above outcomes are identical
to the equity-conversion bail-in-bail-in case in Section 5.1. We therefore assume here that
the claim for  is transferred to the equityholders. In this case the payoffs can be
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Figure 5.7: Payoffs for Original Equityholders: Write-down-Bail-in:  = 7%,  = 10%,
 = 90 and  = 20
summarised as,15
 + = min [(1− )  ]
 + =  −  +
³−
1−
´
≤ 1− + (1−)
³
max
h 
1− −   0
i
−max
h 
1− −   0
i´
+ (1− )max
h 
1− −   0
i
 =  −
³−
1−
´
≤ 1−
− (1−)
³
max
h 
1− −   0
i
−max
h 
1− −   0
i´
.
(5.21)
There is now a discontinuous jump in the payoff for the equityholders of
³−
1−
´
≤ 1− ,
due to the transfer of the CCR to them. This is also demonstrated in Fig.5.7. The BSM
15As already noted this write-down-bail-in case is the redistribution of the equity-conversion bail-in-bail-in
case, where the equity-converted portion of the CoCo bond  is now allocated to the equityholders as
the contingent capital reserve  . Therefore it is no surprise that  =  ,  =  ,
 =  and  =  .
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valuation of these are,
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(1− )
³ 
1−
´
−  ( )
i
+ ( − )
h 
1−
³ 
1−
´
−
³ 
1−
´i
− (1−)
³ 
1−
´
+ (1− )
³ 
1−
´
  = − −
³−
1−
´

³ 
1−
´
− (1−)
h

³ 
1−
´
− 
³ 
1−
´i
.
(5.22)
where  () and  () are the price of the binary call and put options with unit payout
at strike ,
 () = − (2 ())
 () = − (−2 ()) .
(5.23)
Write-off-Bail-in
The write-off bond differs from the write-down bond above in that the entire bond
is written-off at once for values of   1− . Then upon trigger immediately,  = 0. Any
remainder net of the loss is then assumed to be added to the firm’s capital as the contingency
capital reserve. Consider again the example  = 80 when the firm loses 30. As before  =
 = 80× 7% = 56 and so the equityholders bear the loss of 0 − = 20− 56 = 144,
and the write-off bond is triggered to cover the rest of the loss. Of  = 20, 30−144 = 156
is required to write-off this loss, while the remaining 20− 156 = 44 is added to the equity
capital as . The capital ratio + = − = 80−7080 = 125% is now above the
minimum ratio . This would be true for values of  for which − ≥  ⇔  ≥ 1− .
For  below this level, we again assume forced bail-in by the vanilla bondholders, as was
the case for both the equity-conversion bail-in-bail-in and the write-down-bail-in.
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In summary then,

h
0 1−
´ h 
1−  1−
´ h 
1−  1−
´ h 
1−   0
´
[0∞]
 (1−)   
 0 0 0 
    −
 0 (1− ) −  (1− ) −  0
 (−) 0 0 0
Total Firm    
Capital
ratio
 [  ] 
h
  0+0
´ h 0+0  1´
Notes
Forced
bail-in by
vanilla
bondholders
 unattainable
even with the
CCR.
WO bond
triggered.
Remainder
net of loss
added as CCR.
 not breached.
 written
down.
Capital
ratio ≥  .
Growth
(5.24)
As in the write-down-bail-in case, here we assume that the contingent capital
reserve is transferred to the equityholders, although in reality it is unclear who would lay
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Figure 5.8: Payoffs for Original Equityholders: Write-down-Bail-in:  = 7%,  = 10%,
 = 90 and  = 20
the claim to this capital. Then the payoffs can be summarised as,16
 + = min [(1− )  ]
 + =  −  + ≤ 1− + (1− )max
h 
1− −   0
i
 =  1−
. (5.26)
Fig.5.8 shows the bondholders’ and equityholders’ payoffs. The BSM valuation of the debt
16For vanilla bondholders the payoffs are the same as in the equity-conversion bail-in-bail-in case, i.e.
 =  and  =  . For the equityholders,  =  and
 = (1− )

max

 − 
1−   0

−max

 − 
1−   0

− ≥ 1− . (5.25)
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and equity holdings at time  = 0 are,
  +  = − − (1− )
³ 
1−
´
  +  =  ( ) + 
³ 
1−
´
−
h
 ( )− (1− )
³ 
1−
´i
 = 
³ 
1−
´
.
(5.27)
The equityholders’ position   +   in Eq.(5.27) differs from the expression for
“Convert-to-steal CoCo” in Berg and Kaserer (2011), in that here the trigger point is at

1− , and there is a forced bail-in by the vanilla bondholders at

1− .
Analogous to the CoCo bail-in analysis, the difference between  + 
in Eq.(5.27) and   in Eq.(5.3) represents the wealth-transfer induced by the introduction
of DAPR: ³
  + 
´
−  
= 
³ 
1−
´
−
h
 ( )− (1− )
³ 
1−
´i
.
(5.28)
This we call a Write-off condor, shown in Fig.5.9.
5.1.7 Analysis
The BSM valuations of the equityholders’ positions in Eqs.(5.3), (5.7), (5.11),
(5.15), (5.19), (5.22) and (5.27) are summarised below, but with  ( ) replaced with 0 −
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Figure 5.9: Write-off Condor: Write-off-Bail-in
− +  ( ):
No Bail-out/in 0 − − +  ( )
Bail-out 0 − − +  ( )
Bail-in-No-bail-out/in 0 − − + (1− )
³ 
1−
´
−
h
(1− )
³ 
1−
´
−  ()
i
Bail-in-Bail-out 0 − − + (1− )
³ 
1−
´
−
h
(1− )
³ 
1−
´
−  ()
i
Bail-in-Bail-in 0 − − + (1− )
³ 
1−
´
Write-down-Bail-in 0 − − + (1− )
³ 
1−
´
+ ( − )
h 
1−
³ 
1−
´
− 
³ 
1−
´i
− (1−)
³ 
1−
´
+ (1− )
³ 
1−
´
Write-off-Bail-in 0 − − +
h

³ 
1−
´
+ (1− )
³ 
1−
´i
.
(5.29)
Writing these in this way clarifies the protection each scheme offers to the equityholders.
For example in both the no-bail-out/in and bail-out cases the equityholders are protected by
the put option with strike price  . On the other hand with equity-conversion bail-in-bail-in,
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Figure 5.10: Equityholders’ Protections for No Bail-out/in, Government Bail-out and
Equity-conversion Bail-in
the equityholders’ protection is by 1− of a put option with a higher strike price 1− . These
protections are plotted respectively in Figs 5.10 and 5.11. They clearly demonstrate the
increasing protection for the equityholders in the order of (i) no bail-out/in and bail-out, (ii)
bail-in-no-bail-out/in and bail-in-bail-out, (iii) bail-in-bail-in, (iv) write-down-bail-in, and
(v) write-off-bail-in. In other words at each step, there is an extra incremental “put-spread”
or “condor-like ” option structure inherently sold by the bail-out / bail-in providers to the
equityholders. These lead to increasing agency costs, as discussed in Sections 5.2 and 5.3.
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Figure 5.11: Equityholders’ Protections for Write-down-Bail-in and Write-off-Bail-in
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5.1.8 Extensions
Valuation before Bond Maturity
As discussed in Section 5.1.4, the government bail-out provides no benefit to equi-
tyholders at bond maturity. This is not the case before maturity    , where the bail-out
enables the firm to continue operating as going-concern in cases where the firm would oth-
erwise become gone-concern. This provides the equityholders with a strictly positive time
value of the continuing option, which is the benefit of the bail-out to the equityholders.
To demonstrate this, consider an inspection by the regulator at time    . Assume
that in the case of no bail-out/in the firm is closed down if its capital ratio is below the
minimum equity ratio , i.e.   1− . In this case the value of the equityholders’ position
at  is,
  =
⎧
⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
max [ −  0] if   1−
 (     − ) if  ≥ 1−
, (5.30)
where  (   ) is the price of a call option given by (5.4), with the price of the
underlying asset , strike price , continuously compounding interest rate , volatility 
and the time to maturity . The payoff reflects the fact that when the capital ratio is below
 and the firm is forced to close, the equityholders are left with the intrinsic value of the
call option. This is not the case when there is government bail-out:
  =
⎧
⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎩
max[−0]

1−

³ 
1−      − 
´
if   1−
 (     − ) if  ≥ 1−
. (5.31)
Upon inspection, if the capital ratio is less than  the government injects common equity
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 to boost the asset value to 1− . The total equity  + is then 1− . The market
value of this total equity is 
³ 
1−      − 
´
, with the equityholders holding a share
max[−0]

1−
of it. This represents the dilution resulting from the common equity capital
injection. Now      unambiguously as,
max [ −  0]

1−

µ 
1−     − 
¶
 max [ −  0] (5.32)
⇔ 
µ 
1−     − 
¶
 
1− ,
where 1− = 1− −  is the intrinsic value of 
³ 
1−      − 
´
. This clearly
illustrates the equityholders’ benefit from the government bail-out, which is their share
max[−0]

1−
of the time value of the continuing call option 
³ 
1−      − 
´
− 1− .
Preference Share
So far the government bail-out has been assumed to be conducted by an injection
of common equity only. Here we extend this to include preference shares17 injection. We
assume a minimum common equity floor   , such that the government’s preference
shares  are utilised to attain the minimum capital ratio , while the government’s
17The Bail-Out scheme worked differently between US and Europe through out the Financial Crisis. The
former resorted, in most cases to, preference shares (no dilution to equityholders) to bolster capitalisation
across the banking system (Goldman Sachs, Morgan Stanley, Citigroup etc) that were swiftly reimbursed
to the government as the banks restored profitabitily and raised private equity. In Europe however, unless
the bank was not viable (and hence put into resolution), the regulators adopted the injection of common
equity (Lloyds, RBS, KBC etc) to replenish capitalisation and steered cleared of preference shares to dilute
existing shareholders and lower the taxpayer burden. While both schemes were meant to prop up the banking
system and mitigate the deeepening of the financial crisis, the US model definitely illustrates the traditional
moral hazard embedded in the banking system in which shareholders run risks but manage to preserve their
investment when the bank or the banking system melt down. Basel III, with the abolition of Bail-Out,
promotes burden sharing between all main stakeholders to shore up capitalisation when equity is needed to
ensure both bank and the banking system’s viability.
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common equity bail-out  is used to maintain  . The former kicks in if the common
equity ratio is below  , with  boosting the asset value to 1− and the total equity
to 1− as before. Then  = 1− − ( −  ) = 11− − . The latter kicks in if
the common equity ratio even after the preference share injection is below the minimum
common equity ratio  , which occurs when −
1−
  ⇔   1−+1−  . Then the
equityholders’ values at    are,
  =
⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
max[−0]

1−

³ 
1−  1−1−     − 
´
if   1−+1− 

³ 
1−  2−1− −     − 
´
if 1−+1−  ≤   1−
 (     − ) if  ≥ 1−
. (5.33)
When there is no trigger ( ≥ 1− ), the equityholders’ value is the same as under no bail-
out/in. When there is just the preference shares injection (1−+1−  ≤   1− ), then the
equityholders’ position remains undiluted, but their claim at bond maturity  is now on the
asset value  minus the sum of the bond face value  and the preference shares principal

1− −. The strike price of the call option is therefore  + 1− − = 2−1− −. Finally
when there is also common equity injection (  1−+1−  ), then the equityholders’ share
of equity is diluted to max[−0]
1−
, where 1− is the total common equity after bail-out.
Their claim at  is on  −  minus the maximum preference share injection of −1−  ,
and therefore the strike price of the call option is  + −1−  = 1−1−  .
Using preference shares instead of common shares in order to attain the minimum
equity ratio  has two opposing effects on the equityholders’ position. The positive effect is
that of no or less dilution. Specifically, compared to Eq.(5.31), in Eq.(5.33) we can see that
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Figure 5.12:   with and without preference shares
when 1−+1−  ≤   1− there is no dilution (only preference shares are injected), while
when   1−+1−  , the dilution is smaller (there is less common equity injected). The
negative effect is that of reduced claim on the asset due to higher ranking of the preference
shares. This is reflected in the higher strike price of the call options in Eq.(5.33) (note,
2−
1− −    for   1− ), which reduces the option value. Fig.5.12 shows that when
 = 90,  = 10%,  = 5%,  = 5%,  = 20% and  −  = 05, the positive effect of
smaller dilution outweighs the negative effect of smaller claim. Indeed, it can be shown that
this is always the case:
Proposition 5.1   is unambiguously larger with preference shares than without.
Proof. Note when  = , the curves coincide in Fig.5.12. Therefore it suffices
to show that the gap between the two curves at  = 1−+1−  (the kink of the preference
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shares curve) increases as  decreases, or


∙

µ 
1− 
1−
1−     − 
¶
−  
µ 
1−     − 
¶¸
 0
⇔ 
1−
−(−)
µ
2
µ 
1− 
1−
1−     − 
¶¶
 1
µ 
1−     − 
¶
.
(5.34)
But 
³
2
³ 
1−  1−1−     − 
´´
 
³
2
³ 
1−      − 
´´
, and so it suffices to
show that,

1−
−(−)
µ
2
µ 
1−     − 
¶¶
 
µ 
1−     − 
¶
⇔ 
1−
−(−) (2 ())  
1− (1 ())− 
−(−) (2 ()) (5.35)
⇔ −(−) (2 ())   (1 ()) .
This is true as  (2 ())   (1 ()), since 1 = 2 + √ − . Therefore as  decreases
below , the equityholders are unambiguously better off with preference shares bail-out.
5.2 Wealth-Transfer Problem
Having established the details of the different bail-out / in structures, we now in-
vestigate the agency costs associated with the over-investment problems in these structures.
We distinguish two types of such agency costs:
1. Wealth-transfer problem. This is when the equityholders have an incentive for higher
risk-taking, normally represented by the vega of their option position.
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2. Value-destruction. Eberhart and Senbet (1993) state, “Risk-shifting can enhance eq-
uity value even when higher risk projects are of lower value, implying that investment
decisions can be distorted away from firm value maximisation.” When negative NPV
projects are still beneficial to the equityholders (due to their convex payoff and the
project’s higher volatility), the reduction in the firm’s total value represents this type
of agency cost.
We investigate these in turn in this section and the next. For the purpose of the
technical analyses, we assume   22 for the remainder of the chapter.
As common in the literature (e.g. Eberhart and Senbet, 1993; Berg and Kaserer,
2011), we investigate the vega of the equityholder position as a measure of their incentive
to take on riskier projects. The vega for each of the above cases are,
  =   = 0
√ 0 (1 ( ))
  =   = 0
√
h
(1− ) 0
³
1
³ 
1−
´´
− (1− ) 0
³
1
³ 
1−
´´
+ 0 (1 ())
i
  = (1− )0
√ 0
³
1
³ 
1−
´´
  = 0
√
h
(1−) 0
³
1
³ 
1−
´´
− (1−) 0
³
1
³ 
1−
´´
+ (1− ) 0
³
1
³ 
1−
´´i
+ 11
³ 
1−
´
( − ) 1− − 0
³
2
³ 
1−
´´
  = 11
³ 
1−
´
 − 0
³
2
³ 
1−
´´
+ (1− )0√ 0
³
1
³ 
1−
´´
,
(5.36)
where  0 (1 ()) = 1√2−
[1()]2
2 for strike price . These are depicted in Fig.5.13. The
graph compares the incentives for the equityholders to take on riskier projects at different
values of 0 above  between the five structures. We make the following observations:
Proposition 5.2 With no bail-out/in or government bail-out, the incentive for higher risk
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Figure 5.13: Vega vs 0 when  = 90,  =  = 20,  = 7% and  = 10%
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taking increases as the firm’s asset value falls towards the critical value  .
In Fig.5.13 the critical value for no bail-out/in is  = 90. This basically states
that the vega of a call option increases as the option approaches at-the-money (ATM). More
technically,
Proof. The vega curve for no bail-out/in and government bail-out,   and
  in Eq.(5.36), is quasi-concave as −
2
is a quasi-concave function and 1 ( ) is a
monotonically increasing function of 0. Its maximum occurs at,
 
0 = −
1
2 ( )
0 (1 ( )) = 0⇔ 0 = −

−2
2


. (5.37)
 
0 , sometimes called the vanna, is therefore negative for 0  
−

−2
2


, or  
increases as 0 falls towards  (and unambiguously so for   22 ).
The wealth-transfer happens when the equityholders choose higher  projects, due
to their positive vega values, which results in an increase in the value of their call option
 ( ). In the no bail-out/in case there is an equal fall in the value of the bondholders’
position, due to the rise in the value of their short put option position  ( ). Thus the
wealth is transferred from the bondholders to the equityholders by the equityholders’ ac-
tions. For the government bail-out case the wealth-transfer is from the government to the
equityholders.
Proposition 5.3 For the asset value above the trigger point, the risk-taking incentive is
higher with equity-conversion CoCo bail-in than under no bail-out/in or the government
bail-out.
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Proof. We show this for the case of bail-in-bail-in, which would be true if
     for 0  1− , or
(1− )0
√ 0
µ
1
µ 
1− 
¶¶
 0
√ 0 (1 ( )) for 0  
1−  . (5.38)
This is proved in Appendix 5.7.1 Note Fig.5.13 also depicts that this is true for the bail-
in-no-bail-in/out and bail-in-bail-out cases, or   =      for 0 

1− = 9677.18
Proposition 5.4 For higher asset values the risk-taking incentive is higher with the write-
off CoCo bond than with the equity-conversion CoCo bond.
Proof. For this we require      for sufficiently large 0. It
suffices to show that 11
³ 
1−
´
 − 0
³
2
³ 
1−
´´
 (1− )0√ 0
³
1
³ 
1−
´´
for
large 0. Note from the property of Black-Scholes option pricing model that 0 0 (1 ()) =
− 0 (2 ()) for strike price . Then we require,
1
1
µ 
1− 
¶ 
 (1− )0
0
µ
1
µ 
1− 
¶¶
 (1− )0
√ 0
µ
1
µ 
1− 
¶¶
⇔ 1
µ 
1− 
¶
  
√
⇔ 0  
1−  
−

−
 
− 12

2


. (5.39)
Thus   is unambiguously larger than   for 0 higher than 1− −

−
 
− 12

2


.
18Using Appendix 5.7.1 one can also prove that      =   for 0  1− .
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For our numerical example, the expression on the right-hand side of Eq.(5.39)
equals 10225. The result of Proposition 5.4 can be checked in Fig.5.13. It is also clear
in the diagram that   is smaller than   for 0 closer to the CoCo trigger
point ( 1− = 9677); indeed the vega for write-off is lower even than for no bail-out/in case.
This reflects the shape of the vega curve for the binary put option in Eq.(5.27), which takes
a negative value when the option is deep in-the-money. This means that to the left of the
trigger point of the write-off condor structure depicted in Fig.5.9, the vega of the option
structure rapidly decreases, and takes a negative value when the holders of the write-off
condor (the equityholders) benefit from lower volatility.
To conclude, using the detailed analysis of the bail-out/in structures outlined in
Section 5.1, in this section we have been able to establish that, in comparison to the no
bail-out/in or government bail-out cases, the equity-conversion CoCo bond exacerbates the
wealth-transfer element of the agency cost for all firm values above the CoCo trigger point,
and that the effect is even larger for the write-off CoCo bonds for larger values of 0.
In option trading terms, this is analogous to the holder of an option having the right to
determine the volatility of the underlying asset price. In financial markets, this would be
an illegal manipulation.
5.3 Value Destruction
Value destruction agency cost occurs when the equityholders do not follow value
maximisation for the firm. This is a principal-agent problem where the interest of the
decision makers (the equityholders) does not align with that of the firm.
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To investigate this, let there be a discrete set of projects defined by their expected
outcome  £  ¤ and the return volatility . Let the market price of risk be . Then the
present value of each project is,
 0 = −
£  ¤ , where  =  +  (5.40)
where  is the required rate of return of project  and  is the risk-free rate. Under value
maximisation the firm would choose project  such that,
 0 = max
© 0ª . (5.41)
On the other hand, under no bail-out the equityholders choose project  such that,
 0 = max
©  ¡ 0¢ª , where   ¡ 0¢ =  ¡ 0   ¢ (5.42)
with  (.) as given in Eq.(5.3), where the arguments now specify the underlying asset value,
the strike price and the volatility. When  6= ,  0   0 , and hence there is value
destruction.
The value destruction problem arises from the fact that the firm value is determined
as the expected present value (Eq.(5.40)) and does not depend on the asset volatility beyond
its effect on the required rate of return , while for the equityholders their value increases
with higher  (positive vega of their call option position). Value destruction results when
the reduction in the equityholders’ value due to the lower choice of  0 (the delta effect), is
more than offset by the increase in the value due to the higher volatility (the vega effect).
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The degree of this effect can therefore be represented by the relative size of the two, which
we denote :
 = ∆  . (5.43)
The smaller the  of the structure, the more likely that there will be value destruction.
The delta of the equityholders’ positions for each bail-out/in structure are, respec-
tively,
 =  =  (1 ( ))
 =  = (1− )
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1−
´´
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1−
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1
³ 
1−
´´
.
(5.44)
These are depicted on Fig.5.14.
We now make the following observations:
Proposition 5.5 With no bail-out/in or government bail-out, the value destruction is more
likely as the firm’s asset value falls towards the critical value  .
Proof. We already know from Eq.(5.44) that  =  =  (1 ( )).
Then,

0 =

0 =
1
0√ 
0 (1 ( ))  0. (5.45)
Therefore the deltas decrease as 0 decreases. We also have established in Proposition 5.2
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that   and   increase as 0 falls towards the critical value  . Therefore 
is unambiguously decreasing for falling 0 above  , indicating a higher likelihood of value
destruction.
Proposition 5.6 For the asset value above the trigger point, the value destruction is more
likely with equity-conversion CoCo bail-in-bail-in than under no bail-out/in or the govern-
ment bail-out.
Proof. First we show that    for the required range of 0, or
 (1 ( ))   + (1− )
µ
1
µ 
1− 
¶¶
⇔  (−1 ( ))  (1− )
µ
−1
µ 
1− 
¶¶
. (5.46)
To show this, consider the following derivative:

0
∙
 (−1 ( ))− (1− )
µ
−1
µ 
1− 
¶¶¸
= − 10√
∙
 0 (−1 ( ))− (1− ) 0
µ
−1
µ 
1− 
¶¶¸
. (5.47)
As  0 (−1 ()) =  0 (1 ()), we know from Eq.(5.38) that this is positive for 0  1− .
Also,
lim→∞
∙
 (−1 ( ))− (1− )
µ
−1
µ 
1− 
¶¶¸
= 0 (5.48)
as the limit for both terms are zero. This means that  (−1 ( ))−(1− )
³
−1
³ 
1−
´´
approaches 0 from below as 0 increases from 1− , proving that    for
0  1− . We also know from Proposition 5.3 that      for 0  1− .
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Together this implies that  is unambiguously lower for equity-conversion bail-in-bail-in
than for no bail-out/in or government bail-out. This indicates a higher likelihood of value
destruction for the former.
Figs.5.13 and 5.14 suggest that this is also true for the remaining equity-conversion
CoCo bail-in cases, namely the bail-in-no-bail-out/in and the bail-in-bail-out.
Proposition 5.7 For higher asset values the value destruction is more likely with the write-
off CoCo bond than with the equity-conversion bail-in-bail-in case.
Proof. Again compare the deltas.    if,
− 
−
0√ 
0
µ
−2
µ 
1− 
¶¶
+ (1− )
µ
1
µ 
1− 
¶¶
− (1− )
µ
1
µ 
1− 
¶¶
 0.
(5.49)
Appendix 5.7.2 proves that this is true for 0  1− . We already know from Proposition 5.4
that      for sufficiently large 0. Together this implies that  is lower
for the write-off-bail-in for sufficiently large 0 than for the equity-conversion bail-in-bail-in,
indicating a higher likelihood of value destruction.
Figs.5.13 and 5.14 suggest that this is also true for the write-down-bail-in case.
To conclude, not only do introduction of equity-conversion or write-down/off CoCo
bonds increase the incentive for wealth-transfer by increasing the vega of the equityholders’
position, as shown in Section 5.2, in this section we have established that it also increases
the incentive for value destruction by decreasing the delta, hence aggravating the delta-vega
ratio . Closer to the trigger point, this suggests a higher temptation to attempt “gamble-
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for-resurrection”, where the equityholders sacrifice firm value for high risk strategies, in the
hope for a positive outcome.
5.4 CoCo Bond as Non-admissible Debt-to-Equity Swap
In the above sections we concluded that the equity-conversion CoCo and write-
down/off bond bail-in structures have inherently higher agency costs than under no bail-
out/in. However, in reality banks are rarely allowed to become insolvent, with restructuring
occurring long before the asset value is allowed to fall below  . Here we consider one of
those possibilities, the debt-to-equity swap (DES), and compare this with the CoCo bail-in
structure.
We begin with a detailed investigation of the DES structure. The framework is an
extension of Moraux and Navatte (2009) (MN here onwards). As before a firm is financed
by equity and a zero coupon bond with maturity  and face value  . Under normal APR
the payoffs at  for the debt and equityholders are similar to Eq.(5.2), with an additional
feature of bankruptcy costs of a proportion 1 −  ∈ (0 1] of the asset value  . Then
according to MN, the bondholders’ payoff when there is no DES is,
 =
⎧
⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎩
 , if  ≥ 
 , if   
. (5.50)
The existence of the bankruptcy cost means that there is a gain from restructuring, which
the stakeholders can share. In a DES the bondholders rescue the equityholders by: (i)
extending the existing debt by further  years to  =  +  at rate , and (ii) forgiving an
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amount  ∈ [0  ] of the debt while receiving a proportion  ∈ [0 1] of the firm’s equity in
exchange. As extreme examples,  = 0 with   0 means that the bondholders forgive part
or all of the debt with no equity in return, while  = 1 means that they expropriate current
equityholders. As with MN we assume that bondholders control the financial restructuring
but with no intent to take over the firm, i.e.   1. In contrast to MN, which assumes
that the DES only kicks in when    , we assume that DES is enforced by the regulator
at the point of non-viability (PONV), which reflects the reality more. This level is further
assumed to be the same as the bail-out/in trigger point  in previous sections. Hence DES
is implemented when  ≤ 1− . Post-DES, at the new bond maturity  the face value
of the debt is ( −) .19 For   1− when there is no DES, the debt is assumed to
roll over to  with the new face value  . For simplicity, we assume there to be no debt
restructuring at  irrespective of the asset value .20 The table below summarises the
stakeholders’ holdings at  for different scenarios:
 range at  Solvent at  Insolvent at 
No DES at ³ 
1− ∞
i  ≥  = 
 =  − 
  
 = 
 = 0
DES at h
0 1−
i  ≥ ( −)  = ( −)  +  [ − ( −) ]
 = (1− ) [ − ( −) ]
  ( −) 
 = 
 = 0
.
19This differs from MN, who seem to assume that the repayment for the remaining debt  − is simply
postponed until  with zero interest cost. The problem with this assumption is that, ceteris paribus, the
debtholders would always want an immediate redemption.
20This can be an extension to this analysis. Especially in the case that  ≥ 1− at  , it seems reasonable
to allow DES at  when   1− , even if we rule out repeated restructuring for the case of   1− and
  (−)1− .
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(5.51)
The expected present value at time  of the stakeholders’ payoffs at time  can
now be calculated. When there is no DES at  , these are,
  = − b £≥ + ¤
=  (−1 ()) +  (2 ())
  = − b £( − )≥¤
=  (1 ())−  (2 ()) ,
(5.52)
where b [ ] is the risk-neutral expectation taken at time  and  is again an indicator
function. Similarly when DES is triggered,
  = − b h{( −)  +  [ − ( −) ]}≥(−) + (−)i
=  + ( − ) (1 (( −) )) + (1− ) ( −) (2 (( −) ))
  = − b h(1− ) [ − ( −) ]≥(−)i
= (1− ) [ (1 (( −) ))− ( −) (2 (( −) ))] .
(5.53)
Note as a special case, when  → ∞,   =  + ( − ) , i.e. for a very long term
investment the creditors are incited to swap debt for equity only when   .
The restructuring problem is a choice of three parameters: the amount of debt
forgiven, , the proportion of equity received, , and the term to maturity of the rescheduled
bond, . With the bondholders controlling the financial restructuring, their problem is that
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of maximising their wealth with the choice of (  ). The equityholders are always better
off with the DES for   1, as they will receive a strictly positive claim instead of the zero
value that would result from bankruptcy.
First consider the socially optimal outcome when DES is triggered (i.e.   1− ).
This is where the total present value of the firm is maximised:
max 
− b [] =  + (1− ) ¡1 ¡( −) −¢¢ . (5.54)
When there is no DES, then the firm is dissolved, losing bankruptcy costs. This is the first
term  . The second term is the net gain of restructuring of not incurring the bankruptcy
costs, which happens with the probability  (1 (( −) −)). In DES this gain is shared
between the stakeholders. Eq.(5.54) is monotonically increasing in  for any given , and
thus the first-best is attained at ∗ =  . This is intuitive: a strictly positive value of
 −  implies a strictly positive probability of insolvency at the new maturity ; given
the non-zero bankruptcy costs 1− , this reduces the present value of the firm. Hence the
firm value is maximised at  =  where the future insolvency probability is zero. Now
comparing Eq.(5.54) with   in Eq.(5.53) reveals that the socially optimal outcome can
be implemented by the choice ∗ = 1. This is again intuitive; setting ∗ = 1 aligns the
interests of the decision-maker (in the case of a DES, the bondholders) with that of the
total firm. Thus any equilibrium outcome with ∗ ∈ (0 1) would be second-best. However,
Proposition 5.8 When the bondholders have the full bargaining power, their optimal strat-
egy is the full takeover of the firm, ( ) = ( 1).
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Proof. Consider the following derivatives of   :
  =  (1 (( −) ))− ( −) (2 (( −) ))  0 ∀ ∀
  =
(1−)
√  0 (2 (( −) ))− (1− ) (2 (( −) )) .
(5.55)
The monotonicity of
  is not surprising; whilst  determines the future default proba-
bility, and hence the present value of the firm,  simply determines the stakeholders’ shares of
it. Therefore for any levels of  the bondholders would prefer the full transfer ∗ () = 1.21
The second derivative in Eq.(5.55) suggests that there are two opposing effects of an in-
crease in  on the value of   : an increase in  increases the total value of the firm
by decreasing the probability of future default, but it also decreases the face value of the
bond holding. Now suppose that the optimal outcome is (∗ ∗) with ∗   and ∗  1.
However this outcome is not stable, as we know that ∗ () = 1 ∀. At  = 1,    0
unambiguously, and the bondholders will optimally choose  =  where   =  . This
is the only stable outcome.
The above result basically states that the bondholders are happy to forgive all
of their bond holdings (which also removes totally the possibility of future insolvency), if
they can gain the full stake in the firm. Note then the choice of  is irrelevant. This is
also the socially optimal outcome discussed above. The result can also be demonstrated
diagrammatically by the use of indifference curves (ICs). Consider the following derivatives
21Similarly,
  0 ∀ ∀ implies that the equityholders would always prefer ∗ () = 0.
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Figure 5.15: Indifference Curves for Equityholders and Bondholders:  = 70,  = 90,
 = 6%,  = 20%,  = 2 and  = 08
of   :
  = − [ (1 (( −) ))− ( −) (2 (( −) ))]  0 ∀ ∀
  = (1− ) (2 (( −) ))  0 ∀ ∀.
(5.56)
Thus for equityholders there is a simple trade-off between  and . Their ICs, drawn on a
 −  plane, will therefore be upward-sloping. The ICs of the bondholders are downward-
sloping for lower values of  where    0, while they turn upward-sloping for larger
values of  when    0. Examples of these ICs are depicted in Fig.5.15, where the
solid curves are the bondholders’ ICs and the dashed curves are those of the equityholders.
The equityholders are better off with lower ICs, while the bondholders are better off with
higher ICs. The turning point in the bondholders’ ICs is where they can attain the highest
IC given the value of , i.e. where the value of their holding is maximised for that level
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of .22 In all cases the tangency points of the ICs are shown to be at  = 90, i.e. at
 =  . There is a continuum of such Pareto efficient equilibria, and the choice of the final
outcome depends on the relative bargaining power of the stakeholders. With full bargaining
power the bondholders optimise at   =  , attained by the choices (∗ ∗) = ( 1), as
derived in Proposition 5.8. On the other hand if the equityholders had the full bargaining
power, it would result in   being driven down to the bondholders’ outside option, which
is default without DES when they would receive  . Note that this minimum value for
the bondholders ensures that ∗ ≥  for all cases of DES.
In reality, however, we observe partial forgiveness    . In order to achieve this
we introduce a cost term  () for the bondholders of higher control of the firm, with  0  0,
 00  0,  (0) = 0 and lim→1 () =∞. This reflects the bondholders’ reluctance to take
over the firm. This may be because they lack the company and industry expertise and
the know-how of shareholders, or that their mandate to invest in low yielding, low volatile
instruments may mean that they would be forced to sell equity position. For our analysis
here we let  () = 1− for some constant   0. We will see below that the inclusion of
the cost term results in the bondholders choosing an outcome that is less than the socially
optimal. The bondholders’ value under DES is now,
  = +( − ) (1 (( −) ))+(1− ) ( −) (2 (( −) ))−

1−  .
(5.57)
Now we define the admissibility of a DES under full bondholder bargaining power
22For example for  = 01, the maximum value for the bondholders is that of the IC tangent to the
horizontal line  = 01. On the diagram this is shown to be   = 5727.
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as follows:23
Definition 1 (DES Admissibility) A DES structure is admissible if the parameters
(∗ ∗ ∗) maximise the value of bondholders’ holdings:
(∗ ∗ ∗) = argmax 
 subject to   ≥  (5.59)
where  ∈ [0  ],  ∈ [0 1] and  ≥ 0, and   is given by Eq.(5.57).
This problem can be solved in two stages: first, find the optimal (∗ ∗) given ,
and second, find ∗ with the maximum   . In focussing on the first stage, the first-order
conditions are:
  =  (1 (( −) ))− ( −) (2 (( −) ))− (1−)2 = 0
  =
(1−)
√  0 (2 (( −) ))− (1− ) (2 (( −) )) = 0.
(5.60)
23In their definition of admissibility, MN has the condition that the received portion of equity exactly
covers the amount of the face value of the debt forgiven,
 = − 

 [ − ( −) ]≥(−)

=  [ (1 (( −) ))− ( −) (2 (( −) ))] . (5.58)
Denote Eq.(5.58) by  ( ). They argue that this condition may be viewed as an equilibrium condition:
for bondholders, the amount  forgiven is the maximum for a given portion  of equity received, while for
equityholders, it is the minimum amount acceptable. We believe that this is not the case. In their Table
1 they simulate the optimal (∗ ∗) for  = 05 and different values of  and  . Then for  = 08 and
 = 30, their admissible (∗ ∗) are computed as (125 248). In this case  (125 248) = 125, i.e. the
 of the equity received (in their set-up - see footnote 19) equals the forgiven amount, as assumed. Then
  = 2407+125 = 2532, where 2407 is the  of the restructured bond. However for  = 704, it can
be computed that  (704 248) = 225 and   = 2327 + 225 = 2552. In other words, the bondholders
are able to increase their value by forgiving  higher than the  of the equity received. The equityholders
are also better off as   increases from 125 to 225, and this is therefore a Pareto-improving agreement.
As such, MN’s admissibility condition does not yield a Pareto efficient outcome. Intuitively, by increasing
 the bondholders are able to increase the value of their equity holding more than the loss in the value of
the remaining debt.
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Solving the simultaneous equations yields the optimal ∗ as the solution to,
 (1 (( −) ))−( −) (2 (( −) ))− 
2
(1− )2
∙ (2 (( −) ))
 0 (2 (( −) ))
¸2
= 0
(5.61)
and ∗ given by,
∗ = 1− (1− ) (2 (( −) 
))
√ 0 (2 (( −) )) . (5.62)
Then:
1. ∗   , as  =  cannot be the solution for Eq.(5.61) as then the last term goes to
∞.
2. ∗  1.
Compare now this DES scheme with the equity-conversion CoCo bail-in-bail-in
structure. For the latter, the CoCo bail-in kicks in at time  as described in earlier sections.
Unlike the earlier sections we introduce future default risk at time    . For simplicity
we assume that when the CoCo bonds are partially (but not wholly) converted at their
maturity  , then the remaining matured CoCo bonds are replaced by vanilla bonds of the
same face value. This means that there will be no CoCo bail-in at time . Then the payoffs
at  are,
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 range at  Solvent at  Insolvent at 
No CoCo trigger³ 
1− ∞
i  ≥  = 
 =  − 
  
 = 
 = 0
Partial CoCo trigger³ 
1−  1−
i  ≥ (1−)  = (1−)  + − [ − (1−) ]
 =  [ − (1−) ]
  (1−) 
 = 
 = 0
Full CoCo triggerh 
1−  1−
i  ≥  =  + (1−)−− ( − ) = − ( − )
  
 = 
 = 0
Forced bail-in by
vanilla bondholdersh
0 1−
´  ≥ (1−) 

 = (1−)  + − [ − (1−) ]
 =  [ − (1−) ]
  (1−) 
 = 
 = 0
.
(5.63)
For example, as established in Section 5.1, when  ∈
³ 
1−  1−
i
the CoCo
bondholders end up with  = (1−) −  of the unconverted (and now matured)
bond and  = ( − ) of equity. Therefore in aggregate the bondholders’ (the origi-
nal vanilla bondholders and the CoCo bondholders) position is  + [(1−) − ] =
(1−) of vanilla bond and ( − ) of equity. At  the firm will remain solvent if
 ≥ (1−) , in which case the bondholders’ position is the total of (1−)  of
bond and a share − of the equity  − (1−) .
Then,
Proposition 5.9 CoCo bond bail-in is a non-admissible DES.
Proof. Compare the CoCo payoffs for the bondholders in Table (5.1) with those
of DES in Table (5.1). The two are equivalent when  ≥ 1− (no DES, no bail-in). When
 ∈
³ 
1−  1−
i
and  ∈
h
0 1−
´
, the DES payoff is equivalent to the CoCo payoff
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Figure 5.16:  at  for Bondholders:  = 90,  = 20,  = 6%,  = 20%,  = 2 years,
 = 07,  = 1,  = 7% and  = 10%
when  =  − (1−) and  = − . Similarly when  ∈
h 
1−  1−
i
, the two are
equivalent when  =  and  = (1−)−− . This means that the CoCo outcome is
within the (unconstrained) feasible set of possible DESs, but they do not satisfy the first-
order conditions (5.61) and (5.62). Hence the CoCo outcome cannot be the admissible DES.
Basically, in contrast to the DES, in equity-conversion CoCo bail-in the bondhold-
ers are unable to negotiate  or  to achieve their optimal debt-to-equity conversion as
these parameters are pre-defined at the CoCo bond inception. Indeed the write-off bond is
the worst case scenario where  and  are pre-set at ( 0).
Fig.5.16 graphs the present values ( ) at  of the bondholders’ payoffs for both
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Figure 5.17: Extra Gain to Equityholders Resulting From Equity Conversion of CoCos: 
at  for Equityholders:  = 90,  = 20,  = 6%,  = 20%,  = 2 years,  = 07,  = 1,
 = 7% and  = 10%
admissible DES and CoCo structures. The regions divided by vertical lines correspond to
those specified in Table (5.1). The admissible DES  is simulated by solving Eq.(5.61)
numerically for the optimal ∗ for each  , which is then substituted in Eq.(5.62) to com-
pute ∗. As shown, the bondholders are able to attain higher values by their choice of 
and  than under the CoCo structure.
Fig.5.17 graphs the  at  of the equityholders’ payoffs for both admissible DES
and CoCo structures. For them their  is higher under CoCo than under DES. The graph
suggests that if the equityholders knew for certain that a DES would be implemented, then
under DES too they would have an incentive to take higher risks and sacrifice firm value
than would be under no bail-in case. However as shown, these agency costs are still higher
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under CoCo bail-in than for the traditional DES.
5.5 Optimal Volatility: Risk Return Trade Off for Equity-
holders Under Basel III
In section 5.2 we have argued that higher vega means higher agency costs. However
it does not state "how much higher". If we can, then perhaps we could suggest a practical
solution for controlling the risk taking behaviour from shareholders. This is what we aim
in this section.
Consider a bank that raises fund by equity and debt. The fund is invested in
a portfolio of projects, whose outcomes are uncertain. Then for risk-averse investors, the
present value of the bank’s asset value is estimated using an appropriate risk-adjusted
discount rate. The optimal portfolio decision is then dependent on the risk-return profiles
of the feasible project mixes. In particular there may be a trade-off between higher risk-
taking, which is assumed to lead to a possible higher expected outcome at maturity, and
higher discounted rate. There is nothing in the literature to suggest how the bank selects
its optimal portfolio within such a scenario.
Here we build a model of a simple bank with two possible investment projects
with uncertain outcomes. Assuming sufficiently low correlation between the two outcomes,
there is a risk-diversification effect in choosing a portfolio of the two projects. This results
in a higher present value of the portfolio due to a lower risk-adjusted rate required for
discounting. Under a simple condition then there exists an interior solution to the bank’s
maximum value, which is the bank’s first-best choice of portfolio. However the decision of
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portfolio selection is taken by the equityholders, whose convex payoff structure (they gain
fully from the bank’s success, however their loss is limited) means that their optimization
behaviour of the value of their holdings would lead to a sub-optimal choice of portfolio
selection. This can be analysed somewhat using an indifference curve model, similar to that
adopted by Jensen and Meckling (1976) in their analysis of monitoring of the behaviour
of the managers with non-pecuniary benefits. The indifference curves describe the trade-
off between risk (volatility) and value, as described above, and are therefore downward-
sloping. The curves are moreover quasi-concave in shape: it is concave when the value
of the bank is high, while it becomes convex as the solvency drops towards the Point of
Non Viability (PONV), particularly when a Bail-out or a Bail-in would put a floor to
the value of the equityholders’ position. The equityholders’ choice of portfolio is given by
the tangent point between the bank’s possible project portfolio frontier and their highest
attainable indifference curve. The choice of the second-best portfolio results in a lower
present value of the bank’s asset value, as well as a transfer of value from the bondholders
to the equityholders due to higher risk taken. These again represent the two types of agency
costs already discussed (value destruction and wealth transfer). We analyse these under
different restructuring scenarios of expropriation (i.e. no Bail-out or Bail-in), Government
Bail-out with preference / ordinary shares, Bail-in with equity-conversion CoCo bonds and
Bail-in with write-off CoCo bonds.
The set-up differs from the traditional models in two ways. Firstly, it assumes the
distribution of possible future outcomes of projects to be given, which is then discounted to
today to estimate the present values. Thus, the choice of projects affects the present value,
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not only through the chosen expected future value, but also via its effect on the required
discount rate. This differs from the Merton (1974) set-up, where the future values of a
security is given as a distribution of outcomes given today’s value of the security.24 Secondly
the model contrasts with the CAPM set-up where the securities are priced assuming that
all of idiosyncratic risk have been diversified away, which cannot be assumed for the limited
number of possible projects available to a bank.
5.5.1 Bank’s Project Plans
The bank has two possible projects,  = 1 2, both of which mature at  . Their
expected value and variance are given by  £  ¤ and 2 , with correlation . A “project
plan” is given by the weights ( 1− ) of the two projects, and has the expected value
and the variance,
 [ ()] =  £ 1 ¤+ (1− ) £ 2 ¤
2 () = 221 + (1− )2 22 + 2 (1− ) 12.
(5.64)
Assume project 1 is riskier than project 2, i.e.  £ 1 ¤   £ 2 ¤ and 1  2. Then in
minimizing 2 () with respect to  ∈ (0 1), for low sufficient , namely  ∈
h
−1 21
´
,
24Jensen and Meckling (1976) make the same point when they state, “While we used the option pricing
model above to motivate the discussion and provide some intuitive understanding of the incentives facing the
equity holders, the option pricing solutions of Black and Scholes (1973) do not apply when incentive effects
cause  to be a function of the debt/equity ratio as it is in general and in this example. Long (1974) points
out this difficulty with respect to the usefullness of the model in the context of tax subsidies on interest and
bankruptcy cost. The results of Merton (1974) and Galai and Masulis (1976) must be interpreted with care
since the solutions are strictly incorrect in the contect of tax subsidies and/or agency costs".
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Figure 5.18: Expected bank value  [ ] for different values of 
there exists a minimum-variance plan min with min  2 given by,
min = 22−1221+22−212
min =  (min) = (1−
2)2122
21+22−212 .
(5.65)
Project plans  ∈ [min 1] then represent the set of efficient plans, with  ∈ [min 1]. In
this region then,

  0 for  ∈ (min 1] (5.66)
where

 =
1

£21 − (1− )22 + (1− 2) 12¤ . (5.67)
Fig 5.18 depicts the graph of  [ ] for different values of  ∈ [0 1], with its minimum-
variance plan and the efficient plans on the upper branch.
The bank discounts the chosen project plan at the risk-adjusted rate  (  ()),
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where   0. The current market value of the bank is then given by,
0 () = −(()) [ ()] . (5.68)
5.5.2 The First-best Optimal Plan
The first-best optimal plan for the bank is ∗ such that
∗ = arg max∈[min1]0 () . (5.69)
To find the optimal plan we compute and equate to zero the derivative,
0
 () = −


−(()) [ ()] + −(()) ¡ £ 1 ¤− £ 2 ¤¢ . (5.70)
To rule out corner solutions, we require 0 (min)  0 and 0 (1)  0. In particular, for
the case  (  ()) ≡  ( ())⇒  =   , then as  = 0 at  = min,
0
 (min) = 
−(min) ¡ £ 1 ¤− £ 2 ¤¢  0. (5.71)
As this is strictly positive the solution cannot be at this point, i.e. ∗  min. At  = 1,
as then  [ (1)] =  £ 1 ¤,  (1) = 1 and  (1) = 1 − 2,
0
 (1) = 
−(11)
∙
−  (1 − 2)
£ 1 ¤+ ¡ £ 1 ¤− £ 2 ¤¢¸ . (5.72)
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Figure 5.19: Bank’s present value 0 for different values of 
Then for an interior solution ∗ that satisfies
0
 (
∗) = 0, (5.73)
we require 0 (1)  0, i.e.
 £ 1 ¤− £ 2 ¤
 (1 − 2) £ 1 ¤   (1) . (5.74)
What condition (5.74) implies is that, for the solution to be internal, the project plan risk
requires to be sufficiently costly (the right-hand side is large), or otherwise the bank would
simply choose ∗ = 1, i.e. only invest in the project with the highest expected value. Fig
5.19 depicts the graph of the present value 0. The optimal plan ∗ is given by the curve’s
maximum point.
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Example 2 (Constant Market Price of Risk)
 (  ()) =  + . (5.75)
where  is the constant market price of risk and  is the market risk-free rate. Then  = 0
and  =  and so an internal solution exists for   [
1 ]−[ 2 ]
 (1−2)[ 1 ]
.
Example 3 (Linear Average Market Price of Risk)
 (  ()) =  +  () () . (5.76)
where  () is given by the weighted average of the respective market prices of risk of the
two projects, 1 and 2,
 () = 1 + (1− )2. (5.77)
For our numerical analyses in this section including figure 5.2 we use the linear
average market price of risk given in Example 3.
5.5.3 CAPM Discussion
As opposed to the above example, in the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM)
the risk-adjusted rate of return is linear in ,
 () =  [1] + (1− ) [2] =  + [1 + (1− )2] (5.78)
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where  is the market risk premium  =  [ ] −  and  [ ] is the expected
market return rate. In this case then,  = (1 − 2) , and so,
0
 () = − (1 − 2) 
−() [ ()] + −() ¡ £ 1 ¤− £ 2 ¤¢ , (5.79)
for which,
0 (1) = − (1 − 2) −[1]
£ 1 ¤+ −[1] ¡ £ 1 ¤− £ 2 ¤¢
= [1−  (1 − 2) ] −[1]
£ 1 ¤− −[1] £ 2 ¤
≈ − (1−2) ¡−[1] £ 1 ¤−  (1−2) −[1] £ 2 ¤¢
= − (1−2) ¡ 10 −  20 ¢ .
(5.80)
This is positive assuming  10   20 . Hence there is no internal solution for the optimal plan
for the bank. Specifically, the bank would always simply choose the riskier project 1.
The reason for this is that, with CAPM, the project-specific idiosyncratic risks are
assumed to have been diversified away. In contrast in the constant and linear average 
example, for sufficiently low  there is risk-diversification effect such that a combination of
the two projects has a higher present value than the present values of the single projects
due to the lower risk-adjusted discount rate.
5.5.4 Equityholders’ Choice of Risk
In the above section we established the bank’s first-best choice of risk. However it
is the equityholders who choose the bank’s project plan. In this section we investigate their
choice under different scenarios of no Bail-out/in, government Bail-out, equity-conversion
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CoCo bond Bail-in and write-off CoCo bond Bail-in. For this we build a model of indifference
curve analysis. The payoffs and the valuations under Merton (1974) framework for each of
the restructuring scenarios were derived in detail in Chapter 51.
No Bail-Out/In and Government Bail-Out
As discussed in Chapter 51, the equityholders’ payoff is the same under the cases
of no Bail-out/in and the government Bail-out, where their payoff equals that of a call
option with strike price  . The value of this is given by the familiar Black-Scholes option
pricing formula,
  =   =  ( ) (5.81)
where  () is given in (5.4).
The equityholders’ indifference curves (ICs) are defined as the loci of pairs (0 )
that yields the same value of   , i.e. all values of 0 and  such that,
  (0 ) =  (5.82)
for a given value of  . We list some properties of the ICs:
Properties 5.1 (Equityholders’ Indifference Curves) The ICs have the following prop-
erties:
1. The ICs are downward-sloping.
2. The ICs are quasi-concave.
3. Given   , the IC steepens as  increases, pivoted at  =∞.
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Proof. From the definition of the ICs,
  =
 
0 0 +
 
  = 0
⇔ 0 = −
 
 0
= −

∆ =
 . (5.83)
 is the marginal rate of substitution between 0 and  along the IC, and,
∆ =  (1)
 = 0
√ 0 (1) . (5.84)
Immediately, ICs are downward-sloping as both ∆ and  are strictly positive,
 = −0
√ 0 (1)
 (1)  0. (5.85)
To check the curvature of the ICs, consider the limits of . First when it becomes large,
using the limiting properties of call option values outlined in Properties B1 of Appendix
5.7.4,
lim→∞
 = 0 (5.86)
i.e. the equityholders’ position approximates the asset value. Therefore at this point ∆ = 1
and  = 0, and hence  → 0 as  becomes large. At the other limit when 
approaches zero, again from Property B1,
lim→0
 = max
£0 − −  0¤ . (5.87)
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On an IC where    0 then, 0 must unambiguously be greater than − as  → 0.
Therefore, at this point the equityholders’ position approximates the value of the forward
0 − − , and thus again ∆ = 1 and  = 0, making  → 0 as  → 0. Given
that   0 for  ∈ (0∞), the curves must therefore be quasi-concave.25 Finally, as
 increases 0 has to adjust in order to keep   constant for given ,
  =
 
  +
 
0 0 = 0
⇔ 0 = −
 
 0
=
− (2)
 (1)  0 for  ∞. (5.89)
Therefore the IC shifts up. To show that this shift is a steepening of the curve pivoted at
 =∞, note first that lim→∞ 0 = 0. At any other values of ,

 =

 +

0
0

=
∙
− 0
 0 (1)
 (1)
µ
1 + 
0 (1)
 (1)
¶¸
+
∙  0 (1)
 (1)
µ
2 + 
0 (1)
 (1)
¶¸ − (2)
 (1)(5.90)
= − 
0 (1)
 (1)
"  
 (1)
µ
1 + 
0 (1)
 (1)
¶
+ √ 
− (2)
 (1)
#
 0.
The final line is negative ∀  ∞ as each term within it are positive except for 1, and
 () +  0 ()  0 ∀ which is shown in Property A2 of Appendix 5.7.3. Thus the ICs
steepens as  increases.
25The curvature of the ICs is given by,
20
2 =


0


+

0
0

 0
 = −
0√

 0 (1)
 (1)
 0 (1)
 (1) + 2
2
+ 2√

. (5.88)
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Figure 5.20: Equityholders’ indifference curves for different debt levels 
These properties are demonstrated in Fig 5.20. The equityholders’ optimisation
problem is the selection of the highest attainable indifference curve given project plans
(5.68). Diagrammatically, the solution is given by the tangent point shown in Fig 5.21. The
graph suggests that the equityholders would choose a higher risk project plan  than the
bank’s first-best choice ∗. More formally,
Proposition 5.10   ∗.
Proof. The equityholders’ choice of the optimal project plan is determined by,
max∈[min1]
  =  ( ) subject to 0 () = −(()) [ ()] . (5.91)
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Figure 5.21: Equityholders’ optimal choice with (i) no Bail-out/in, and (ii) Bail-in-Bail-in.
The solution  is the  that satisfies,
 
 () =
 
0
0
 +
 


 =  (1 ( ))
0
 () + 0
√ 0 (1 ( ))  () = 0.
(5.92)
However at ∗, we know from (5.73) that 0 (∗) = 0. On the other hand   0 for
 ∈ [min 1], and therefore 
  0 at ∗. Hence   ∗.
The indifference curve analysis is particularly useful as it demonstrates clearly the
agency costs associated with having the equityholders as the decision maker of firm’s risk-
taking. As proved the equityholders select a higher risk project plan  compared with
the firm value maximising ∗. Immediately then, by equityholders optimising the value
of their holdings and not that of the firm, it results in value destruction of the firm. As
already discussed, this is one type of agency costs. The other type is the wealth transfer. The
equityholders’ position is a long call option as given above, the value of which increases with
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the increase in the risk chosen. In contrast, for the no Bail-out/in scenario the bondholders
hold a short put option, as derived in (5.3),
  = − −  ( ) (5.93)
where  () is the value of a put option given in (5.4). Put-call parity26 implies that  
decreases by the same amount as the increase in   with the increase in the risk. The
equityholders’ choice of  away from the first-best ∗ therefore results in the wealth being
transferred from the bondholders to the equityholders. On the other hand the bondholders
are unaffected in the government Bail-out scenario, as in this case the bondholders’ position
is guaranteed at  as was shown in (5.7):
  = − . (5.94)
In this case then, the wealth transfer is from the taxpayers to the equityholders.
We can also state the following:
Proposition 5.11 The risk-taking is higher, the higher the leverage.
Proof. This follows immediately from the third property of Properties 5.1 - the
steeper the IC, the further along to the right the tangent point is in Fig 5.21.
This implies higher agency costs for higher leveraged banks.
26The put-call parity states that, for a non-dividend paying underlying asset, the value of a call option
plus a bond equals the value of a put option plus the underlying asset, i.e.  () +− =  () + .
As values of the bond or the underlying asset do not depend on the volatility of the underlying asset price,
an increase in the volatility therefore must induce the same increase in the values of the call and the put
options.
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Equity-conversion Bail-in
We apply the same analysis to equity-conversion Bail-in. For simplicity we choose
the Bail-in-Bail-in case analysed in Chapter 515 Case 3. There it was established that the
equityholders’ position is given by (see (5.19)),
  =  ( ) +
∙
(1− )
µ 
1− 
¶
−  ( )
¸
. (5.95)
The equityholders’ project plan choice  is then determined by,
max∈[min1]
  subject to 0 () = −(()) [ ()] . (5.96)
Firstly,
Proposition 5.12 For 0  1− , the IC for Bail-in is below the IC for no Bail-out/in with
the same equityholders’ value,   =   .
Proof. Consider the ICs,  and  , with the same values for equityholders
  =    0. First investigate what happens when  → 0. Applying Properties B1 in
Appendix 5.7.4, when 0  1− ,
lim→0
 = lim→0
 = 0 − − . (5.97)
Hence  0 (0) =  0 (0) at  = 0, where  0 () and  0 () are the values of 0
required to attain a given equityholders’ value   when the volatility is . Similarly for
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 →∞, again using Properties B1,
lim→∞
 = lim→∞
 = 0, (5.98)
and thus  0 (∞) =  0 (∞) at  =∞. Finally for  ∈ (0∞), note that
(1− )
µ 
1− 
¶
−  ( )  0 ∀ ∈ (0∞) , (5.99)
as (1− )max
h 
1− − 0 0
i
= max [ − (1− )0 0]  max [ − 0 0] at all values of 0.
Thus to equate   with   for a given  ∈ (0∞),  0 () must be smaller than
 0 ().
The proposition states that in order to attain the same equityholders’ value   =
  , the equityholders are able to choose a lower 0 () for a given  under Bail-in than
under no Bail-out/in. The condition 0  1− assures that the firm is not already in distress
at time 0. Fig 5.22 demonstrates this result.
Secondly, Fig 5.21 suggests that the equityholders would choose a higher risk
project plan  under Bail-in than  under no Bail-out/in:
Proposition 5.13    .
Proof. From (5.92), the solution  satisfies,
 

¡¢ =  0 0 ¡¢+ 




¡¢ = 0
⇔ 0
¡¢ = −   
¡¢ . (5.100)
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cases
Similarly, the solution  for (5.96) is  that satisfies,
 
 () =
 
0
0
 () +
 


 ()
=  ×
0
 () +  
 ×

 () = 0. (5.101)
Now at  , using (5.100),
 

¡¢ =  
Ã
−


+
 
 
!


¡¢ . (5.102)
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However, we already know from Proposition 56 that   , and from Propo-
sition 53 that      , when 0  1− . Hence,
 
 
 1  


⇒ 


¡¢  0. (5.103)
Thus at  the equityholders are still able to increase its value by increasing.. Hence
   .27
As demonstrated in Fig 5.21, this means that under Bail-in, the equityholders
would choose an efficient project plan with higher  but lower 0, implying an aggravation
of both wealth transfer and value destruction agency costs compared with no Bail-out/in.
Write-off CoCo Bond Bail-in
Finally, we consider the write-off CoCo bond bail-in. In (5.27) we established
that the equityholders’ position is given by (here for notational simplification, we denote
 =   +  ),
  =  ( ) + 
µ 
1− 
¶
−
∙
 ( )− (1− )
µ 
1− 
¶¸
, (5.104)
27An alternative intuitive proof is as follows. (5.95) shows that the equityholders’ position under equity-
conversion Bail-in is the no Bail-out/in position   =  ( ) plus a long put bear spread-like structure
(1− )


1−

− ( ), which represents the CoCo bail-in guarantee. For the range of values of 0 and 
that we are interested, the delta of this long put bear spread is negative. The vega of a put bear spread is
always positive. This implies that    and      . In (5.83) we derived that
the slope of the IC is the which is the negative of the ratio of vega to delta. Therefore is more
negative than  , implying a steeper IC under Bail-in than under no Bail-out/in. Thus    .
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where again  () is the price of the binary put option with unit payout at strike  given
in (5.23). The equityholders’ project plan choice  is then determined by,
max∈[min1]
  =  ( ) + 
µ 
1− 
¶
−
∙
 ( )− (1− )
µ 
1− 
¶¸
(5.105)
subject to 0 () = −(()) [ ()] .
Then,
Proposition 5.14    .
Proof. Very similar to the proof of Proposition 5.13.
5.5.5 Simulated Results
To compare the outcomes between the different restructuring structures, we simu-
late the optimal risk chosen by the equityholders under the different structures for varying
values of  . This is done by numerically solving the equityholders’ maximisation problems
for each scenario, namely (5.91), (5.96) and (5.105), using Newton-Raphson numerical es-
timation to solve for the values  such that   = 0 for  ∈ {}. This is then
applied to (5.64) to compute the optimal  (). The values used for the simulation are:
 £ 1 ¤ = 130,  £ 2 ¤ = 115, 1 = 30%, 2 =%,  = 0, 1 = 05, 2 = 025,  = 1 and
 = 3%. Where required, the level of CoCo bond is assumed to be 10% of the total debt
level, with the CoCo trigger level  = 7%. The minimum capital ratio is  = 10%. Given
these volatilities and the market risk premium, the present values of the two projects are
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F First‐best No Bail‐out/in
Equity‐
conversion 
CoCo
Write‐off 
CoCo
30 19.36% 19.36% 19.36% 19.36%
35 19.36% 19.36% 19.36% 19.36%
40 19.36% 19.36% 19.36% 19.36%
45 19.36% 19.36% 19.36% 19.36%
50 19.36% 19.36% 19.36% 19.36%
55 19.36% 19.36% 19.37% 19.37%
60 19.36% 19.37% 19.40% 19.43%
65 19.36% 19.40% 19.49% 19.57%
70 19.36% 19.50% 19.74% 19.93%
75 19.36% 19.75% 20.34% 20.73%
80 19.36% 20.34% 21.86% 22.49%
85 19.36% 21.81% 26.12% 26.30%
90 19.36% 26.45% 33.63% 32.41%
95 19.36% 36.00% 39.95% 38.34%
Figure 5.23: Simulated results for equityholders’ risk choice for different leverage
 10 = 1086 and  20 = 1062. The simulated results for the optimal  () are shown in Fig
5.23. The graph of the results are plotted in Fig 5.24.
The results suggest the following,
• For low leverage, the risk chosen approaches the first-best.
• For higher leverage, the equityholders choose the risks in the ascending order of no
Bail-out/in, equity-conversion CoCo bond bail-in and write-off CoCo bond bail-in.
• For very high leverage, equity-conversion bail-in induces higher risk-taking than the
write-off structure.
The explanation for the last point is as follows. In the write-off CoCo bail-in, the
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Figure 5.24: Equityholders’ chosen risk for different leverage
jump up in the payoff for the equityholders at the strike price 1− due to the binary put
(as shown in Fig 5.8) implies that close to the strike price, the equityholders would actually
prefer not to have high volatility as it reduces the probability of ending up with a high
payoff (within the triangle area in Fig 5.2). This reduces the incentive for high risk-taking
in high-leverage cases for the write-off bail-in structure.
Note, as before, here it is assumed that the government bail-out takes the form of
ordinary shares capital injection. As discussed in Chapter 518, another possibility would
be for the capital injection to be in the form of preference shares. As modelled, these two
bail-out structures would have the same payoffs for the equityholders at the maturity  . In
reality though the two would result in different behaviours by the equityholders. Specifically,
the lack of dilution and the higher expected ROE would mean that the equityholders are
more likely to take higher risks with the preference shares bail-out.
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5.5.6 Monitoring Cost
The inevitable agency costs of bail-in should encourage bondholders to monitor
equityholders’ behaviour. This results in monitoring costs to the bondholders. For example,
a passive asset manager who has been investing in financial bonds for its index tracking
portfolio now needs fundamental analysts to monitor the credit quality of the banks. This
is costly. Jensen and Meckling (1976) argue that these monitoring costs are ultimately
borne by equityholders via higher cost of capital (WACC) demanded. The threat of the
fall in the bank’s value should in turn curb the bank’s risk-taking behaviour and discipline
equityholders. In this section we demonstrate this mechanism using the model developed
above.
The rise in the return demanded by the investors, due to the monitoring costs, is
here represented by an increase in the price of risk for the higher risk project 1 from 1 to 01.
This is the higher WACC of choosing a higher proportion of the riskier project. As a result,
the present value of the project plans are reduced for the riskier choices. This is depicted
in Fig 5.25 by the “squeezing” of the project plans frontier. In again selecting the tangent
point with their ICs (here with equity-conversion CoCo bond bail-in), the equityholders’
optimal choice of project plan is now of a lower risk.
In policy terms this is analogous to Pigouvian tax. The agency costs are the
negative externality of equityholders’ actions on the remaining stakeholders of the bank.
By implementing higher costs on their action, the regulators can force the equityholders to
select less risky choice. As a demonstration, Fig 5.26 simulates the resulting behaviour of
the equityholders with varying degrees of increase in 1, when  = 80. It shows that with
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Figure 5.25: Effect of Monitoring Cost on Equityholders’ Choice of Risk
sufficient rise in the cost of choosing the riskier project, the equityholders can be made to
choose the first-best risk level for all structures. There is, however, a social cost of the value
of firm being lowered as a result, as shown in Fig 5.25.
More formally,
Proposition 5.15 The higher the required rate of return of the riskier project 1, the lower
the equityholders’ choice of risk.
Proof. To show this, consider two downward-sloping curves as a function of a
variable ,  (;) and  ().  is an exogenous parameter. Let the derivatives of the
functions be such that   0,   0,   ,   0 and   0. This implies that,
(i)  (;) is strictly concave in ; (ii)  () is less concave than  () and can even be linear
or convex; and (iii)  (;) becomes steeper (more downward-sloping) with an increase in
. Let now ∗ be the value of  where the two curves are tangent, i.e.  (∗;) =  ().
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Figure 5.26: Risk chosen with Monitoring Cost
Then as  increases,

 (
∗;) = 
∗
 + . (5.106)
For the two curves to be tangent again, this must equal  (∗) =  ∗ . Thus,
∗
 =

 −   0. (5.107)
This is negative from the conditions on the derivatives. Our tangency analysis between
the concave project plan curves ( (;)) and the quasi-concave ICs ( ()) satisfy these
conditions, where  =  and  = 1. Hence the choice of  decreases with higher 1.
Moreover, the size of this effect depends on how far the bank’s balance sheet is
from the trigger level,
Proposition 5.16 The equityholders react more to the rise in the riskier project’s required
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rate of return, the further away the bank is from the restructuring point.
Proof. We have seen in Properties 5.1 that the ICs are concave when 0 is far
above the restructuring point but turns convex closer to it. This means that  turns from
negative to positive as 0 falls towards the restructuring point, implying decreasing ∗ .
Given these results, we can now propose financial and non-financial covenants as
the best way to articulate the monitoring effort.
5.6 Concluding Remarks
The new financial regulation has been articulated to dampen moral hazard and to
minimize the chances of another financial crisis that could jeopardize again the integrity of
the banking system. However in reality, the regulator is “swapping” Bail-out for Bail-in,
which is in essence the intended replacement of moral hazard with agency costs. If the
burden of an ailing bank fell to the taxpayers in the past, it will now fall to the bond-
holders. Historically, apart from the very few cases where the bank was fully nationalized
(e.g. Bankia in 2012; SNS in 2013, Banco Espirito Santo in 2014, etc.), the equityhold-
ers would simply suffer dilution (e.g. Lloyds and ING, both in 2008), or, in many cases,
were unaffected with the injection of new equity in the form of preference shares with CT1
qualification (Goldman Sachs, Morgan Stanley, etc.). Under the new Bail-in regime, the
equityholders take the first losses up to the CoCo trigger point where bondholders get writ-
tendown/off or converted into a non-admissible DES, while there is still at least 70% of
assets in equity. This going-concern DAPR accentuates the agency costs that the Bail-in
structure is introducing into the banking industry, as demonstrated in this chapter.
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It is, moreover, possible that the new Bail-in structure may even aggravate the
moral hazard problem. One could argue that the equityholders have more incentives to
“gamble for resurrection” when the wealth extraction comes from other investors (creditors)
instead of taxpayers, as the media scrutiny, and hence the "reputational" impact, would
likely be lower. Further, Bail-in may not result in restrictions on dividends28 or bankers’
compensations as there would be with taxpayer Bail-out. While these are issues not analysed
in this paper, they enhance our case that the new financial regulation may not alleviate the
incentive problems as aimed.
Traditional Corporate Finance literature has underscored the detrimental effects
of agency costs on the relationships between bondholders and equityholders, especially due
to the limited investment of the latter. Higher equity advocated by some (e.g. Admati
et al., 2013) does not attenuate the problem when the equityholders enjoy the implicit
put of the Bail-in-able balance sheet. Higher capital costs on risky investments (Risk-
Weighted Asset inflation) could potentially make banks safer, however banks are volatile
institutions with Non-Performing Loans and speculative trading that makes the business
unpredictable. Equityholders are aware of this and they will exploit the opportunity to
deviate from the Capital Asset Line in the Capital Asset Pricing Model, pursuing low
Sharpe Ratio “bets” and speculate with the DAPR offered by the bondholders’ put. The
aggravation of this agency cost will trespass the bank’s balance sheet to penetrate into the
asset management industry (as the major owners of the bank’s debt), and ultimately into
28We are aware that the ECB alonside the Commission and EBA are looking into ways to prioritize CoCo
coupon (for Additional Tier 1s, whose coupons are discretionary) payments when discretionary payments
(dividend, bonuses and AT1s coupons) are limited due to regulatory prohibitions (Core Tier 1 falling below
a treshold.payments) to somewhat restore the seniority due to the lack of dividend stoppers and pushers
within AT1s bond indentures.
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the real economy. In this chapter we have focused on several aspects that arise from our view
within this new Bail-in world. Wealth-transfer and value destruction are two consequences
of the dominance of equityholders in their private “game” against bondholders. This is
even more pronounced when bondholders do not have the chance to lead the restructuring
procedure to attain a fair agreement that partially compensates their losses, as would do in
an admissible DES. Moreover, the DAPR brought about by Bail-in will change the profile
of the trade-off between value and risk for equityholders. The relationship between risk and
value becomes less concave and eventually convex as the solvency “flirts” with PONV, and
equityholders can boost the riskiness of the assets without sacrificing too much of the value
of the bank (in technical term the ratio of vega to delta decreases, and hence more volatility
can be traded for less value). This is more acute with write-off CoCo bond Bail-in than
with equity-conversion CoCo, however, under both structures, the high risk-taking appetite
of equityholders are higher relative to the traditional Bail-out (lBail-out/in outcome was
the same as the no Bail-out/in one) as demonstrated in this Chapter. Consequently, we
believe that bondholders’ monitoring costs would rise, as they will not passively wait to be
reimbursed while the DAPR-induced agency costs lurk under the surface.
In conclusion, the new Bail-in regulations do not tackle the intrinsic moral hazard
of the banking industry; instead they are “solutions” that could yield new unintended
consequences (such as higher risk taking or "gamble for resurrection" as the solvency moves
closer to the PONV). Unfortunately the inherent problems of the banking industry continue
to lurk behind the scenes.
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5.7 Appendix
5.7.1 Proof of 
£ (−1 ())−  ¡−1 ¡ ¢¢¤  0 for 0  
Noting that  (−1 ()) = 1√ 0 (−1 ()),


∙
 (−1 ())− 
µ
−1
µ

¶¶¸
=
1
√
∙
 0 (−1 ())−  0
µ
−1
µ

¶¶¸
.
(5.108)
This is negative if and only if,
exp
³
−21()2
´
  exp
µ
−21( )2
¶
⇔ 21 ()  21
¡ ¢− 2 ln.
(5.109)
Now 1 ¡ ¢ = 1 () + ln√ and hence,
⇔ 21 ()  21 () + 2 ln√ 1 () + (ln)
2
2 − 2 ln
⇔ 0  ln√
h
2
³
1 ()− √
´
+ ln√
i
.
(5.110)
As 1 ()− √ = 2 () and when 0    1, ln  0,
⇔ 0  2 () + ln2√ = 2 () + ln√ − ln2√ = 2
¡

¢− ln
2√
⇔ ln
2√  2
¡ ¢ . (5.111)
For 0    1 then the sufficient condition is that 2 ¡ ¢  0 ⇔ 0   exp−−22  ,
which in turn is sufficiently satisfied for 0   when   22 .
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5.7.2 Proof of Eq.(5.49) being Negative
First note that, at  = 0, ∆ = 0. Investigate what happens when 
increases while keeping  constant,

 ∆ = −
−
0√ 
0
µ
−2
µ 
1− 
¶¶
+
1
√ 
0 (−1 ()) . (5.112)
Now note the following property of the Black-Scholes put option pricing formula:
0 () = −0 (−1 ())+− (−2 ())⇒ 0 0 (−1 ()) = − 0 (−2 ()) .
(5.113)
Applying this here, ∆  0 if and only if,
µ
1− 

¶
 0
µ
−1
µ 
1− 
¶¶
 1
0 (−1 ()) . (5.114)
Analyze this:
⇔ −
³
1
³ 
1−
´´2
+ (1 ())2  2 ln
³ 
1−
1

´
⇔
h
ln
³ 0´i2 − hln³0(1−) ´i2 + 2³ + 22 ´ ln³ 1− 1´  22 ln³ 1− 1´
⇔
h
ln
³ 20 (1−) ´i+ 2³ + 22 ´  22
⇔ 0 
³ 
1−
´ 1
2 −

−2
2


.
(5.115)
This is certainly satisfied for 0  1− when   22 . Hence ∆  0 unambiguously
∀ for 0 above the trigger point.
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5.7.3 Properties of  ()
 () is the cumulative distribution function for a standard normally distributed
random variable  ∼  (0 1) such that  () = Pr ( ≤ ). Then  0 () is the probability
density function  0 () = 1√
2−
2
2 .
Property A1
lim→∞ 
0()
() = 0
lim→−∞ 
0()
() = −.
(5.116)
Proof. The first limit is trivial as lim→∞ 0 () = 0 and lim→∞ () = 1. For
the second, note first that lim→−∞ 0 () = 0 and lim→−∞ () = 0. The limit can
therefore be found using L’Hôpital’s rule,
lim→−∞
 0 ()
 () = lim→−∞
 00 ()
 0 () = lim→−∞
− 0 ()
 0 () = −. (5.117)
Property A2


µ 0 ()
 ()
¶
 0 ∀. (5.118)
Proof. Expanding,


µ 0 ()
 ()
¶
= −
0 ()
 () −
µ 0 ()
 ()
¶2
= −
0 ()
 ()
µ () + 0 ()
 ()
¶
. (5.119)
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This is negative if and only if  () + 0 ()  0. This is obvious for  ≥ 0. For   0,
first check the limits,
lim→0  () + 0 () =  0 (0) = 1√2  0
lim→−∞  () + 0 () = lim→−∞ ()
³
+  0()()
´
= 0
(5.120)
using Property A1. Now,


¡ () + 0 ()¢ =  () +  0 ()−  0 () =  ()  0 ∀ (5.121)
which proves that  () + 0 ()  0 ∀  0.
5.7.4 Limiting Properties of Call and Put Options
Properties B1 (Properties at the limits of call and put option values)
1. For large ,
lim→∞ 1 =∞ ⇒ lim→∞ (1) = 1
lim→∞ 2 = −∞ ⇒ lim→∞ (2) = 0
⎫
⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎭
⇒
⎧
⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
lim→∞ () = 0
lim→∞  () = −

(5.122)
Therefore a call option behaves like the underlying asset while a put option behaves
like a bond.
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2. For  → 0,
lim→0 1 = lim→0 2 =
⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
−∞ if 0  −
0 if 0 = −
∞ if 0  −
⇒ lim→0 (1) = lim→0 (2) =
⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
0
1
2
1
.
(5.123)
Thus,
lim→0 () = max £0 −−  0¤
lim→0  () = max £− − 0 0¤ . (5.124)
Intuitively the options approximate their intrinsic values.
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Chapter 6
Removing Agency Costs and Moral
Hazard Under Bail-in
When a bank’s solvency is deteriorating the bank usually has three options: issue
equity, hoard capital (by suspending dividends and share repurchase) or delever (decrease
assets). The last of these usually comes with pernicious and counterproductive consequences
for the economy as the bank “freezes” lending and curtails investments that curbs the
ordinary financing of companies and households. Equity issuance has its problems due
to the potential lack of support of both equity insiders and outsiders; given the distressed
financial situation of the bank, unless it finds the internal support from its equityholders base
to raise the necessary equity at the current share price the bank would have to raise equity,
and only if the market still has the appetite for it, at discount levels to secure sufficient
interest. For these reasons, banks are now required to hold some types of contingent capital
that automatically and seamless converts into equity to restore the solvency once the bank
enters into a financial distress phase.
However, as analysed extensively in this thesis so far the new Basel III related
Bail-in structures come with implicit problems, namely the agency costs and the moral
hazard. There are at broadly two types of agency costs, the wealth transfer and the value
destruction problems. The former arises from the convex nature of equityholders’ payoffs.
While they gain from the potential upside from any uncertain projects or investments, their
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loss is limited to a level guaranteed implicitly by the tax payers (in a government Bail-
out scenario) or by the bondholders (in a Bail-in scenario). This is equivalent to a put
option written by the guarantor. The problem arises as here the holders of the option (the
equityholders) have the decision-making right to select the riskiness of the business (akin to
the option holders being able to choose the volatility of the underlying asset), meaning that
they would rationally choose higher risk investments. This results in a wealth transfer from
the guarantor to the equityholders. The value destruction problem refers to the negative
externality associated with equityholders’ decision; they would choose to undertake projects
that have positive net present value (NPV) for them, even if it has a negative NPV for the
bank as a whole. An extreme case of this is the “gamble-for-resurrection”. These agency
costs are present even in a traditional Absolute Priority Rule (APR), as pointed out in
Chapter 5 where we established that the Bail-in structures are equivalent to a “CoCo
condor” structure written by the bondholders and held by the equityholders, thereby the
Basel III proposal actually aggravates the agency costs consequently.
More particularly, in Chapter 5 we develop an indifference curve model to prove
the "augmented" convexity of the shareholders’ payoff that arise from the Bail-in induced
DAPR. This should definitely lead to monitoring costs from bondholders to avert any po-
tential shareholders’ "gamble for resurrection" as the solvency deteriorates and increase risk
appetite from shareholders sets in.
We believe that the most efficient way for bondholders to monitor the credit qual-
ity and risk-taking profile of the bank is through the utilization of covenants, mirroring
the practice in the corporate bond market. In this chapter we propose different types of
covenants within the CoCo indentures as ways of tackling agency costs. When the firm’s
solvency is reasonably high, we propose a “ratchet” coupon financial accounting covenant.
With a rise in the leverage ratio (or a fall in the Core Tier 1) the ratchet is triggered,
automatically increasing the cost of debt and the return on equity of the firm. Both the
concave nature of the equityholders’ return on equity (at each ratchet trigger point there is
a step down in the ROE), and the higher cost of capital once triggered (as suggested above)
discourage equityholders from taking higher risk. We show that this type of covenants are
effective when the firm’s solvency is high, but loses its effectiveness as the firm’s balance
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sheet approaches the critical points (CoCo trigger or the PONV). Theoretically this is due
to the quasi-concave nature of the indifference curves (the curve turns less concave, and
eventually convex, at the low 0 / high  end); intuitively, near the critical point the al-
lure of "gamble-for-ressurection" negates the positive effect of the ratchet coupon covenant.
Therefore we suggest the use of this type of covenant at the CoCo bond inception while
the solvency is high. In a falling solvency scenario we propose a different type of covenants,
specifically asset sweep and debt sweep covenants. In the former the asset is partially sold
off to pay down some of the debt, while in the latter newly issued debt is used to repay
existing debts. Both discourage (or prevent, in the debt sweep case) equityholders from pil-
ing on more debt to attempt "gamble-for-ressurection". The mechanisms of both of these
types of covenants are outlined in detail in the text.
Notwithstanding the implementation of covenants, the agency costs and moral
hazard are not fully attenuated. Once the solvency has significantly fallen and moved
towards the PONV, covenants are no longer effective. The higher cost of capital triggered
by the covenant breach is not longer an economic driver for shareholders to reduce risk.
Shareholders could then attempt to "gamble for resurrection" to exploit the agency costs
from the DAPR.
Consequently, we suggest two radical ways to mitigate both the agency cost and
moral hazard problems. The first is to improve the currently established CoCo structures.
We argue here that the now commonly issued writedown/off CoCo Bail-in bonds, when
triggered, lead to a large wealth transfer from bondholders to the equityholders and should
not be implemented at all. On the other hand, the equity-conversion CoCos are equivalent
to non-admissible debt-to-equity swap (NADES), which, compared with ordinary debt-to-
equity swaps, favours equityholders by pre-setting the terms of conversion (in particular, the
conversion price). We show here that a conversion price which is above the level expected for
a bank in distress has an effect of partially offsetting the dilution effect of equity-conversion.
Instead we suggest a market-price equity conversion CoCo bonds, which mirrors the dilution
of an ordinary equity raise in a distressed situation. Contrary to the share price-linked
CoCo trigger suggested by Sundaresan and Wang (2015) where the trigger is not based on
solvency but on the level of share price, hence giving the market the discretion to force
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the CoCo trigger, our proposal encourages equityholders to take preemptive actions as the
solvency deteriorates and the share price becomes depressed. More specifically, should the
market turn very negative on the share price for fundamental or speculative reason, with
our proposal the equityholders will have the incentive to raise equity before the conversion
price of the CoCo significantly dilutes them. The second more radical solution is to establish
a contingent shareholder base called the Contingent Equity Base (CEB) that initially sits
off-balance sheet. It will however replace the incumbent equityholders once the CoCo is
triggered or the solvency falls below the PONV. While sitting off-balance sheet the CEB
also acts as the contingent capital for a fee to “top up” the bank’s solvency ratios such
as to fulfil the regulator’s requirement for CT1 and T1 ratios. As the bank builds-up
its capital base towards these ratios, the contingent capital is wound down. As will be
demonstrated, this proposal would finally remove the “gamble for resurrection” and other
risk-taking incentives, and encourage the equityholders to undertake monitoring. Several
options for the valuation of the CEB are discussed, with the cost of equity suggested as the
most appropriate one.
This chapter is structured as follows. In Chapter 6.1 we suggest a practical way
of dampening the risk of lurking agency costs by proposing financial and non-financial
covenants in the CoCo bond indenture. In Chapter 6.2 we once again review the agency
costs associated with both the writedown and equity-conversion CoCo Bail-in structures,
and argue for the equity market-conversion CoCo bonds as an alternative. We also suggest
a new Contingent Equity Base that would finally remove the agency costs and moral hazard
problems associated with bank structure, and suggest a valuation for the CEB. Furthermore,
we discuss the merits and the demerits of our proposals. Finally in Chapter 6.3, we give
concluding remarks.
6.1 Covenants As a Monitoring Tool
We have established in Chapter 5 that the agency costs can, to a certain extent, be
mitigated by rising required rate of return when riskier project plan is chosen. In practice
this equates to the bondholders demanding higher cost of debt to compensate for their
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monitoring cost. In this chapter we propose covenants within the CoCo indentures to
implement this idea.
Covenants are regularly inserted in corporate bonds (especially from high yield
issuers) to monitor more effectively the investment and financial policies of the company.
Corporate covenants have successfully attenuated investment distortions and risk-taking
incentives in the corporate bond market through higher monitoring and bond costs, reducing
agency costs between equityholders and bondholders (see for example, Gamba and Triantis
(2014)1). In a similar manner we propose covenants in the CoCo indentures to promote
financial and investment discipline in banks to curb risk-taking appetite.
We suggest financial accounting covenants with a “ratchet coupon” system whereby
the CoCo bond coupon rate gradually increases as the fundamentals of the bank debilitate
and the covenants are breached. The ratchet system is suggested as the empirical literature
on corporate bond covenants (e.g. Bradley and Roberts (2004), Gamba and Triantis (2014))
tend to indicate that the conventional covenants are usually fixed at relatively low levels and
fail to exert the necessary financial discipline on the company. Introducing a ratchet with
different covenant levels enables the bondholders to monitor and control the bank’s risk-
taking more effectively. With the rising risk-taking bondholders are compensated through
a coupon increase that mirrors the increasing risk premium. Similarly through a compre-
hensive covenant ratchet that tallies the financial ratio with different coupon levels, the
regulator can prevent equityholders from taking actions that would further extract wealth
from bondholders as the solvency ratios head towards the CoCo trigger or the PONV. The
covenant will exert discipline on managers and equityholders due to onerous coupon in-
creases which will automatically dent equityholders’ returns. Our result in Proposition 5.16
suggests that this type of covenant based-discipline is more effective during times of stable
solvency, away from the point of restructuring. Later, for covenants close to restructuring
point we suggest different kind of covenants, namely asset sweep and debt sweep covenants.
1They show how effective debt covenant restrictions can shift shareholders’ financing and investments
towards value maximisation.
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6.1.1 Ratchet Coupon Financial Accounting Covenants
Following empirical evidence (for example Bradley and Roberts (2004), Billet,
King and Mauer (2007), Chava and Roberts (2008), Roberts and Sufi (2009), Gamba and
Triantis (2014)) of covenants on corporate bonds, we suggest three candidates for the index
for the ratchet trigger in our proposed financial accounting covenants:
• Fully loaded Core Tier 1 Ratio: 1 
• Leverage Ratio: +1 , where AT1 is the Tier 1 CoCo.
• Interest Coverage / ADI2 interest coverage:    
Financial accounting covenants are suggested as it is difficult to use income state-
ment based covenants due to the ongoing presence of exceptional and one-off items in the
banks’ profit and loss account. The choice of the CT1 ratio would be a natural one, as
both the CoCo trigger and the coupon payments are then linked to the Core Tier 1 of the
bank, allowing bondholders to evaluate the degree of headroom versus CoCo trigger and
coupon suspension (on AT1s). The leverage ratio covenant would allow bondholders to
monitor bank’s indebtness to restrict balance sheet expansion and constrain managers to
constantly pursue equityholders friendly investments.3 The interest coverage covenant (to
monitor the buffer on AT1s coupon payments) is a common covenant in corporate bonds
to assess the ability of the company to service the coupons. These covenants would have to
be calibrated to suit the nuances of each CoCo bond class. Specifically, CoCo T2s have a
specific maturity and mandatory coupon payments, and hence the introduction of covenants
and ratchets would be easier as these bonds are similar to unsecured corporate bonds. On
the other hand CoCo AT1s are perpetual and their coupons payments are not mandatory,4
and so imposing a ratchet covenant structure on these may be more challenging.5
2Maximum Amount of Distributable Items linked to the holding company or the distance to coupon
suspension on the Combined Buffer (minimum CT1 including all additional buffers).
3For example the sovereign bond “carry trade”, as sovereign bonds are zero risk weighted asset.
4AT1 CoCo bond coupons can be partially or totally suspended if there is not enough Distributable
Amounts within the equity (set by the MDA - Maximum Distributable Amount) or if the Combined Buffer
(comprising the Countercyclical, Conservation and Systemic equity buffers) is breached.
5Moreover, if the capital ratios fall below the Basel III combined buffer (the buffer above the minimum
capital ratio), the coupon payments can be reduced or even suspended. Furthermore, the indenture does not
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We now describe the covenant’s mechanism with a simple model using the leverage
ratio. The value of the asset  at period  ∈ {0 1} is the sum of the equity , the plain
vanilla bond  and the T2 CoCo bond ,
 =  + + . (6.1)
The leverage ratio  at period  is then,6
 =  . (6.2)
The costs of debt of the plain vanilla bond and the CoCo bond are  and  , respectively.
The return on equity of the asset is   0. Then at the end of the period 0 the firm
produces the EBIT of 0. Assuming zero tax rate the bank’s net income is then,
0 = 0 − 0 − 0. (6.3)
The bank’s return on equity (ROE) is,
 = 00 . (6.4)
We assume that this net income is added to capital in whole as retained earnings. The
period 1 asset and the leverage are then given by (6.1) and (6.2) above with 1 = 0,
1 = 0 and
1 = 0 + 0 and 1 = 0 + 0. (6.5)
This implies an increasing leverage ratio 1 = 11  00 = 0 for a profit-making bank with
0  0, as 0+00+0  00 ⇔ 00 + 00  00 + 00 ⇔ 0  0.
Consider now a new risky investment 0 at period 0 with an uncertain return  .
The investment is funded by an increase in the plain vanilla bond issuance, 0 = 00 −0.
contemplate any dividend stopper (CoCo bond coupons can be suspended whilst dividends are paid out) or
pushers (dividends payments can be resumed whilst CoCo bond coupons can still be missed).
6The Basel III leverage ratio allows for the AT1 CoCo bond (effectively a deeply perpetual subordinated
Tier 1 bond) to be included.
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The funding cost is assumed unaffected at  despite the decrease in the leverage ratio to,
00 = 000 =
0
0 +  . (6.6)
The leverage ratio in period 1 is now,
01 = 0 + 0 + ( − ) 0 +  + 0 + ( − )  =
1 + ( − ) 
1 +  + ( − )  . (6.7)
The covenant specifies the ratchet trigger leverage ratios and the corresponding CoCo bond
coupon levels
©  ª,  = 1 2 , with 0  1  2   and   1  2   .
Consider the first trigger level 1. This is breached when 01  1, or
   − 1 − (1 + ) 
1
(1− 1)  = 
1 , (6.8)
where  is the realized rate of return of the risky investment corresponding to the ratchet
trigger rate  . Note where the right-hand side is positive this implies that the ratchet
would be triggered even when the risky investment returns a positive rate. Similarly the
second ratchet is triggered when,
   − 1 −
¡1 − ¢0 − £1 +  − ¡1 − ¢0¤ 2
(1− 2)  . (6.9)
The equityholders’ realized ROE depends on the ratchet trigger,
0 =
⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
 + ( − ) 0 , if 1  
 + ( − ) 0 −
¡1 − ¢ 00 , if 2   ≤ 1
 + ( − ) 0 −
¡2 − ¢ 00 , if 3   ≤ 2
...
...
. (6.10)
Fig 6.1 depicts the effect of the ratchet coupon covenant on the equityholders’ return.
This financial accounting covenant then encourages lower risk-taking through two channels.
Firstly, the step-down nature of the ROE as  falls introduces concavity in the return
profile of the equityholders. In much the same way as the convexity in the equityholders’
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Figure 6.1:  vs  with Ratchet Coupon Covenant
payoff at Bail-out / Bail-in trigger points creates incentive for higher risk-taking (due to a
long vega position), the concavity at the ratchet trigger points (i.e. a short vega position)
discourages risk-taking. Secondly, once the ratchet is triggered the higher CoCo coupon
means higher cost of debt for the bank, which leads to lower risk-taking being chosen as
the equityholders’ optimal choice as discussed in Proposition 5.15.
However, both of these two channels become less effective as the bank’s balance
sheet nears the PONV or the CoCo trigger. For the first channel this is because the
concavity at the ratchet triggers are offset by the convexity at the CoCo trigger. For the
second channel, we already saw in Proposition 5.16 that the convexity of the equityholders’
indifference curve near the CoCo trigger point reduced its effectiveness. Intuitively, the
appeal of “gamble-for-resurrection” or “looting” more than offsets the effectiveness of these
covenants. We therefore suggest introducing these financial accounting covenants at the
inception of CoCo bonds when, by assumption, the solvency ratios of the bank are healthy.
6.1.2 Asset Sweep / Debt Sweep Covenants
In a falling solvency scenario where risk-taking and “gamble-for-resurrection” in-
centives are high (as demonstrated in the previous chapter), we instead propose the following
types of covenants:
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• Asset Sweep Covenant
• Debt Sweep Covenant
Asset sweeps are common in private debt placements (see, for example, Bradley
and Roberts (2004)). Once triggered, the bank is forced to sell assets to pay down debt, and
thereby increasing the leverage ratio. This prevents equityholders from liquidating assets to
receive a large dividend (i.e. “looting”) or take on new debt to finance a risky investment
(“gamble-for-resurrection”), reducing the agency cost of Bail-in near the CoCo trigger point
/ PONV.7
Let now  be the proportion of the asset that has to be divested, post-risky
investment 01. We assume that the whole of this is used to pay down the debt, whereby
the debt is reduced to 01 − 01.8 The bank will seek to sell those assets in which it can
materialize a capital gain, i.e.   1, where  is the ratio of the asset’s market value and its
nominal value. The profit from this divestiture is therefore (− 1)01, which is added to the
bank’s capital as retained earnings. Consequently the equity is increased to 01+(− 1)01,
while the final value of the asset is (1− )01 + (− 1)01 = 01 + (− 2)01. Therefore
the bank’s leverage ratio becomes,
01 = 
0
1 + (− 1)01
[1 + (− 2)]01 . (6.11)
When   1 this is greater than 0101 , where the leverage ratio is bolstered by both a lower
denominator (asset) and a higher numerator (equity).9 The trigger level 
0
101 and the divesti-
ture ratio  are designed such that the leverage ratio is likely to be restored to a minimum
7This type of covenant could dissuade shareholders from pursuing asset divestitures, as the proceeds will
accrue to bondholders. However, if the market price of the CoCo has fallen to a level where a buy back
could lead to a capital gain (we suspect the price of the CoCo could drop by 30%-50% if these covenants are
triggered), then shareholders will benefit from a lower leverage ratio, via lower assets (less debt) and higher
equity (capital gain).
8Going forward all unsecured debt will be loss absorbing (including senior) but the regulator is targeting
a minimum loss absorbing capacity (TLAC). Since the regulator would never allow a CoCo to be repaid
nor any loss absorbing debt that makes up the TLAC, we argue that the asset sweep should work for any
non-TLAC debt (both secured and unsecured).
901 is increased for all values of   1 as 01+(−1)01[1+(−2)]01 
0101 ⇔ 
0
101 + (− 1) (01)2 
[1 + (− 2)]0101 ⇔ (− 1)01  (− 2)01, which is true as − 1  − 2 and 01  01.
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level required by the regulator, though this will clearly depend on the capital gain ratio .
However in the case that the asset sale fails to restore the leverage ratio to the required level,
the regulator can impose further non-core asset sales and dividend / CoCo bond payouts10
cancellations to bolster solvency and reinstate the leverage ratio back to the compulsory
level.
The debt sweep covenant resembles the asset sweep covenant, however the proceeds
from newly issued debt is used to repay existing debt when the leverage ratio has fallen
below the last ratchet (or any other financial covenant) trigger level. This sets a floor in
the bank’s leverage ratio, curbing equityholders’ appetite for leveraging up as the bank’s
solvency deteriorates.
We believe through a combination of these three types of covenants the agency
costs can be contained. Financial covenants are useful to keep risk and leverage appetite
down (especially in a low profitability environment) from the bond inception, enabling bond-
holders to monitor the banks and incorporate the increasing risk premium in the market
price of the bonds as soon as the risk profile of the bank creeps up. We have proposed a
ratchet coupon structure which we believe is an effective way of doing this. Both asset and
debt sweep covenants contribute to the diminishing of the appetite for debt when risky in-
vestment opportunities become appealing for the bank, as they alleviate the incentives of the
banks to issue new debt to extract wealth from existing bondholders. These two covenants
should be triggered when the solvency ratios are decreasing and financial covenants are no
longer effective near the PONV or the CoCo trigger point.
6.2 Removing moral hazard: Market Price Equity Conver-
sion CoCo and CEB
As aforementioned, covenants inserted in CoCo and bail-in-able debt can turn out
to be very effective when solvency ratios are high. However, as the solvency deteriorates,
the wealth transfer and value destruction agency costs arise and set in the capital structure.
10The bond indenture should contemplate this event, especially in AT1 CoCo bonds.
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Covenants are no longer able to dissuade shareholders from pursuing risky investments and
potentially "gamble for resurrection".
In this Chapter we suggest two further ways to mitigate both the agency cost and
moral hazard problems. The first is to improve the currently established CoCo structures.
We argue here that the now commonly issued writedown/off CoCo Bail-in bonds, when
triggered, lead to a large wealth transfer from bondholders to the equityholders and should
not be implemented at all. On the other hand, the equity-conversion CoCos are equivalent
to non-admissible debt-to-equity swap (NADES), which, compared with ordinary debt-to-
equity swaps, favours equityholders by pre-setting the terms of conversion (in particular, the
conversion price). We show here that a conversion price which is above the level expected for
a bank in distress has an effect of partially offsetting the dilution effect of equity-conversion.
Instead we suggest a market-price equity conversion CoCo bonds, which mirrors the dilution
of an ordinary equity raise in a distressed situation. Contrary to the share price-linked
CoCo trigger suggested by Sundaresan and Wang (2015) where the trigger is not based on
solvency but on the level of share price, hence giving the market the discretion to force
the CoCo trigger, our proposal encourages equityholders to take preemptive actions as the
solvency deteriorates and the share price becomes depressed. More specifically, should the
market turn very negative on the share price for fundamental or speculative reason, with
our proposal the equityholders will have the incentive to raise equity before the conversion
price of the CoCo significantly dilutes them. The second more radical solution is to establish
a contingent shareholder base called the Contingent Equity Base (CEB) that initially sits
off-balance sheet. It will however replace the incumbent equityholders once the CoCo is
triggered or the solvency falls below the PONV. While sitting off-balance sheet the CEB
also acts as the contingent capital for a fee to “top up” the bank’s solvency ratios such
as to fulfil the regulator’s requirement for CT1 and T1 ratios. As the bank builds-up
its capital base towards these ratios, the contingent capital is wound down. As will be
demonstrated, this proposal would finally remove the “gamble for resurrection” and other
risk-taking incentives, and encourage the equityholders to undertake monitoring. Several
options for the valuation of the CEB are discussed, with the cost of equity suggested as the
most appropriate one.
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6.2.1 Market-price Equity-conversion CoCo Bail-in
Currently there exist the following two types of CoCo Bail-in bonds:
1. Writedown/off bonds, where the bond principal is written-down or off on a temporary
or permanent basis. Here we focus on a structure where the entire bond is written-
down at the trigger, where any remaining principal net of the loss is converted into an
item within the equity base as Contingent Capital Reserve (CCR) to account for any
potential future losses. The ownership of this CCR is here assumed to be transferred
to the equityholders.
2. Equity-conversion bonds where the bonds are converted to equity at a preset price.
We have already argued in this thesis that both formats accentuate the wealth
transfer problem associated with Bail-in structures. Consider first writedown/off bonds.
With these, the CoCo bondholders are precluded from any potential future equity upside
while providing the guarantee on the downside. For example, with a one-off loss (e.g.
a rogue trader causing a multi-billion loss) that triggers the CoCos, the bondholders are
erased from the balance sheet altogether, while the share price would gradually recover once
investors are reassured that the loss is a one-off and would not affect the bank’s normalised11
ROE. Alternatively, under a falling solvency scenario, the structure encourages free-riding
behaviours of the equityholders, and in extreme cases to “gamble-to-resurrect”. To see this
more formally, consider a bank with an initial asset value of 0. The bank is funded by
equity and bond borrowing. The bonds consist of vanilla bonds with a total face value of
 and a CoCo Bail-in bond with face value  . Hence  =  +  . This set up is
the same as in previous chapters. The equityholders’ position is then  = 0 −  . The
conversion is triggered when the CT1 ratio − falls below  , which occurs for bank values
of  ≤ 1− . After the trigger the regulator moreover insists on a minimum required CT1
ratio of , which, for very low  , is assumed to be achieved by a forced one-to-one conversion
of the vanilla bond.12 The details of the payoffs to and the losses of the bondholders and
11Adjusted for cyclical variations or one-off effects.
12“Under BRRD [Banking Recovery and Resolution Directive], senior unsecured bank debt will become
‘bail-in-able’ during times of distress from 2016, although some countries have fast-tracked the legislation.”
The Financial Times, “Scene changes on risks and rewards of bank debt”, 10th September 2015.
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the equityholders for different outcomes of  are given in Chapter 5.1.6. By construction,
the writedown bondholders lose everything once the Bail-in is triggered, and therefore their
payoff is given in [5.27] as,
 = ≥ 1− (6.12)
where ≥ 1− =
⎧
⎨
⎩
1  if ≥ 1−
0  if  1−
is again an indicator function. The equityholders’
position has a floor at the trigger level which is also boosted by the newly converted CCR,
the value of which is given in (5.26) as,
 + =  −  + ≤ 1− + (1− )max
∙ 
1−  −   0
¸
. (6.13)
This can be rewritten as,
 + =  −  +max [ − (1− )   ]≤ 1− . (6.14)
We term the second term of (6.14) the gains from trigger. This is clearly positive and take
a value of at least  , giving the equityholders a perverse incentive to trigger.
Next consider equity-conversion bonds where the CoCo investors end up with a
share of the equity capital. This results in a dilution effect for the original equityholders.
However, as analysed in detail in Chapter 5.4 the structure is equivalent to a Non-Admissible
Debt-to-Equity Swap (NADES), where, as opposed to traditional corporate restructuring
proceedings, bondholders are unable to participate in the negotiations of the debt-to-equity
exchange.13 We argue below that when the conversion price is set at a level higher than the
book value at the time of conversion, one of the consequences of NADES is that it offsets
some of the dilution effect of conversion. Consider again our example bank, however with
an equity-conversion CoCo bond with face value  , i.e.  =  +  . The conversion
is again triggered for bank values  ≤ 1− , however this time the CoCo bond is partially
converted to equity in such a way that the bank’s CT1 ratio is restored to a minimum
13In contrast, in an admissible debt-to-equity swap, the bondholders with their bargaining power, are able
to set favourable bail-out terms including the conversion price.
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required level of . Consider for example a bank valued initially at 0 = 110, with  = 80
and  = 10. Then the equityholders’ initial position is 0 − ( + ) = 20. Let also
 = 7% and  = 10%. Then the CoCo conversion is triggered for  below 1− = 9677.
Take the example of  = 95. Then the bank has incurred a loss of 15. The equityholders
take the initial loss up to the trigger level,  =  = 95 × 007 = 665, which is a loss
of  = 20 − 665 = 1335. The CoCo bond is partially converted so that they end up
with an equity position that makes up the shortfall between the minimum required level
 and  =  , i.e.  =  −  = (010− 007) × 95 = 285. The vanilla and
CoCo bondholders together hold (1−) = 09 × 95 = 855, so the CoCo bondholders’
remaining bond position is  = 855−  = 855− 80 = 55. This means that the CoCo
bondholders’ total position is  +  = 55 + 285 = 835, i.e. they bear the loss of
 = 10− 835 = 165. This is the remaining loss after the equityholders’ share of 1335.
Consider now the dilution effect of this. For demonstration, first assume that the
market price-to-book ratio is 1 throughout, and that the conversion takes place at the book
value at the time of trigger. This means that that the theoretical ex-rights price (TERP) is
the same as the book value pre-conversion. Then the original equityholders’ position is now
reduced to + =
665
665+285 = 70%, i.e. they are diluted by 30%. More generally, with
 =  and + =  , the equityholders’ dilution is restricted to − . However in
reality, the equity-conversion CoCo bonds are converted into equity at a pre-specified fixed
conversion price. Let this conversion price be , if the number of shares for the original
equityholders is ., then,
Proposition 6.1 The dilution is less than − for all triggers if
  

1−  . (6.15)
Proof. As the CoCo bondholders receive equity of  = ( − ) upon con-
version at the preset price of , they receive  shares, where
 = ( − ) . (6.16)
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Then the proportion of the equity held by the original equityholders post-conversion is
+ , or equivalently, their holding is diluted by 1 − + = + , which when
substituting for  is,
dilution =
( − )
 + ( − )  . (6.17)
This is less than − when    . Note that this is when the CoCo bondholders are
forced to convert into equity at a price higher than the equity book value just prior to the
trigger,  =
 . By manipulation this happens for asset values    . As trigger
occurs only for  ≤ 1− , a sufficient condition for this to be true at all conversion is that

1−   , which is equivalent to (6.15).
This means that, when condition (6.15) is satisfied, in all cases of preset fixed
price conversion the conversion price has the effect of partially offsetting the dilution effect
of Bail-in. Furthermore, this is still the case even if (6.15) is not satisfied for sufficiently
low value of  , more specifically, when    . In Chapter 5.4, the fixed-price equity-
conversion structure was analysed to be equivalent to a Non-Admissible Debt-to-Equity
Swap (NADES), as opposed to a traditional admissible debt-to-equity swap where the
bondholders utilize fully their bargaining power to set the optimal (from the bondhold-
ers’ point of view) Bail-out terms including the conversion price. Proposition 6.1 is one of
the consequences of the structure being a NADES.
In view of the above, we make two suggestions for dampening the agency costs and
the moral hazard incentives. The first is to rule out writedown/off structures altogether,
removing the extreme incentive for risk-taking associated with the structure. The second is
the replacement of the fixed-price equity-conversion CoCo bonds with market-price equity-
conversion CoCo bonds. More specifically, we propose a CoCo that converts at the existing
market share price plus a 30% discount14. We show below that this effectively removes
the NADES effect. With this proposal the CoCo bonds are exchanged at a fair price that
mirrors the economics of an ordinary equity raise of a distressed bank, where new shares
are issued at the prevailing price plus a significant discount, reducing the perverse incentive
14Distressed equity raising of ailings banks and companies usually come with 40%-50% discount to the
prevailing share price.
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of gambling with the bondholders’ wealth.
Let now then the conversion price be  ( ), which depends on the firm’s value
 . This is proposed to be the market share price with a discount of ,
 () =  (1− ) . (6.18)
where  is the market price-to-book ratio. As the firm’s status deteriorates this conversion
price falls via three channels: lower   lower price-to-book ratio  and higher discount on
share price . The number of shares received by the CoCo bondholders is now,
 = ( − ) () =
 ( − )
 (1− ) . (6.19)
For constant  and , this is equivalent to a fixed-number conversion. Otherwise  is
increasing for a decreasing  or an increasing . The dilution is now,
dilution =

 + =
 − 
 (1− ) + ( − ) . (6.20)
Then,
Proposition 6.2 The dilution is more than − if
 (1− )  1. (6.21)
Proof. Follows immediately from −(1−)+(−)  − .
In summary, there are two channels for equity dilution with the CoCo equity-
conversion trigger: one, the capital injection due to the equity conversion, where the original
equityholders’ holding is reduced to  , and the other, where the equity conversion happens
at a favorable price for the CoCo bondholders, increasing the proportion that they hold to
above − . The condition for the second dilution to be positive is given by Proposition
(6.2), which is satisfied if the price-to-book ratio falls to below 1 or if there is a non-zero
discount in the conversion price. This is demonstrated in the numerical example below,
where  = 10 million,  = 1 and  = 30%. As before,  = 80,  = 10 and  = 7% and
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the trigger occurs at 9677. Below 8889, the forced-writedown of the vanilla bond kicks
in to maintain the minimum equity capital ratio  = 10%. As seen the dilution is lower
than − = 30% for the fixed-price conversion CoCo, while it is higher for the market-price
conversion:
 800 850 8889 900 950 9677 1000
Market share price  028 030 031 032 033 034 050
Fixed conversion price  060 060 060 060 060 060 060
Fixed-price conversion  (m) 400 425 444 450 475 484 0
Dilution 167% 175% 182% 184% 192% 195% 0%
Market price conversion price  ( ) 020 021 022 022 023 024 035
Market-price conversion  (m) 1224 1224 1224 1224 1224 1224 0
Dilution 380% 380% 380% 380% 380% 380% 0%
The payoffs and losses for the general case is demonstrated in Appendix 6.4.1. In
particular the payoff to the original equityholders is given by,
 = ( −  ) +
∙
 −  (1− ) (1−) + ( − ) (1− ) + ( − ) 
¸
≤ 1− . (6.22)
Again the second term is the gain from trigger. Then,
Proposition 6.3 There is a range of  just below the trigger point for which the gain
from trigger is negative if  (1− )  1.
Proof. The gain from trigger in (6.22) is negative for the following values of  ,
 (1− ) + ( − )
 (1− ) (1−) + ( − )   ≤

1−  . (6.23)
This is not an empty set if,
 (1− ) + ( − )
 (1− ) (1−) + ( − ) 
1
1−  ⇔  (1− )  1. (6.24)
This means that with our proposed market-price equity-conversion CoCo bond,
the equityholders are worse off just below the trigger point than just above it as long as the
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Figure 6.2: Equityholders’ Payoffs
condition in Proposition 6.3 is satisfied, removing the “gamble-for-resurrection” incentive.
Fig 6.2 demonstrates the positive and negative gains from trigger at the trigger point under
fixed-price and market-price equity-conversion CoCo Bail-ins. The negative gains from
trigger is indicated by the payoff line below the dashed max [ −  0] line.
Finally, we justify the adoption of discount   0 to the conversion price. There
is already a vast literature that touches upon the reasons of the usual discount in equity
offerings. These include:
1. Signalling effect. This arises from the asymmetric information where the managers
hold more information than the investors. The market participants assume that when
a company issues shares, the management believes that the shares are overpriced,
while when they use internal resources, then the management believes that the shares
are underpriced. Therefore any equity raise warrants a discount to compensate in-
vestors from the asserted overpricing. The same could be said between the current
equityholders and the potential new investors, where the higher the internal support
from equityholders, the better the signalling effect to the market.
2. Transaction costs. When a company decides to issue shares rather than using internal
funds, it incurs issuance costs that investors incorporate as a discount to the share
price (see for example Williamson (2002)).
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3. Modigliani-Miller Proposition 1 (MMP1): The well-known theory refers to the value
of the levered company being equal to the value of the unlevered bank plus the tax
shield of the debt. Consequently, should the company intend to use the proceeds of
the equity raising to lower the debt, the company value should drop (by the value of
the tax shield relinquishment) that could warrant a discount.
All of these reasons also apply to our CoCo trigger situations.
6.2.2 The Contingent Equity Base
The above proposal does not fully remove the risk-taking incentive from equi-
tyholders as solvency moves closer to the point of non-viability. Take a scenario where
solvency is rapidly deteriorating and the equityholders do not want to (or cannot) issue
equity. The CoCo Bail-in will then be triggered. Since equityholders know that contingent
capital will be issued (even at distressed levels owing to our first proposal), which rescues
the equityholders in a going-concern scenario (as opposed to facing a gone-concern liquida-
tion), there remains an incentive to “loot” or “gamble-for-resurrection”. As such, the moral
hazard does not disappear entirely as long as the equityholders do not face full dilution
on a going-concern basis. Full dilution of equityholders would be the only way to restore
the absolute priority rule (APR). What we propose in this Chapter is not for the equity to
be written-off, but for the incumbent equityholders to be fully diluted. This revolutionary
proposal would finally remove the intrinsic moral hazard of the banking industry.
We propose that banks should have an ongoing Contingent Equity Base (CEB)
formed by a new equityholders base. The CEB will have a dual role:
• The CEB will take over the bank once the bank solvency falls below the PONV (whose
threshold could be either the CoCo trigger or the level set by the regulator).
• The CEB will sit off-balance sheet for a fee as a “top-up” contingent line for the bank
to make up the short-fall in their CT1 and T1 ratios.
The first of these roles means that once the solvency falls below the PONV, the
incumbent equityholders are replaced by the new shareholder base and lose all their remain-
ing equity holdings. In a falling solvency scenario, it would then be in the equityholders’
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interest to raise equity (instead of gambling with bondholders money) to preserve their eq-
uity investment. This mirrors the traditional equity expropriation by the state, a la Bankia
in 2012 or SNS in 2013. The main difference is that this proposal relies on private money
instead of public resources.
More specifically the new recapitalization mechanism works as follows:
1. Initially a CEB is set up by equity investors with in-depth knowledge and expertise in
the banking industry who are able to assess the risk and rewards of such commitment.
This CEB will sit “idle” outside the bank’s balance sheet until the rescue is triggered.
2. The bank should have, at all times, as much CoCo/bail in able bonds as necessary
to restore the bank’s solvency from the PONV/CoCo trigger to the level set by the
regulator (perhaps 10 − 105% CT1). These CoCo bonds are marked to market so
that the regulator (and the bank and investors) know realistically how much equity
will be created upon CoCo trigger. Furthermore, the bank is required to meet a
minimum T1 ratio (e.g. 14%). Until these ratios are reached, the CEB will commit
equity of their own as a contingent line, which will make up the difference between
the minimum required T1 ratio and the existing ratio. The CEB will charge a fee for
this contingent equity.
3. As the CoCo bonds and/or equity are raised to meet the capital requirements, the
CEB is withdrawn accordingly. Once the capital requirements are fulfilled, the CEB
providers recover their entire equity investment however they remain contingent future
equityholders. Essentially the CEB line plays the role of an “equity revolving facility”
where, if solvency drops, there is always contingent equity underpinning the bank’s
balance sheet.
4. Once the CoCo Bail-in is triggered or the solvency falls below the PONV, the incum-
bent equityholders are replaced by the CEB providers and lose their entire investment.
The CEB providers become the new equityholders. The existing CoCo bonds convert
as proposed in Chapter 6.2.1, recapitalizing the bank to reach the minimum CT1.
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5. After a CEB take over a new CEB is set-up. The CEB will set aside equity until the
bank reaches its compulsory T1 ratio.
6. The CEB providers cannot be at any time equityholders of the bank before the re-
structuring happens. Thus, they are precluded from trading the shares of this bank.
This has a two-fold objective: to minimize the risk of share price speculation, and to
ensure that a new equity investor base replaces the old (failed) equityholders.
7. Should the CoCo Bail-in be triggered while CEB equity line is still active (i.e. the
bank is still building capital to cancel the CEB equity line), the CEB converts at the
same price as the CoCo. This ensures the capitalization of the bank at all times even
if the bank has not fulfilled his compulsory solvency ratios.
We illustrate the process in the following example, depicted in Fig 6.3. The reg-
ulator imposes a minimum capital ratios of  = 10% and  = 14% for CT1 and T1,
respectively, and the CoCo trigger is  = 7%.
Case 1 The initial state. The firm’s asset value 0 = 110 is funded by  = 80 of
vanilla bonds and  = 10 of equity-conversion CoCo bond, with the equityholders
holding  = 20 of equity capital. Then the CT1 and T1 ratios are 182% and 273%
respectively, above the required ratios.
Case 2 The asset value falls to  = 95, incurring a loss of 15 for the bank. With  =
007×95 = 665, the incumbent equityholders bear an initial loss of 20−665 = 1335.
This leaves a further loss of 15 − 1335 = 165, and therefore the CoCo Bail-in is
triggered. As with the traditional equity-conversion CoCo Bail-in, the CoCo bond is
partially converted such that the CT1 is restore to  = 01 × 95 = 95, i.e. they
receive equity of  = 95 − 665 = 285. This leaves the CoCo bond worth  =
(1−) −  = 09× 95− 80 = 55. This means that 10− 55 = 45 of the CoCo
bond has converted into  = 285 of equity, implying a loss for the CoCo bondholders
of  = 45 − 285 = 165, which is exactly the remaining loss. The difference with
the traditional Bail-in is that here the CEB replaces the original equity, resulting in
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Case 1: Initial State, V 0 = 110 Case 2: Falling solvency, V  = 95
Assets Liabilities Assets Liabilities
Loss 15
80 Vanilla Bonds 80 Vanilla Bonds
110 95
10 CoCo 5.5 CoCo
2.85 CoCo Equity
6.65 Equity replaced by CEB
CT1 = 18.2% CT1 = 10.0%
T1 = 27.3% T1 = 15.8% above 14% min ratio
Case 3: Falling solvency, V  = 90
Assets Liabilities
80 Vanilla Bonds
90
2.6 CEB contingent line
1.0 CoCo
2.7 CoCo Equity
6.3 Equity replaced by CEB
CT1 = 10.0%
T1 = 11.1% below 14% min ratio
20 Equity
Loss 20
Figure 6.3: Falling Solvency Cases under CEB
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 = 0 and  = 665. In this case the T1 ratio is (55 + 285 + 665) 95 = 158%,
above the required ratio of 14%.
Case 3 The asset value falls to  = 90, incurring a loss of 20 for the bank. Analogously
with Case 2, CEB providers expropriate the incumbent equityholders and receive
 = 007×90 = 63. The original equityholders lose  = 20−63 = 137, with the
remaining loss of 63 being borne by the CoCo bondholders. Their resulting position
is  = (01− 007) × 90 = 27 of equity and  = 09 × 90 − 80 = 1 of remaining
CoCo bond. Furthermore in this case, the T1 ratio of (1 + 27 + 63) 90 = 111% is
now below  = 14%, so a CEB contingent line of 1 = (014− 0111) × 90 = 26
is set-up for a fee off-balance sheet to top-up the ratio. This remains until the bank
builds up its T1 capital to  .
Further cases of numerical examples are given in Appendix 6.4.2, as well as more
general payoffs to, and losses of, the bondholders and the equityholders for different out-
comes of  . In particular, the payoff for the original equityholders is summarized as,
 = ( −  )  
1−
(6.25)
The comparison of the equityholders’ payoffs between the ordinary equity-conversion and
the CEB conversion is demonstrated in Fig.6.4. The gains from trigger is clearly negative,
eliminating any incentive to gamble for resurrection round the trigger point.
CEB valuation
Our proposal suggests that the CEB commits a contingent equity line until the T1
ratio (CT1 plus CoCos) is achieved. This will guarantee the necessary capitalization at all
times as already discussed. Until the solvency ratios are met and the CEB line is cancelled,
the bank pays the CEB a fee for the outstanding equity line. This will encourage the bank
to build-up capital on its own or issue more CoCo bonds. We discuss here what the level of
this fee should be, or in other words, what the correct equity valuation is for the CEB line.
There is no straightforward measure as all equity valuation has its merits and
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Figure 6.4: Equityholders’ payoffs for ordinary equity conversion and CEB conversion
shortcomings. Accountancy based measures such as ROE and dividends yield are objec-
tive. However the valuation becomes challenging if the bank is loss making or not paying
dividends and consequently the normalised earnings or dividends would have to be esti-
mated.
We instead suggest using the Cost of Equity (COE) of the bank to set the fee
charged by the CEB. This is because setting a fee lower than the bank’s COE would mean
that the bank can earn a higher return on capital elsewhere, discouraging them to build-up
capital to cancel the CEB line. To calculate the COE is not a clear-cut exercise either as it
entails its own difficulties. We suggest two ways to estimate the COE:
1. Market data based : Appendix 6.4.3 demonstrates that the price-to-book ratio (P/B)
is given by,15
 =
µ − 
 − 
¶
(1 + ) , (6.26)
where  is the bank’s growth rate. Then the implied COE can be estimated by using
the normalised ROE,  (can use nominal growth of the country where the bank has
its main operations) and the current P/B ratio. However there are two important
weaknesses of using this method:
15Damodaran on http://people.stern.nyu.edu/adamodar/pdfiles/pbv.pdf has  = −− by assuming
that “the return on equity is based upon expected earnings in the next time period”. This removes the
(1 + ) factor from (6.26). See Appendix 6.4.3 for further discussion.
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• P/B does not take into consideration the balance sheet risk of the bank (though
this may be reflected through COE16).
• Using market values is sensitive to market manipulation and would make the
CEB price market driven.
2. CAPM : Though the limitations are well known, CAPM is used by both practitioners
and academics to calculate the WACC of companies and banks by,
 = +× , (6.27)
where  is the risk free asset return and  is the equity risk premium. 
can be estimated, for example, using the nominal yield of the 10 year sovereign bond
where the bank has its main operations. For , one possibility is to use the two
year adjusted beta of the bank relative to the equity market where the bank has its
main operations. The ERP is the most sensitive and critical parameter within the
CAPM COE and it has been thoroughly scrutinized by both the practitioner and
academic world. There is no standard method to estimate it. In Appendix 6.4.4, we
show an example of the estimated UK ERP according to the UK utility regulator
Ofcom (Fig 6.12), and the difference between the historical ERP between UK and the
World taken from Dimson (2004) (Fig 6.13). Given these, we conclude that 4%− 6%
would be a plausible range.
Fig 6.5 demonstrates the estimated COEs of the 14 largest banks of the European
Union as of 30 January 2015, with the average CAPM COE of 79% (using ERP = 6%)
and the market implied COE of 95% (using  = 2%). Similarly, with the range 4− 6% for
ERP, the CEB equityholders should earn a fee in the range 56%− 8% on average for our
sample of banks, as calculated in Fig 6.6.
16The COE can be estimated by CAPM, as described above, reflecting the financial leverage of the bank
in its equity beta:
 =  +  ( − ) .
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BARCLAYS HSBC LLOYDS RBS STANDARD CHARTERED
COMMERZ
BANK DB BBVA SANTANDER INTESA UNICREDIT BNP BPCE
CREDIT 
AGRICOLE
SOCIETE 
GENERALE Average
RFA 1.4% 1.4% 1.4% 1.4% 1.4% 0.3% 0.3% 1.5% 1.5% 1.6% 1.6% 0.6% 0.6% 0.6% 0.6% 1.1%
Beta 1.2x 1.0x 1.0x 1.3x 1.0x 1.0x 1.1x 1.2x 1.1x 1.2x 1.3x 1.2x 1.1x 1.3x 1.4x  1.1x
ERP 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6.0%
P/B 0.6x 0.6x 1.1x 0.7x 0.4x 0.4x 0.5x 1.0x 0.9x 0.9x 0.6x 0.6x 0.5x 0.5x 0.5x  0.7x
2015 ROE 6.9% 9.2% 12.1% 6.0% 8.8% 3.8% 5.1% 7.5% 8.2% 6.4% 5.4% 8.1% 7.0% 6.8% 6.8% 7.2%
CAPM COE 8.6% 7.4% 7.4% 9.2% 7.4% 6.3% 6.9% 8.7% 8.1% 8.8% 9.4% 7.8% 7.2% 8.4% 9.0% 7.9%
Implied COE at g=2% 10.3% 11.3% 10.9% 7.9% 12.0% 6.1% 7.9% 7.7% 8.8% 6.8% 8.1% 11.7% 10.8% 11.3% 11.7% 9.5%
Figure 6.5: COE estimations for 14 European banks
Figure 6.6: CAPM COE estimations
The Merits and Demerits of Our Proposal
Through a combination of both schemes (market based CoCo bonds and the CEB),
the regulator can finally do away with the intrinsic moral hazard of the banking industry
as well as dampening the negative effects of the agency costs stemming from the Bail-
in. The CEB proposal may seem radical, however as already stated, it mirrors the states’
expropriation of failing banks, such as Bankia (2012), SNS (2013) and Banco Espirito Santo
(2014). In both the equityholders lose their entire investment on a going-concern basis. The
difference is that one is done using public fund, while the other relies on private money. The
new equityholders replacing the existing equityholders would hopefully instill the necessary
discipline to bolster capital and redirect the bank towards a viable business path. Further,
upon breaching its PONV, the existing CoCo bonds would replenish the CT1 while a new
CEB would be set up to achieve the minimum T1, conveying comfort to the market to raise
new equity and operate as a solid going-concern entity.
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Overall we believe the trade-off between risks and rewards are well balanced across
the different actors:
• Existing equityholders: This proposal is not ROE dilutive for existing equityholders
even if the CEB line is still active as it is kept off-balance sheet. The bank will have to
honour the contingent equity line fee as if they were preference shares, however they do
not participate in any dividend payout or shareholder repurchase. The equityholders
have the incentive to hoard capital and raise equity (through net income or equity
contribution) to cancel the CEB line. They lose their entire investment once the
PONV is breached, however it would also face full dilution if the bank were to be
expropriated.17 Conversely, the bank will be well capitalized at all times leading
to lower cost of equity (via beta) and cost of debt, and overall the WACC, which
would help to boost the overall profitability, and hence its ROE, of the bank. The
requirement to impose losses on further unsecured debt such as senior debt would also
no longer be necessary.
• CEB: The CEB commits capital which is at risk of being converted to equity, and
charges a fee for this commitment. Though it will receive the equity for free from the
existing equityholders upon a distressed event, there are strings attached to it. The
CEB will have to be fully involved in the recapitalization process and perhaps even
contribute more money of their own since there could be more potential losses and
impairments in the balance sheet after the CoCo triggers, or the bank could struggle
to rebuild solvency. By charging an onerous fee equivalent to the COE, the CEB
structure will encourage equityholders to strive to replenish capital.
• Bondholders: the harmful Bail-in related agency costs vanish and, despite the DAPR
still not fully restored (the equity is not fully consumed before their investment is
forced to be written-down), the bondholders face a relatively more benign restructur-
ing.18 Therefore, they are no longer at the mercy of equityholders that can free-ride
17It is true that through Bail-in they preserve most of their investment, but it is this benefit of bail-in
that gives rise to the agency costs while potentially aggravating the moral hazard problem.
18They even stand to recoup their losses if, in due course, share price recovers to make up for their initial
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on their investment. Furthermore, with our proposal the debt-to-equity exchange
takes place at market prices instead of transferring wealth through the NADES of the
currently issued CoCo bonds.
• Regulator: it stands to benefit the most, due to the permanent recapitalization of the
bank even in a distressed event. Effectively it can delegate bank monitoring to the
market and rid itself from its traditional role of rescuer of last resort.
Though the scheme has its merits, the proposal also has its shortcomings. We
envisage two main problems with mitigating factors:
• Existing equityholders and equity valuation: will they accept a scheme whereby they
can lose their entire investment on a going-concern basis? How will the CEB and the
CEB line affect the valuation of the existing shares?
• CEB: Would there be sufficient support and appetite in the market to become con-
tingent equityholders of systematically important banks and to some extent commit
resources, especially through the CEB line?
As far as the former is concerned it is obvious that equityholders will not be pleased
with the new framework. However, neither Bail-out nor the existing Bail-in frameworks are
viable alternatives as they aggravate moral hazard and agency cost problems respectively.
The current set-up must change and the equityholders come into terms that once the bank
reaches the PONV, the going-concern value of their equity investment is similar to the
gone-concern recovery value of zero, in spite of the difficulty of liquidating a bank due to
the systemic risks attached to it. Therefore, equityholders should revise their investment
stance on a highly levered vehicle like a bank and balance out the risk and rewards of their
investment. The CEB line is not ROE dilutive however it is ROE consuming, as the bank
has to pay a fee in the same way it serves the fee for its preference shares and subordinate
bonds. The bank will then have to decide whether it should raise capital immediately to
cancel this contingent equity line on the basis of its burdensome costs (because the bank
debt to equity swap loss, unless they are forced to sell equity as many CoCo bondholders are fixed income
investors and cannot hold equity.
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believes his COE is lower than the fee), or maintain it because of its belief that it can earn a
higher return on capital elsewhere (if the COE is higher than the fee). We proposed above
that the CEB line should be priced to the COE, which should encourage the bank to raise
equity.
Moreover, we believe the COE should drop via lower beta (lower financial leverage
thanks to the permanent capitalization) and higher equity. Higher equity means that the
Cost of Debt (COD) should also fall due to less Bail-in-able debt required and lower coupons
for the issued CoCo bonds, improving the overall WACC of the bank. However, what seems
inevitable is the premium demanded for holding banks’ shares by investors, making the
ownership of banks’ shares a target to sophisticated investors that better understand the
risk-reward of the investment. Overall, we believe the new scheme should not meaningfully
affect the traditional relation between P/B19 and ROE.
As regards the latter, the amount of monetary equity commitment required to set
up the CEB line at the moment is not very significant, bearing in mind that banks have
come a long way in restoring and boosting capitalization. As we can observe in Fig 6.7,
most of the too-big-to-fail (TBTF) banks now boast a fully-loaded CT1 (FLCT1) of above
10%, close to the expected minimum levels of 11− 115%.20 Indeed the average FLCT1 of
the 14 banks is 103%, with, for example, Intesa Bank at nearly 125%. We view, therefore,
that the contingent equity required to accomplish this scheme is financially digestible to the
market. As of 31 January 2015, the FLCT1 shortfall of the 14 biggest banks in the EU, is
estimated to be 62bn assuming a 115% minimum level. The shortfalls at each bank is
demonstrated in Fig 6.8.
If we exclude the existing non-compliant T1 debt (which we expect to be called or
tendered) the fully-loaded T1 (FLT1) shortfall would be close to 110bn. The shortfalls at
each bank is demonstrated in Fig 6.9. We believe a combination of equity and CoCo bonds
should plug-in this capital shortfall in a reasonable amount of time, especially given the low
19P/B would reflect both the lower ROE (due to the CEB fee) and COE (via lower beta). However in the
long-run, the bank would be in a better condition to lend and increase assets to enhance its ROE, which
would have a positive impact on its equity multiples.
20Recent trends from the UK and Euro zone regulator suggest higher CT1 than previously discussed and
hence a 11− 115% minimum CT1 is not far-fetched.
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Figure 6.7: FLCT1 at 14 banks. Source: Bloomberg and author. Date: 19th March 2015.
Figure 6.8: FLCT1 shortfall at 14 banks. Source: Bloomberg and author. Date: 19th
March 2015.
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yielding environment and the improving fundamentals of the banks.
Figure 6.9: FLT1 shortfall at 14 banks. Source: Bloomberg and author. Date: 19th March
2015.
Should a bank fail and a new CEB line is required, we believe this investment will
be palatable to investors unless the fallout of this bank triggers a chain of bank failures.
However, this possibility should diminish overtime owing to the stringent regulation on cross
holding stakes among banks that will force banks out of owning each other shares21. For
example if Barclays Bank were to fail, the amount of equity and CoCo bonds necessary to
boost the capital ratios from CT1 and T1 ratios of 10%22 to 115% CT1 and 14% T1 would
be 5bn and 10bn, respectively.
In the current low yield climate, earning a COE-equivalent fee to hold contingent
equity is fairly attractive deal for investors as banks carry on restoring and bolstering capital.
Fig 6.10 is a scatter graph of the banks’ ROE vs their P/E ratios. It demonstrates that the
banks are trading at the P/B ratio of 07 for a 2015 expected ROE of 7%, implying that the
banks are barely covering their COE given how depressed banks’ ROEs are. Consequently,
for CEB investors to earn a 8% fee (assuming a 6% ERP) to become contingent equityholders
of a bank looks like an attractive proposition in this low yield environment. In Fig 6.11, we
21Financial equities positions are coming now with either 200% or 1,250% RWA factor. Significant expo-
sures are deducted from Core Tier 1.
22This is the assumed level of CT1 after CoCo bail-in and CEB takeover (see the examples in Appendix
6.6.2). Note if all CoCo bonds are converted into equity then the T1 ratio would equal this CT1 ratio.
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Figure 6.10: ROE vs P/B ratio. Source: Bloomberg and author. Date: 19th March 2015.
can observe that the CAPM COE fee looks compelling relative to other equity (or equity
linked) valuation methods such as the dividend yield, and the existing yield on T1 CoCo
bonds.
6.3 Concluding Remarks
As has been argued throughout the thesis, we believe Bail-in will prove not to
solve the moral hazard problem that is the short-fall of Bail-out schemes. Moreover, it
incorporates an additional problem which is the lurking agency costs that lie behind the
new relationship between equityholders and bondholders.
We believe that covenants in CoCo bonds proposed in this Chapter are an effective
way to curb risk-taking. When solvency is high, contractual covenants will swiftly incor-
porate the additional risk premium via upward coupon resetting that exerts discipline on
banks and dents shareholder returns. The equityholders are not able to trade easily the
bank value off against volatility for two reasons: the concave nature of the equityholders’
return on equity at each ratchet trigger point, and the higher cost of capital once triggered.
As solvency deteriorates towards the CoCo trigger or the PONV these become less effective
(as well as the fact that higher coupons erode solvency even more) as the equityholders’ in-
centive to “gamble-for-resurrection” negate the above effects, and at this point, when CoCo
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Figure 6.11: COE, Dividend yied and T1 CoCo bond yield at 14 banks. Source: Bloomberg
and author
bonds trade at distress, the monitoring effort becomes no longer fruitful. In these cases we
propose a different type of covenants, namely asset and debt sweeps.
In this chapter, we also investigate in more detail the currently employed CoCo for-
mats and make alternative suggestions. The writedown CoCo bond creates a huge incentive
for “gambling for resurrection” and therefore should be abolished. The equity-conversion
CoCo bond is a form of non-admissible debt-to-equity swap (NADES) that presets the con-
version price in advance which results in offsetting the dilution effect of Bail-in conversion.
Alternatively, we propose a CoCo bond that converts at the prevailing share price with a
discount, where the CoCo trigger mirrors the equity raise that would occur at these dis-
tressed levels. Consequently, bondholders would be converted at a fair price, diluting the
equityholders’ position as would happen in a distressed equity raise. Therefore, the equity-
holders would have an incentive to curtail risk-taking and raise equity before the “painful”
dilution sets in.
Notwithstanding that, the new CoCo bond proposal does not eliminate entirely
the agency costs problem. Equityholders could still decline any equity raise and attempt
“gamble for resurrection”, as they can rely on the contingent capital provided by CoCo
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bondholders to aid them recover some of their capital in the case that their “gamble”
does not pay off. We, therefore, suggest a novel approach to permanently extinguish the
moral hazard and the Bail-in agency costs by creating a Contingent Equity Base (CEB)
contributed by future equityholders. If existing equityholders face full dilution on a going
concern basis, as would be the case if full expropriation occurs in a similar fashion to Bankia,
SNS or Banco Espirito Santo rescues in 2012-14, equityholders would have a strong incentive
to avoid the solvency falling close to the PONV/CoCo trigger. In this environment, where
banks are bolstering capital, the necessary equity support for the too-big-to-fail banks would
hopefully be economically palatable. Our proposal suggests a generous fee for the CEB using
the cost of equity. From the recovery value standpoint, having this equity-line obviously
makes existing equityholders worse off compared with the existing structure. However, in
the current format Bail-in has inherent risks that are currently not fully considered. We
strongly advocate replacing it with a scheme where equityholders can face full expropriation
should their financial and business decisions turn out to be incorrect, removing the perverse
incentive to misbehave. Our CEB proposal that mimics the full going-concern equityholders
expropriation accomplishes this.
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6.4 Appendix
6.4.1 Market-price Equity-conversion CoCo Bond
The payoffs and the losses for the equityholders and the bondholders for the
market-price equity-conversion CoCo bond described in the text are,

h
0 1−
i ³ 
1−  1−
i ³ 
1−   0
´
[0∞]
 (1−)   
 0 (1−)−  
 (−)(1−)+(−) (−)(1−)+(−) 0 0
 (1−)(1−)+(−) (1−)(1−)+(−) − −
 − (1−) 0 0 0
 − (−)(1−)+(−)  −
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Notes
All CoCo
converted. 
written down.
 breached.
CoCo partially
converted.
 not breached.
 written
down.
Balance
sheet
expanding.
These can be expressed as,
 = min [(1−)  ]
 = max [(1−) −  0] + [ − (1−) ]  
1−
 = (−)(1−)+(−)≤ 1−
 = ( −  ) +
h
 − (1−)(1−)+(−)(1−)+(−) 
i
≤ 1− .
6.4.2 Contingent Equity Base
Again let the firm’s initial asset value be 0, with the face values of vanilla bonds
and the equity-conversion CoCo bond given by  and  , respectively, such that  =
+ . Assume that initially the CT1 and T1 ratios,  and  , are fulfilled, i.e. 0−0 ≥ 
and 0−0 ≥  . In the case that the bank fails to maintain its required T1 ratio, then a
contingent line of 1 is kept off-balance sheet by the CEB providers. The CoCo trigger
level is  . Upon trigger,  denotes the capital expropriated by the CEB investors from
the original equityholders. Then,
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• For   1− , the CT1 capital ratio is above  . therefore as in the ordinary equity-
conversion case,  = ,  =  and  =  −  , with the equityholders
bearing all of the loss,  = 0 −  .
• For  ≤ 1− , the CoCo conversion is triggered. Here the equityholders’ position is
then wholly expropriated by the CEB investors. Therefore  = 0,  = 0 − 
and  =  .  s with the ordinary equity-conversion the CoCo bond is partially
converted to equity such that  = (1−) − ,  = ( − ) and  =
 − (1− ) . The vanilla bondholders are unaffected and so  =  and  =
 = 0. Furthermore, 1 = 0 as long as ++ = −   ⇔   1− .
• For  ≤ 1− , the T1 capital ratio breaches the minimum required ratio  . Then
the CEB investors provide 1 =  − (1−  ) of contingent line. In the long-run
the bank will be required to replace this amount of vanilla bond with T1 securities
(equity or CoCo bond) to bring the T1 ratio up to  . As they do so this contingent
line will be drawn down. As this contingent line is kept off-balance sheet the total
balance sheet remains at  and the positions and losses of all stakeholders remain
the same as in the 1−   ≤ 1− case above.
• For  ≤ 1− , the whole of CoCo bond is converted, i.e.  = 0,  = ( − ) and
 = −( − ) . As above the CEB investors take over the original equityholders’
position, and therefore  = 0,  = 0 −  and  =  . To cover the
remaining loss, the vanilla bonds are forced to be written down, with = (1−)
and  =  − (1−) . Furthermore, the CEB investors provide the contingent
line of 1 = ( −) off-balance sheet.
Therefore,
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
h
0 1−
i ³ 
1−  1−
i ³ 
1−  1−
i ³ 
1−   0
´
[0∞]
 (1−)    
 0 (1−)− (1−)−  
 (−) (−) (−) 0 0
 0 0 0 − −
       0 0
1 (−) − (1−  ) 0 0 0
 − (1−) 0 0 0 0
 − (−) − (1− ) − (1− ) 0 0
 0− 0− 0− 0−  0− 
Notes
All CoCo
converted.

written
down.
 breached. CoCo
partially converted.
Contingent line
provided off-balance
sheet.
 breached.
CoCo
partially
converted.
 not
breached.
 written
down.
Balance
sheet
expanding.
The summarized payoffs are,
 = min [(1−)  ] = max [(1−) −  0] + [ − (1−) ]  
1− = ( − ) ≤ 1− = ( −  ) 1− =  ≤ 1−
1 = (1−  )max
h 
1− −   0
i
− (1−)max
h 
1− −   0
i
.
By letting 0 = 110,  = 80,  = 10,  = 7%,  = 10% and  = 14%,

1− = 9677, 1− = 9302 and 1− = 8889. Then,
 800 850 8889 900 932 950 9677 1000 1050 1100
 7200 7650 8000 8000 8000 8000 8000 8000 8000 8000
 0 0 0 100 372 550 709 1000 1000 1000
 240 255 267 270 279 285 290 0 0 0
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1000 1500 2000
 560 595 622 630 651 665 677 0 0 0
1 320 340 355 260 0 0 0 0 0 0
 800 350 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 760 745 733 630 349 165 0 0 0 0
 2000 2000 2000 2000 2000 2000 2000 1000 500 0
CT1 ratio 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 143% 182%
T1 ratio 100% 100% 100% 111% 140% 158% 173% 200% 238% 273%
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6.4.3 P/B Ratio
Let the bank’s return-on-equity (ROE) be , and its net income and book value
at time  be  and , respectively. Assume that  is constant over time. Then,
 =  =
+1
+1 . (6.28)
Now at ,  is split into dividend  and retained earnings . Then +1 = +.
The growth rate  is that of the net income, i.e.
 = +1 − 1 =
+1
 − 1 =

 . (6.29)
The second equality uses (6.28), while the third equality results from substituting for +1.
Therefore  =  and similarly +1 = +1. Now from Gordon Growth Model
the market value at  is,
 = +1 −  , (6.30)
where  is the bank’s COE. Then,
 = +1 −+1 −  =
+1 − +1
 −  =
µ− 
 − 
¶
+1 =
µ− 
 − 
¶
(1 + ).
(6.31)
Hence,

 =
µ− 
 − 
¶
(1 + ) .
6.4.4 Equity Risk Premium
Fig 6.12 is an example of the estimated UK ERP for the market according to
the UK utility regulator Ofcom, while Fig 6.13 demonstrates the difference between the
historical ERP between UK and the World.
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Figure 6.12: UK ERP; Source: Evidence on the equity market risk premium, Cooper (2005)
Figure 6.13: Historical ERP Between UK and the World; Source: Dimson (2004)
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Chapter 7
Cost of Capital Under Basel III
Bail-in
Admati, DeMarzo, Hellwig and Pfleiderer (2011) argue that higher equity require-
ments under the new regulation would lower both the cost of equity and the cost of debt,
and therefore despite the change in the funding mix (more equity which has the higher
cost), the weighted-average cost of capital (WACC) should remain unchanged. In contrast,
we believe that the WACC increase meaningfully on the back of Bail-in (especially at the
senior debt level) and the monitoring costs (throughout the entire unsecured debt). To
demonstrate this, in this chapter we estimate the pre- and post-Basel III WACC for the 16
largest European banks using the September 2014 quarterly reports and the market data
as of beginning of October 2014, under sensible assumptions. A sensitivity analysis is then
undertaken to test the robustness of the results on our assumptions. This yields a range of
possible WACC estimates which are 75% to 110% higher than the current WACC level.1
This will have effects on the behaviours of the bank, some of which are discussed in the
concluding remarks.
In this section we investigate the impact of the new regulatory capital measures,
1The argument goes as follows. Despite banks having the incentive to issue secured debt (out of the
scope of Bail I), they still have to issue unsecured debt which falls within the Total Loss Absorbing Capacity
(TLAC) and MREL (Minimum Regulatory Eligible Liabilities) ratios and issue long term debt to meet the
Net Stable Funding Ratio (NSFR). This comes at a cost that filters through to the overall cost of debt,
which we believe will outweigh the supposedly lower cost of equity.
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namely Bail-in and CoCo bonds, on the cost of capital (WACC) of the banks. So far,
we have argued that to counter the agency costs of wealth transfer and value destruction,
bondholders, facing going concern losses, requires to continuously monitor the risk appetite
of the bank. This is not free. For instance a traditional passive fund will now have to
hire a team of analysts to monitor their financial bonds. Similarly, the use of covenants
we advocated in Chapter 6 comes with a cost, as bondholders are now required to monitor
the status of the covenants and the banks’ fundamentals (as is typical of the high yield
corporate bond market). These additional costs borne by the bondholders are passed on
to the equityholders via higher cost of debt. For the current market, we believe that the
prices of the existing CoCo and Senior bonds do not reflect this monitoring cost, especially
for banks where senior bonds qualify for the total loss-absorbing capacity (TLAC) of the
banks. The low yielding environment and the financial repression has allowed banks to
place these bonds at very low rate levels which moreover do not incorporate the increasing
agency costs of Bail-in. This will change over time as yields rise and bondholders come to
grips with the reality of Bail-in and the DAPR.
Banks’ WACC are affected by the new regulatory framework that requires higher
equity and loss-absorbing debt. Admati, DeMarzo, Hellwig and Pfleiderer (2011) argue
that higher equity requirements would lower both the cost of equity and the cost of debt,
and therefore despite the change in the funding mix (more equity which has the higher
cost), the WACC should remain unchanged. In contrast we believe that the WACC would
meaningfully rise. To demonstrate this, we now estimate the pre- and post-Basel III WACC
for the 16 largest European banks using the September 2014 quarterly reports and the
market data as of beginning of October 2014. Later, a sensitivity analysis is then undertaken
to test the impact that our assumptions on the main variables have on the WACC to derive
a range of possible WACC estimates.
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7.1 WACC Analysis
7.1.1 Pre-Basel III WACC
We estimate the pre-Basel III WACC by estimating its components, the COE and
the COD. The COE is estimated by the CAPM using,2
• Risk free rate - 10 year sovereign bond yield of the country where the bank has its
main operations;3
•  - 2 year adjusted  for each bank; and
• Equity risk premium - the embedded ERP in the equity market of the bank where it
has its main operations.4
The most critical factor here is the . The  of a bank is driven by three fac-
tors: operating leverage (=fixed coststotal costs ), financial leverage (=
debt
equity ) and earnings volatility (=
volatility of ROE), with the financial leverage being the most relevant. The table in figure
7.1 demonstrates these main drivers for different banks.5
All three factors are revealed to be high at this point, especially the operating and
financial leverages. The operating leverage should drop in the volatile investment banking
business of banks due to the onerous capital charges stemming from Basel III (indeed many
banks are scaling down or even dismantling their investment banking operations6). On
the other hand, it should not meaningfully fall in the retail banking business which is
characterized by a high fixed cost base (offices, NPL related provisions, etc.). Therefore we
2As our sample of banks comprises big banks, we exclude any risk premium for small size or idiosyncratic
risk for the bank. Despite the main limitations of CAPM, including homogeneous expectations and no
transaction costs, we still believe that the model is useful for a good “proxy” of the cost of capital of banks.
3The correlation between sovereign and financial bond yields are still very high, and thus financial bond
spreads still incorporate the sovereign bond premium.
4There are many approaches to calculate ERP (e.g. Damodaran (2013), Graham and Dodd (2011)). We
follow a Gordon discount dividend model (DDM), accounting for share repurchases, using Bloomberg market
consensus expected dividends payouts for the stock exchange of the bank. DDM models perform better in
predicting future equity returns than Residual Income Models. It is also forward-looking rather than based
on historical data.
5The last column “Type of Business” is the proportion of retail business within the banks’ global earnings
and represents the earnings volatility - the higher the retail business (as opposed to wholesale or investment
banking), the lower the earnings volatility.
6RBS, Barclays, etc.
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Figure 7.1: Pre Basel III  Determinants; Source: Bloomberg and author. Date: 19th
March 2015.
will observe later that even if the financial leverage decreases post-new financial regulation,
there are some intrinsic features of the banking industry that makes the  of the banks
higher than the market average of one. Applying these to the CAPM we derive the current
estimates of COE in Figure 7.2. The average is revealed as 13%. The pre-Basel III COD
is estimated using the average interest spread of the banks’ liabilities (such as deposits,
covered, senior, subordinate bonds, etc.), demonstrated in Figure 7.3. The average pre-tax
COD is computed to be 21%. Finally the pre-tax WACC is estimated in Figure 7.4, which
demonstrates the current average of 27% for the 16 European banks.
Note that the COE can also be derived as the market implied COE from the
current share price, using the market consensus 2016 ROE (taken from Bloomberg) and
a terminal growth rate of 15%. The table in Figure 7.5 demonstrates both the CAPM
COE derived above and the market implied COE. The latter is lower than the former due
to technical reasons (abundant liquidity, central bank interventions, Quantitative Easing,
etc.) The table demonstrates that the banks’ ROE will struggle to cover their COE in the
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Figure 7.2: Pre Basel III COE; Source: Bloomberg and author. Date: 19th March 2015.
Figure 7.3: Pre Basel III Pre Tax COD; Source: Banks’ quarterly reports and author. Date:
19th March 2015.
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Figure 7.4: Pre Basel III Estimated Pre tax WACC; Source: author. Date: 19th March
2015.
current environment.7
7.1.2 Post-Basel III WACC Estimation
We now compute the post-Basel III estimates of the cost of debt using Basel III
and Bail-in guidelines. The analysis is based on some assumptions regarding the future
solvency rules for banks. At the end of this section we run some sensitivity test on the main
assumptions to determine a potential WACC range for our sample of banks.
We start with the estimated Basel III RWA for the banks based on their last quar-
terly update. There is only a 7% increase versus the phase-in Basel III RWA,8 highlighting
the banks’ potential leeway to continue their deleveraging strategy to boost solvency ratios.
7The ROE should remain subdued due to reasons such as capital bolstering (deleveraging), onerous
capital charges on traditional high ROE businesses (derivatives, off balance sheet businesses), low interest
rates and operating leverage (income is decreasing whereas fixed costs remain stubbornly stable).
8The phase-in Basel III is the current Basel III RWA or CT1 without making all the adjustments of the
fully-loaded Basel III figure. Bansk are currently reporting this number to show investors how they are
building their solvency towards achieving the fully-loaded Basel III CT1.
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Figure 7.5: Pre Basel III ROE vs COE; Source: author. Date: 19th March 2015.
First we estimate the existing amount of AT1 (Tier 1 CoCo) and T2 (Tier 2) CoCo bonds,
as well the average T1 (Tier 1) and T2 coupon, and we convert them to the base currency
of the bank. We note that while some banks have not yet issued CoCo bonds, they can
still issue up to 15% RWA of T1s and 2% RWA of T2s that will count towards the total
capital ratio.9 The total regulatory capital available for loss absorption is then derived by
aggregating the amount of equity, T1 CoCo bonds and T2 CoCo bonds. To simplify the
analysis, we assume that all current plain vanilla T1 and T2 bonds will be called or re-
placed by CoCo bonds over time.10 Then on the assumption that the banks have to achieve
a TLAC of 23% − 25% RWA (or 10% liabilities), we compute the current capital deficit.
The banks have four options to plug the deficits, incurring a cost funding premium:
9We estimate the total capital ratio for systemic banks at 16% − 18% RWA versus a TLAC close to
23%− 25% RWA (or 10% liabilities).
10Many of these bonds are either non-Basel III compliant (they have a step-up after the call or incentives
to redeem) or they will be amortised through the next ten years and thus they will lose regulatory capital
eligibility over time. They still count as regulatory capital, but we believe that those eligible for amortisation
will be gradually replaced or called as they become obsolete and illiquid (already the bid-ask spreads of these
bonds are in excess of three to four points). This move will be further fuelled by the fact that owning CoCo
bonds rather than traditional T1 bonds will become a sign of franchise strength and sophistication as the
CoCo bond sector thrives.
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• Equity: this will be the most expensive funding source given the high COE in a falling
ROE environment.
• CoCo bonds: it will be an expensive source as these bonds come with high triggers
and contractual loss-absorbing capacity and hence higher coupons.
• Plain vanilla T2 bonds: a cheaper option at the moment, however we believe that the
funding cost of these instruments will rise from the current levels, especially if used
as Bail-in-able debt to comply with the TLAC11.
• Senior bonds: this will be the cheapest option, however the cost of funding will obvi-
ously increase significantly as it potentially undermines the status of the senior bond
market as a funding market (becoming a regulatory capital market)12.
For the sake of our analysis, we here assume that our sample banks choose the
senior bonds, due to the ongoing issuance of CoCo bonds, equities or the likes becoming
financially non-viable. With the senior bonds becoming Bail-in-able from 2016, we use a
standard 25 premium (equivalent to a reasonable monitoring cost) above the existing five
year senior CDS for the banks.13 We use then an additional premium in excess of this 25
that ranges between 10−50 according to the magnitude of the capital deficit, reflecting
the fact that banks with a bigger capital deficit will be required to pay higher yield to issue
senior debt to comply with the TLAC. To estimate the future cost of the CoCo bonds to
achieve the 15% RWA and 2% RWA for T1 and T2 CoCo bonds respectively, we use the
current average coupons to estimate the reasonable premium to capture the agency cost of
Bail-in for CoCo bonds.14 Using 200 for T1, subtracting 150 (the current average spread
difference between T1 and T2 CoCo bonds) from this yields the T2 CoCo bond coupon.
11French banks are now issuing plain vanilla T2 to boost the loss absorbing capacity of the bank.
12Note a senior bondholder is effectively holding a CoCo bond going forward (any unsecured bond is
now a loss-absorbing going concern liability). In any case senior bonds will become bail-in-able from 2016.
This market would most likely develop into one where issuers differentiate between TLAC senior bonds and
non-TLAC senior bonds.
13JP Morgan in their last investor survey (2013) on senior bail-in shows that investors expect between
75− 100 additional compensation for holding a bail-in-able senior bond.
14Our estimated T1 CoCo bond coupon is close to our estimated future pre-tax COE, which in our view
is where T1 CoCo bonds yield should trade at. There is actually a 60% correlation between the volatility of
the equity and the CoCo of a bank.
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For those banks which have not issued CoCo bonds so far, we extrapolate the future CoCo
bond coupon using a fundamental-bottom up approach.15 The total Bail-in-able funding
cost is then computed using the future cost for the CoCo bonds and the regulatory senior
debt. This is demonstrated in Fig 7.6.
To calculate the post-Basel III estimates of COD we use the five year normalised
risk-free asset yield which is derived from the ten year normalised risk-free asset yield based
on the futures options market, taken from Bloomberg (Figure 7.7). The computed post-
Basel III pre-tax COD is demonstrated in Figure 7.8 as to have more than doubled to 44%
on the back of the new Bail-in rules. To estimate the post-Basel III COE, we use again
the CAPM. First, the banks’  are estimated from the adjusted two year Bloomberg  and
conducting an unlevering / relevering exercise.16 TA/TE in Figure 7.9 stands for the ratio
of tangible assets to tangible equity and it is the measure of the banks’ financial leverage.
As demonstrated, on average the sample is levered by 22 times with the average  of 121.
We unlever this  and relever it using a 12 times TA/TE. This bodes well with a 7 times
Basel III leverage ratio17 which is the regulator’s guidance for Systematically Important
Banks. This yields a  of 088, below the market  of one.18 Using the normalised ten
year risk-free asset and the same ERP as previously, we derive the average post-Basel III
COE to be 106% (Figure 7.10). Note that given the 2016 ROE Bloomberg consensus, this
implies that banks are still unable to cover their COE for the foreseeable future (Figure
7.11). Finally to estimate the post-Basel III WACC, we require the estimates for the future
funding mix weighting between equity and debt. For this we assume that the minimum
Basel III leverage ratio19 will be set at 7%, so in taking the current leverage ratio for each
bank and stripping out the T1 CoCo bonds, we can compute the necessary equity levels
to fulfil this leverage ratio (Figure 7.12). With the estimated COE, COD and the equity
15For example, HSBC and Standard should have similar CoCo bond coupons given their similar funda-
mentals. Similarly for BNP and UBS.
16Here Harris-Pringle formula is used.
17  + 1 
 
18It is conservative to assume the banks’  of below one. The financial industry, due to its lending and
maturity transformation role in the real economy, are characterised by higher leverage and lower equity than
the corporate industry. Though Basel III aims to reduce the amount of leverage and increase equity, banks
would always run a higher degree of leverage than corporates.
19  + 1 

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Figure 7.6: Post-Basel III COD. Source: author
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Figure 7.7: Normalized 5yr RFA; Source: Author. Date: 19th March 2015.
Figure 7.8: Post Basel III Pre Tax COD; Source: author. Date: 19th March 2015.
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Figure 7.9: Post Basel III Beta Analysis; Source: author. Date: 19th March 2015.
Figure 7.10: Post Basel III COE; Source: author. Date: 19th March 2015.
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Figure 7.11: Post Basel III Excess Returns; Source: author. Date: 19th March 2015.
Figure 7.12: Post Basel III Estimated Leverage Ratio; Source: author. Date: 19th March
2015.
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Figure 7.13: Post Basel III Estimated WACC; Source: author
weighting, we finally arrive at the post-Basel III pre-tax WACC estimates demonstrated in
Figure 7.13. The average WACC is estimated to be 48%, or 85% higher than the current
level.
7.2 Robustness Analysis
Due to the sensitivity of the analysis to the multiples variables and assumptions,
we run some tests on the WACC by setting different values for our main assumptions on
senior Bail-in premium, agency cost of Bail-in for CoCo bonds, Basel TA/TE and Basel III
leverage ratio. The potential value range for the post-Basel III WACC for our sample banks
are demonstrated in Figures 7.14 and 7.15. As can be observed in the tables, the range of
WACC estimates is given as between 454% to 522%, translating into to a 75% to 110%
increase on the current WACC.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated here that even using conservative assump-
tions, we foresee the WACC of banks rising meaningfully on the back of the new Basel III
rules (contractual Bail-in, i.e. the CoCo bonds, and statutory Bail-in, i.e. the senior debt
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Figure 7.14: Sensitivity Analysis 1
Figure 7.15: Sensitivity Analysis 2
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Bail-in) with potentially negative ramifications to the real economy. We believe the cost
of equity could drop from the existing levels via lower  (though it is difficult to see the
long-term  below one) and lower equity risk premium, however this is more than offset by
the higher cost of debt driven by the monitoring cost of the agency costs of Bail-in, resulting
in higher WACCs.
7.3 Concluding remarks
We believe that the cost of capital for banks is poised to rise on the back of the
required monitoring costs and the peculiarities of the Bail-in framework. The former arises
as the traditional banks’ debt investors, such as mutual funds, insurers, long only funds
etc., will be forced to strengthen their research capabilities (more fundamental analysts) as
they will be exposed to going concern losses. Moreover, in reality any unsecured debts are
effectively contingent convertible via regulatory powers, and hence passive or indexed funds
will not be able to buy and hold a bank bond expecting to be fully repaid or bailed-out. They
will need to monitor the fundamentals of the banks and the costs of which will, in the end,
be borne by the equityholders via higher risk premium. As far as the latter are concerned,
we foresee both subordinate and senior debt coupon rising as investors factor in the agency
cost and the change in payout of their embedded option (debt in the upside, equity or
full write-off in the downside). The compulsory solvency and leverage ratios, including
the TLAC, will force the banks to issue more CoCo bonds or unsecured debts which will
increase the overall cost of debt. Moreover, as soon as interest rates normalise from the
current historical lows and investors’ appetite for these high yielding bonds attenuate in a
rising yielding environment, we envisage CoCo bonds (and to a lesser extent other unsecured
debt) coupons moving closer to the pre-tax cost of equity.20 Even if one assumes, as we
do, a lower cost of equity on the back of a decreasing 21 (via lower financial leverage and
20Specially AT1 CoCo bonds that do not have the equity upside (a fixed income instrument) but have the
equity downside (coupons can be suspended and their capital impaired on a going concern basis).
21Our unlevering and relevering  analysis shows the  of some banks falling below one. This is still a
very optimistic outcome as we believe the  of the banks in general, due to the intrinsic operating / financial
leverage and earnings volatility, should warrant a  above one. This should render a higher COE and thus
a higher WACC under our framework.
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earnings volatility), this will not keep the WACC from rising. This trend, coupled with
decreasing ROE (as a result of higher equity, lower leverage, less ROE intensive businesses
etc.) should put a “dent” in banks’ share prices. This may even accentuate equityholders’
risk appetite. Such possible impacts of higher WACC on the real economy is nonetheless
out of the scope of this thesis
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Chapter 8
Conclusion
The new financial regulation has been articulated to dampen moral hazard and to
minimize the chances of another financial crisis that could jeopardize again the integrity of
the banking system. However in reality, the regulator is "swapping" Bail-out for Bail-in1,
which, as discussed in this thesis, is in essence a replacement of moral hazard with agency
costs (without doing away with the former though). If the burden of an ailing bank fell on
the taxpayers in the past, it will now fall to the bondholders who will be required to be
very mindful about the investments they own in a bank. Historically, apart from the very
few cases where the bank was fully nationalized (e.g. Bankia in 2012; SNS in 2013), the
equityholders would simply suffer dilution (e.g. Lloyds and ING, both in 2008), or, in many
cases, were unaffected with the injection of new equity in the form of preference shares with
CT1 qualification (Goldman Sachs, Morgan Stanley, etc.). Under the new Bail-in regime,
the equityholders take the first losses up to the CoCo trigger point where bondholders get
“written down/off” or converted into a non-admissible DES, while there is still at least
7.0% of CT12. This going-concern DAPR accentuates the agency costs that the Bail-out
has introduced into the banking industry.
It is, also, possible that the new Bail-in structure may even aggravate the moral
hazard problem. One could argue that the equityholders have more incentives to "gamble
1Bail-out = moral hazard; Bail-in = moral hazard + agency costs.
2Assuming this is the CoCo trigger or the PONV.
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for resurrection" when the wealth extraction comes from other investors (creditors) instead
of taxpayers, as the media scrutiny, and hence the "reputational" impact, would likely be
lower. Further, Bail-in may not result in restrictions on dividends or bankers’ compensations
as there would be with taxpayer Bail-out. While these are issues not analysed in this paper,
they enhance our case that the new financial regulation may not alleviate the incentive
problems as aimed.
Traditional Corporate Finance literature has underscored the detrimental effects
of agency costs on the relationships between bondholders and equityholders, especially due
to the limited investment of the latter. Higher equity advocated by some academics (e.g.
Admati et al., (2013)) does not attenuate the problem when the equityholders enjoy the
implicit put of the “Bail-in-able” balance sheet. Higher capital costs on risky investments
(Risk-Weighted Asset inflation) could potentially make banks safer. However banks are
volatile institutions with Non-Performing Loans and speculative trading that makes the
business unpredictable. Equityholders are aware of this and they will exploit the opportunity
to deviate from the Capital Asset Line in the Capital Asset Pricing Model, pursuing low
Sharpe Ratio "bets" and speculate with the DAPR offered by the bondholders’ put. The
aggravation of this agency cost will trespass the bank’s balance sheet to penetrate into
the asset management industry (as the major owners of the bank’s debt), and ultimately
into the real economy. Wealth-transfer and value destruction are two consequences of the
dominance of equityholders in their private "game" against bondholders. This is even more
pronounced when bondholders do not have the chance to steer the restructuring to attain
a fair agreement that partially compensates their losses, as would do in an admissible DES
(Debt to Equity Swap) as analysed in Chapter 5 of this thesis.
More particularly, the DAPR brought about by Bail-in will change the profile of
the trade-off between value and risk for equityholders. The relationship between risk and
value becomes less concave and eventually convex as the solvency "flirts" with PONV, and
equityholders can boost the riskiness of the assets without sacrificing too much of the value
of the bank (in technical term the ratio of vega to delta decreases, and hence more volatility
can be traded for less value). This is more acute with the new Bail-in Write-Off CoCo bond
than with the Equity Conversion CoCo. However, under both structures, the high risk-
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taking appetite of equityholders are higher relative to the traditional Bail-out (let alone
full equity expropriation) as demonstrated in Chapter 5. Consequently we believe that
bondholders’ monitoring costs would rise, as they will not passively await to be reimbursed
while the DAPR-induced agency costs lurk under the surface.
We also believe that covenants in CoCo bonds proposed in Chapter 6 are an
effective way to curb risk-taking. When solvency is high, contractual covenants will swiftly
incorporate the additional risk premium via upward coupon resetting that exerts discipline
on banks and dents shareholder returns. The equityholders are not able to trade easily the
bank value off against volatility for two reasons: the concave nature of the equityholders’
return on equity at each ratchet trigger point, and the higher cost of capital once triggered.
As solvency deteriorates and moves towards the CoCo trigger or the PONV these become
less effective (as well as the fact that higher coupons erode solvency further more) as the
equityholders’ incentive to "gamble-for-resurrection" negate the above effects. Therefore,
at this point, when CoCo bonds trade at a "distressed" level, the monitoring effort becomes
ineffective. In these events we propose a different type of covenants, namely asset and debt
sweeps.
Notwithstanding that, we have emphasized through-out the thesis that the current
CoCo format is not admissible as it exacerbates the agency cost as well as the perverse
incentive of “gambling for resurrection”. The Writedown CoCo bond should be abolished
as it provides "free" equity to equityholders as well as shrinking the balance sheet of the
bank in an environment where lending to the real economy is tight. The Equity Conversion
CoCo is a NADES that presets the conversion price in advance making equityholders losses
smaller (at the expense of equityholders). In both case, especially with the former, the
perverse incentives are augmented. Our CoCo proposal in Chapter 6 that converts at the
prevailing share price (with a discount) when the CoCo triggers mirrors the equity raise
that could take place at these distressed levels. Bondholders would be converted at a fair
price and would dilute equityholders in the same way as a distressed equity raise. Thus,
equityholders would have a bigger incentive to curtail risk taking or raise equity before the
“painful” dilution sets in.
However, this CoCo proposal does not do away entirely with the agency costs
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problem. Equityholders could shy away from any equity raise (because they lack the capital
or they are not interested anymore) and “gamble for resurrection” as they “sit” comfortably
on contingent capital provided by CoCo holders. Therefore, they still recover some part of
their capital (if their “gamble” goes wrong) through bondholders’ losses and this could turn
out to be sufficient for their risk taking “adventure”. We therefore suggest in Chapter 6 a
revolutionary approach to permanently extinguish the moral hazard and the Bail-in agency
cost by creating a Contingent Equity Base (CEB) contributed by future equityholders. If
existing equityholders face full dilution (as it would occur if full expropriation happens in
a similar fashion to SNS, Bankia or BES) on a going concern basis, equityholders would be
more mindful and risk averse when taking on risk, especially as the solvency moves closer
to the PONV/CoCo trigger. Our proposal suggests a generous fee for the contingent equity
base to make a commitment. Having this equity line obviously makes existing equityholders
worse off versus the existing structure, from the recovery value standpoint. However Bail-
in, in the current format, is fundamentally flawed and has to be removed. We requires
a structure where equityholders can face full expropriation (without committing public
money) if their financial and business decisions are mistaken. Our CEB proposal is not
different from a full going concern equityholders expropriation and equityholders should
come into terms with it. Bail-in is boosting the value of banks as expropriation is withdrawn
from a going concern restructuring. It does not seem to bode well with the spirit of the
"Absolute Priority Rule" to impose losses on a bondholder that bears all the downside and
benefits from no upside. This creates perverse incentives.
In general the analysis of impact on the cost of capital of the new financial regu-
lation has been muted from both academic and practitioners. We firmly believe that the
cost of capital for banks is poised to rise on the back of the required monitoring costs and
the peculiarities of the Bail-in framework as argued in Chapter 7. The former arises as the
traditional banks’ debt investors, such as mutual funds, insurers, long only funds etc., will
be forced to strengthen their research capabilities (more fundamental analysts) as they will
be exposed to going concern losses. Moreover, in reality any unsecured debts are effectively
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contingent convertible via regulatory powers, and hence some passive or indexed funds3
could not be able to buy and hold a bank bond expecting to be fully repaid or "bailed out".
They will also need to monitor the fundamentals of the banks and the costs of which will
in the end be borne by the equityholders via higher risk premium. As far as the latter are
concerned, we foresee both subordinate and senior debt coupon rising as investors factor
in the agency cost and the change in payout of their embedded option (debt in the upside,
equity or full write-off in the downside). The compulsory solvency and leverage ratios, in-
cluding the TLAC, will force banks to issue more CoCo bonds or unsecured debts which
will increase the overall cost of debt. Moreover, as soon as interest rates norrmalise from
the current historical lows and investors’ appetite for these high yielding bonds attenuate
in a rising yielding environment, we envisage CoCo bonds’ coupons (and to a lesser extent
other unsecured debt) moving closer to the pre-tax cost of equity, especially AT1 CoCo
bonds that do not have the equity upside (a fixed income instrument) but have the equity
downside (coupons can be suspended and their capital impaired on a going concern basis).
Even if one assumes, as we do, a lower cost of equity on the back of a decreasing , our
unlevering and relevering  analysis demonstrates the  of some banks falling below one.
This is still a very optimistic outcome as we believe the  of the banks in general, due to the
intrinsic operating / financial leverage and earnings volatility, should warrant a  above one
(this should even render a higher COE and thereby a higher WACC under our framework).
This trend, coupled with decreasing ROE (consequently of higher equity, lower leverage,
less ROE intensive businesses etc.) should put a "dent" in banks’ share prices. This may
even accentuate equityholders’ risk appetite. Such possible impacts of higher WACC on the
real economy are a topic for future research.
3Some asset managers are not allowed to invest in equity-like instruments such as CoCos.
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Chapter 9
Appendix: Basel III Debt
Overhang: The Special Case of the
Net Stable Funding Ratio
The Net Stable Funding Ratio (NSFR) is one of the new liquidity ratios proposed
by Basel III that aims at promoting a more stable funding base for banks in the long-term
by improving the duration matching between assets and liabilities. During the financial
crisis, many failing banks’ balance sheet were characterized by long-terms assets (loans,
mortgages etc.) funded by short-term liabilities (repo, short-term debt etc.). Hence the
liquidity shortage that came about through the first months of the crisis prevented these
banks from rolling over their debt compromising the integrity of the world financial system.
The introduction of Bail-in and the potential increase in the cost of debt via CoCo
and Bail-in able debt could potentially encourage banks to issue secured debt: deposits,
short-term or covered bonds (which are usually short-term debt) which are excluded from
the Bail-in framework. This situation could actually worsen the maturity mismatch that in
general characterizes the banking industry. To mitigate that risk, the regulator introduces
the net stable funding ratio (NSFR), a new ALM (Asset Liability Management) ratio to
tally the duration of both asset and liabilities to avoid the overreliance on the short-term
debt market
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The choice between short and long-term liabilities for banks is not an obvious one.
Short-term liabilities usually command lower cost of funding for banks. It is moreover a
powerful discipline tool for investors to capture the increasing risk appetite of the bank and
to reflect it into the new debt1 as the bank secures new funding. However, short-term debt
is prone to liquidity “squeezes” should the bank fail to roll over the debt that leads to an
increase in the default probability of the bank. Long-term debt promotes financial stability
and maturity matching though it is more costly for banks2. There is an additional problem
which has been overlooked so far on the face of the new NSFR ratio. Long-term debt could
give rise to debt overhang which could undermine the effectiveness of some of new Basel III
rules (higher solvency and leverage ratios3).
In this Chapter we aim to explain the debt overhang problem of the NSFR. It
discusses the debt overhang problem from the duration perspective and the trade-off between
short and long-term debt from the agency cost point of view. It then briefly explains the
nature, characteristics and goals of the NSFR. It also outlines the debt overhang problem
in the context of the NSFR (and the presence of CoCo/Bail-in-able Debt as well) giving
way to the debt overhang analytical model to show the peril of the debt overhang posed by
the NSFR.
9.1 The Debt Overhang Problem: the duration perspective
The popular Modligliani and Miller model (1958) demonstrates that under “per-
fect” market conditions, financing and investment decisions are not correlated. However it
is well known that frictions in the market such as tax costs of bankruptcy and agency costs
1Whereas long term debt (as opposed to short term debt) does not have to be refinanced/reimbursed
and thus only the yield (and not the coupon) of the security (bond or loan) captures the increasing risk
premium.
2Investors tend to require a premium to compensate for lending long term as the default probability is
higher. Banks need to manage the duration and interest rate risk (through hedging for example) pushing
up the overall cost of funding.
3Strictly speaking, regulators and governments cannot force banks to lend (even after a Bail in) provided
that they are still private entities with enough capital and liquidity. Even if a CoCo triggers at 7% to restore
Core Tier 1 at 10%, the bank can still suffer from debt overhang as it cannot be legally forced to lend to the
real economy (as it happened during the sovereign crisis). This can prompt banks to forego positive NPV
projects.
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somehow undermine this postulate. It is the latter, the agency cost in general, and the debt
overhang in particular, the focus of this Chapter.
The debt overhang is one of the typical agency costs between equityholders and
bondholders and was first outlined by Myers (1977). There are instances where indebted
banks (and corporate firms) may bypass profitable projects as they increase not only the
value of the equity but also the value of the debt and their immediate benefits accrue
to debt holders4 instead of equityholders. Hence, should the increase in the value of the
debt exceed the NPV of the investment, this positive NPV project for the firm results
in a negative NPV project for equityholders. If so, the project is not undertaken and
the debt overhang underinvestment problem gives rise to an agency cost that lowers the
firm value.5The debt overhang problem is more relevant for banks than for companies due
to the maturity transformation and financing role banks play in the real economy. The
aftermath of the 2007-2009 and the 2011-2013 sovereign crises are two illustrative cases of
debt overhang where highly levered (and “Bailed-out”) banks bolstered solvency and capital
ratios (to comply with the new Basel III rules) by decreasing lending and shredding assets.
This has had pernicious consequences, especially in the Eurozone, where the biggest banks
have curtailed lending and financing by 15% since 2008.
In the debt overhang underinvestment model of Myers, short-term debt is reim-
bursed before the investment is undertaken and thereby the company is free of agency cost.
However, there are many instances where both long and short-term debts mature after the
investment has been carried out (Diamond and He (2011)) leading to agency costs. Short-
term debt comes with little or no debt overhang (Calomiris and Kahn (1991), Diamond and
He (2011), Flannery (1994), Myers (1977)) provided that the debt can be refinanced easily.
Nonetheless, if there is a liquidity crisis and the short-term cost of funding rises, the short-
term debt overhang6 can actually be more pronounced than the long-term one (Vu, Brown,
4Via debt repayment or lower default rate.
5Moyen (2007) reports a 2.61% and 4.98% loss in firm value owing to underinvestment stemming from
both long and short term debt overhang respectively.
6Basel III has included a new compulsory liquidity ratio that aims to promote short term liquidity in the
banks. Going forward they should be able to withstand a 30 day liquidity shortage period with their own
liquid assets.
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Chai (2011)). So the debt overhang does depend on the bank’s financing strategy and the
liabilities profile (seniority, maturity etc.7). According to Myers (1977), if a company has
a lucrative investment decision and has repaid all its short-term debt, then the company is
free from agency costs of debt and undertakes the project. However, if the debt maturity
is longer and the company invests in the project (especially a “distressed” company), the
proceeds are shared or even transferred to debt holders (wealth transfer) at maturity via
lower risk of default (and higher value of the debt). Consequently, it seems that long-term
debt poses a higher debt overhang than the short-term debt.
It seems there is no straightforward answer to solve the debate between short and
long-term overhang. What is clear is that debt overhang does influence investment and
default decisions of equityholders (Diamong and He, (2011)). The decision of investing in
a positive NPV project can pose short-term debt overhang, if the default risk is high and
short-term bondholders are repaid through the proceeds (or no debt overhang if the company
is risk-free and all benefits accrue to equityholders), or otherwise long-term overhang, as the
proceeds lower the default probability of bondholders at maturity. Therefore, the timing of
the debt maturity is a relevant issue for banks, especially now with the introduction of the
NSFR that forces banks to acquire or term out their long-term debt funding.
9.2 The Net Stable Funding Ratio (NSFR)
The NSFR aims to reduce the maturity mismatch between asset and liabilities
and hence the funding risk by ensuring that all banks hold a reasonable amount of stable
funding based on the maturity profile of their assets. The NSFR counterbalances and curbs
the incentives to hold short-term debt stemming from Bail-in and the liquidity ratio8 by
reducing the amount of short-term liabilities that can fund long-term assets. The NSFR
is calculated by dividing the available stable funding (ASF) by the required stable funding
(RSF). The ratio has to be always higher than 1:
7Whether the debt is short or long term, secured or unsecured etc.
8The former gives incentives to issue non Bail in able or secured debt (cash, repo, covered bonds etc)
whereas the latter encourages banks to hold cash and highly liquid short term instruments.
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(Available Stable Funding)/(Required Stable Funding)100%
The amount of ASF is calculated by applying weightings to different liabilities.
Then, they are compared with the amount of RSF through the application of weightings to
all the assets and off balance sheet items of the bank. The NSFR will ensure stable funding
on an ongoing basis especially when:
• The bank is undergoing a sharp fall in profitability and solvency owing to market,
credit or operational risk (either systemic or idiosyncratic risk).
• The bank has been downgraded triggering a heightened credit or counterparty risk.
• The bank’s reputation or credit quality has been called into question arising from a
material event (probe, rogue trading etc.)
In the last Basel III monitoring exercise (December 2013) conducted by the EBA
(European Banking Authority) the average NSFR was 105% among 130 European banks,
78%met or exceeded the minimumNSFR requirement (100%) with a stable funding shortfall
of 470mn (2% assets). Therefore, European banks have come a long way with meeting
this compulsory liquidity ratio. Figure 9.1 demonstrates the continuous increase in the
NSFR since 2011 with a steady growth in ASF boding well with the active long-term debt
issuance of banks over the last three years. What this report does not show though is the
acute deleveraging undertaken by banks through-out the sovereign crisis which has enabled
the banks to achieve the NSFR in a short period of time (Figure 9.2).
9.3 The Debt Overhang in the Context of the NSFR
As described in the quest of doing away with the intrinsic problems of the banking
industry namely low equity, high leverage and asset-liability mismatch, Basel III comes up
with a new liquidity ratio, the NSFR, to tackle the traditional mismatch between assets and
liabilities duration in the banking industry. Conceptually, this ratio could undermine the
effectiveness of other measures, namely higher capital ratios and loss-absorbing instruments
which aims at, among others, reducing the debt overhang in a financial crisis. On the one
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Figure 9.1: Evolution of the NSFR; Source: Basel III Monitoring Exercise, Dec 2013 EBA
& author
Figure 9.2: Asset Growth Evolution since 2009; Source: Annual reports & author
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hand, banks are incentivized to issue low cost secured debt (as it falls out of the scope of
Bail-in) with short maturities. On the other hand, systemic banks are required to comply
with a compulsory Total Loss-Absorbing Capacity (TLAC)9 thereby forced to issue long-
term unsecured Bail-in able debt. Therefore, the TLAC and the NSFR neutralize the appeal
of secured debt10 as a funding source for banks pushing up the overall cost of funding for
banks. Not only will the NSFR extend the duration and cost of the right hand side of the
balance sheet but it could moreover give rise to debt overhang, an event which has been
overlooked by the regulator.
We believe that, through the new Bail-in and liquidity framework, short-term
overhang in banks has been attenuated. Recall, short-term debt overhang arises in entities
that are facing financial distress and requires to roll over short-term debt as it comes due.
If they fail to do so, they default. Banks, as going concern entities that should not fail11
in the future, will be forced to operate with high liquidity (liquidity ratio and NSFR)
and equity (Core Tier 1) buffers as well as loss-absorbing instruments (CoCos) boosting
solvency levels. This would dampen any liquidity shortage fear and minimize the likelihood
of another financial crisis and thus the default probability in the short-term. Consequently,
banks will not rely as much on short-term debt12 as in the past.
However, long-term debt overhang can arise on the back of the liability duration
extension (via NSFR) especially in times of stress when the bank’s solvency is low or CoCos
(or Bail-in able debt) have been triggered. In the former, the bank will strive to bolster and
replenish capital ratios especially through deleveraging13 so it could bypass any positive
NPV project (that consumes capital within the solvency ratios) that transfers wealth to
9Guidance is around 8%-10% of liabilities or 23%-25% of RWA for systemic banks. Thus, European
banks must fulfil the TLAC using contractual (CoCos) or statutory (Tier 2, Senior etc) loss absorbing going
concern instrument and non systemic banks (also systemic) are required to meet the MREL as explained in
previous sections.
10Banks can then issue longer term secured debt but the cost will rise and the asset expansion will be
constrained by the leverage ratio (5%-7% assets).
11Due to systemic risk, deposit runs etc.
12The repo market funding cost is on the rise and banks are implementing measures to reduce their reliance
on this market.
13We show later how equityholders will be reluctant to raise equity at depressed prices as well as missing
out on the opportunity to share losses with CoCo holders should solvency ratios keep deteriorating.
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bondholders. In the latter, the ultimate beneficiaries of this going concern recapitalization
are either the Bail-in-able (however not Bailed-in) debt (Senior, Tier 2 bonds etc.) or the
secured debt (covered bonds, deposits etc.) or both. They now “sit” on a higher capital
cushion bringing down the default probability embedded in the price of the unsecured debt.
Assuming the CoCo has restored the capital ratio to the minimum level set out by the
regulator, the bank (and equityholders) could be dissuaded from pursuing a positive NPV
project as the payoffs are received by the long-term bondholders (via coupon and principal
repayment as well as a lower probability of default embedded in the market price of their
instrument).
Consequently, it seems that the debt overhang is “seeded” by the NSFR, lurks
through-out the normal operations of the bank and looms as soon as the bank solvency
is compromised, especially should contractual or statutory Bail-in be invoked. Then, any
positive NPV investment could be foregone as the payoffs quickly accrue to the debtholders
at maturity which are now longer in time. If the short-term debt overhang was more
relevant in the past arising from the funding mix (high proportion of short-term debt) and
the default probability (banks could actually default i.e. Lehman), long-term debt overhang
risk is now more pronounced. Regulators, through a combination of different solvency
and liquidity rules, are mitigating the short-term default risk (and hence the short-term
overhang) but aggravating the long-term debt overhang by lengthening the duration of the
liabilities. In other words, once solvency ratios are replenished through Bail-in or equity
raising, there is no compulsory piece of legislation that forces the banks to invest in positive
NPV projects14. Consequently, the main beneficiaries of the positive NPV investments are
long-term bondholders. This potential wealth transfers from equity to debt could become
a constraint (for investing and financing the real economy) to the banking industry and
aggravate the debt overhang problem.
14Reason why the recent ECB measures (LTRO, ultra low interest rates, senior ABS bond buying etc)
have failed to feed through to the real economy as NPLs-riddled banks are struggling to raise capital to
comply with the new solvency rules.
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9.4 Illustration of the Debt Overhang in Banks Under the
NSFR
In the above sections we argue that debt overhang can arise as a result of the
increasing duration of the banks’ liabilities, especially in time of “financial” distress as banks
will strive to replenish and bolster capital to market levels (and not just the mandatory
minimum ratios). Under Basel III, Debt Overhang (DO) could arise under two scenarios:
1. Equityholders can be reluctant to raise capital to fund new projects, as the solvency
ratio deteriorates that lowers the probability of imposing “losses” on CoCo holders.
As shown in previous chapters, this is obvious with Writedown/Off styled bonds but
also with Equity Conversion bonds due to the Non Admissible Debt to Equity Swap15.
Imagine a 8% Core Tier 1 bank with a 7% trigger Writedown CoCo whose equityhold-
ers consider to issue external equity (and not subscribed by incumbent shareholders)
to prop up capital and invest in a positive NPV project. The share price is so low
that shareholders are reluctant to issue capital at these levels to bring in new investors
(and suffer dilution). Moreover, the presence of a CoCo (which is already trading at
“distressed” high yield levels) is a deterrent to invest since any equity raise (or the
payoff of any positive NPV project investment) will quickly accrue to CoCo holders
(via higher value of debt). Furthermore, they could miss out on the opportunity to
share losses with them exacerbating the wealth transfer from equity to debt.
Berg and Kaserer (2011) proposes the following metric for the magnitude of DO.
In the absence of DO, one dollar of equity contribution increases the asset value by the
same amount. However, in the presence of DO, the increase in the asset value required to
motivate equityholders to invest one dollar is greater than one. Then,
() + 1 = ( + ) (9.1)
where  = Equity,  = Value of the Assets
15Shareholders suffer dilution but they still have the incentive to “steal” bondholders as the CoCo price
and conversion terms are preset in advance at higher levels (Non Admissible Debt to Equity Swap).
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Using Taylor expansion,
 ≈ 1∆
and hence the inverse of the delta is a proxy for the degree of DO that the presence
of Bail-in in general and CoCos in particular can lead to. Therefore, equityholders can be
reticent to invest new equity in a low solvency environment (where the Core Tier 1 is close
to the CoCo trigger or PONV16 ) because it decreases the probability of imposing losses on
CoCo or Bail-in able debt holders.
2. When solvency ratios are low and close to the CoCo Trigger/PONV or either CoCos
or liabilities have been “bailed in” through contractual or statutory rules and solvency
restored to the mandatory level set out by the regulator, any positive NPV project
could be forgone since the positive payoff will automatically accrue to long-term bond-
holders via lower probability of default17 . Moreover, the bank will strive to bring its
capital ratios in line with peers, among other things, not to pay a premium for its
cost of debt, which will make the management and equityholders reluctant to invest
and transfer wealth to bondholders.
Figure 9.3 demonstrates the sequence of a bank whose solvency ratios are deterio-
rating and could undergo debt overhang (when facing a positive NPV project) on the back
of the increasing duration of its liabilities.
At  = 0, the bank is operating with a Basel III Core Tier 1 (CT1) of 95% and is
aiming for a 105% Fully Loaded (including the Combined Buffer18) Basel III CT1 (FLCT1)
by 201919. Market peers are running a 115% Fully Loaded CT120 (PFLCT1). Therefore
the bank is building up capital to comply with the FLCT1 however its objective is to “catch
16Point of Non Viabiity.
17And through the NSFR the amount of long term debt is much higher than in the past.
18Including the capital conservation, countercyclical, and systemic (for TBTF) buffers that will take the
FLCT1 up to the 10.5%-11% levels.
19The deadline set out by Basel III.
20Banks are expected to run a buffer above the FLCT1 (as they are actually operating now) amongst other
reasons to run a healthy CoCo coupon coverage buffer above the Combined Buffer and keep their funding
costs down.
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Figure 9.3: Funding choices; Source: Author
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up” with peers and run similar solvency ratios (PFLCT1). Moreover, the bank is compliant
with the NSFR at 100% and it boasts an ample base of liquid assets to withstand any
financial distress event. The bank also has a Tier 2 CoCo with a 7% conversion trigger.
At  = 1, the bank experiences a one-off loss that takes the CT1 down to 8%.
The CoCo is not triggered. The NSFR remains unchanged and the bank faces no liquidity
shortage thanks to its ample liquid asset base. Hence, the bank experiences no short-term
debt overhang21 thanks to the existence of long-term debt that does not have to be rolled
over immediately. The bank is not in distress let alone facing any bankruptcy event.
The bank has to bolster capital to reassure investors, bondholders and the regulator
which are expecting the bank to be fully compliant with the FLCT1 in the short/medium
term. Until it meets its solvency targets, the bank will be forced to pay a premium for
its funding costs22. Moreover, as the bank is not compliant with the FLCT1 (and thereby
breaching the “Combined Buffer”) it will face dividend restrictions (however not CoCo
coupon restrictions as Tier 2 bonds have mandatory coupons) for equityholders. The bank
will also be closely monitored by the regulator in terms of bonus payouts for its bankers and
some other corporate activities (such as mergers and acquisitions, share buybacks, etc.).
The bank has two options: increase the numerator (net income + equity) or de-
crease the denominator (RWA) of the CT1 ratio to achieve the FLCT1. The bank could
raise equity (probably at a discount to the existing share price and would further dilute
equityholders) or boost net income through profitable investments (which is capital inten-
sive). The other option is deleveraging (which is ROE dilutive23) through assets sale and
lending “freezing”.
Now the bank is facing a positive NPV project and it is considering the investment.
The project can be funded through equity (new equity or existing), junior (CoCo) or other
unsecured debt. Raising new equity at a discount price and after a period of distress will not
be appealing for equityholders. The signalling problem of selling new equity is aggravated
by DO since the existing equityholders will only benefit if the value of the new equity
21A more likely event during the 2008 financial crisis.
22Nowadays, any bank which is below the FLCT1 (though not compulsory until 2019) is paying a premium
for its cost of funding, especially at the subordinated level.
23Via lower net interest margins.
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is overpriced and exceeds the overhang loss to bondholders.24 Using existing equity25 is
capital consuming in an environment with scarcity of capital for the bank. The bank will
also struggle to raise junior debt (CoCo) until the solvency ratios are restored. Bondholders
will be wary of investing in a CoCo due to the agency cost attached to it and they will
demand a high premium for it.
The reason why neither new equity nor CoCo are feasible at this point is due to the
fact that new investors will bear the risk of further potential losses which were previously
borne by existing bondholders. Since new investors will ask for a premium to invest in the
bank, the increase in the wealth of the existing bondholders comes at the equityholders’
expense
Tapping into the unsecured market (senior or subordinated) will not be a straight-
forward task either as the bank will have to pay a premium for the new debt.26 So it seems
that the bank could forego the investment opportunity and, provided that it is operating
as a going concern entity, the regulator cannot force it to invest /lend.
Equityholders will turn their eyes on to the right side of the balance sheet to realize
that most of the liabilities are long-term. Since the bank is not in financial distress, short-
term debt does not lead to DO. It is the long-term debt that can give rise to DO since the
bank, in the short to medium term, can conduct activities which are debtholder friendly,
such as:
• Replenish capital
• Suspend dividends and share buybacks
• Abandon corporate activities such as mergers and acquisitions
• etc.
24Reason why banks have resorted to asset sales rather than equity raise (which they also have) to bolster
capital levels.
25In reality, a dollar of investment consumes a dollar of equity and hence the solvency ratio is unchanged
until the project yields profits in a reasonable time horizon.
26Or if the leverage ratio (Equity/Assets) has deteriorated as a result of the loss, then it will make matters
worse by increasing the leverage of the bank.
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If the bank invests in the positive NPV project, the payoff will be shared with
bondholders (wealth transfer) and it could turn into a negative NPV project for equity-
holders.
Let us demonstrate this analytically. Let us take a bank with a current market
value of its assets denoted by 0 that follows a log-normal distribution.
The value of the assets at any time is
 = 0
µ
−
2
2
+  
¶
where  ∼ (0 ) and  = constant volatility. We assume the bank complies already with
the NSFR at 100%, meaning their assets and liabilities are fully matched.
At  = 0, the bank has equity  and long-term debt . The existing assets
generate at T=2
 ∈ {  }
where
∆ :=  −  0
and
 := Prob[ =  ]
where  = minimum future value of the assets with  of debt and  = maximum future
value of the assets with  of debt.
The bondholders’ payoff are,
() =
⎧
⎨
⎩
 = £¤ if  = 
 = £ ¤ if  = 
with ∆ =  − The expected payoff for the bondholder is
 + (1− ) =  +∆
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At  = 1, the bank is facing a positive NPV project. Investing  increases the
probability  to  +∆ and thereby the project has a positive NPV so long as
[( +∆) + [1− ( +∆)]]− [ + (1− )]  
or
∆∆−   0
If the bank finally invests in the project, bondholders payoff is increased by
[( +∆) + [1− ( +∆)]]− [ + (1− )] = ∆∆,
whereas the equityholder payoff is diminished by the portion accruing to bondholders
∆∆−  −∆∆.
Therefore the existing debt plays the role of tax on investment and hence, unless
∆∆−   ∆∆
equityholders would bypass the project. Consequently, positive NPV projects for the firm
such as
∆∆  ∆∆−   0
are rejected because they become non positive NPV for equityholders.
We now aim to demonstrate how the shift from short-term to long-term liabilities
always give rise to DO as long as the bank is not in financial distress (Diamond (2011)).
Since the value of debt is the difference between the bank and the equity value, the DO, as
a measure of the agency cost, is the marginal improvement of the value of debt when the
bank invests in a positive NPV project that increases the value of the bank at  = 0, 0.
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The value of the debt is the present value of the debt minus a put option
(0 ) = 0(1−()) +
³
 − 
√
´
where  = ln( 0)+22√ ,  = face value of debt (1 = short-term debt; 2 = long-term
debt);  = maturity (1 = short-term debt maturity; 2 = long-term debt maturity).
Then the debt overhang (DO) is measured by
(0 ) = ((0 ))0 = 1− ((0 ))0 = 1−∆(0 )
where ∆ is the delta hedge for the call option under the Black-Scholes model.
This equation accounts for the impact that a change in the value of the debt has on
the overall value of the bank. By looking at the difference between the short and long-term
debt overhang
∆ ≡ (1 1)−(2 2)
where 2  1 to hold the bank leverage constant,
(01 1)−(02 2) = 0
thereby, ∆ is negative which makes sense given that long-term debt always gains more
from any increase in the assets in place (0) translating into a lower investment incentives
for equityholders (Diamond (2010)). Then under a Black-Scholes-Merton framework,
(01 1)  (02 2)
whenever
(01 1) = (02 2)
Hence short-term debt comes with a lower overhang than long-term debt27.
27Except for banks that exhibit a short term high default risks (Diamond, 2010).
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To conclude, with the new banks’ capital regulation, the short-term DO has been
attenuated through a combination of liquidity (liquidity and NSFR ratios) and solvency
measures (higher equity, Bail-in etc.) that lowers the probability of a short-term default.
However, the presence of higher long-term debt in a bank which is operating with low
solvency ratios (before or after Bail-in or CoCo trigger) could potentially exacerbate the
DO. The bank will endeavour to prop up capital which will ultimately benefit bondholders
via shareholder unfriendly actions (deleveraging28, dividend and share buyback suspension,
constraints on ROE-accretive corporate actions such as M&A etc.). Should the bank face a
positive equity-funded NPV project (and given the long-term profile of the bank’s liabilities
stemming from the NSFR), the bank could pass up the investment since the payoff would
be quickly captured by bondholders. This wealth transfer from equity to bondholders could
curb the investment appetite for equityholders until capital ratios are fully restored.
9.5 Concluding Remarks
The credit “squeeze” led by the aftermath of the financial crisis underscored the
necessity of grappling with the intrinsic debt overhang of the banking industry. Basel III
advocated for higher equity, lower leverage, more contingent capital and a more stable
funding base. The first two seem to tackle more directly the debt overhang problem by
forcing banks to hold sufficient equity to fund positive NPV projects, even in times of
distress. The last two could actually counterbalance the positive effects of higher equity and
lower leverage. In this Appendix we have focused on the NSFR (and briefly touching upon
the CoCo related debt overhang) that leads to an extension of the liabilities duration. This
feature could actually aggravate the debt overhang problem especially in times of distress
when Bail-in has been invoked (contractually or statutorily) and the bank faces positive
NPV projects. The presence of longer term debt than in the past curbs the incentives to
fund profitable investments whose payoff accrues to long-term bondholders. Moreover, once
the capital ratio has been restored to the minimum level, the bank cannot be forced to lend
28It has been proved throughout the financial and sovereign crisis that shredding assets is an easier and
faster capital bolstering measure.
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(as proved over the financial and sovereign crisis) and will strive to raise more capital (by
deleveraging for example) to achieve their (or their investors) desired capital ratio. The
fact that the regulator (and the market) is expecting the banks to run “buffers” above the
minimum capital ratios (for example 11.5% PFLCT1), is an incentive for banks to hoard
capital until they achieve the targeted levels set out by the market/investors. Therefore,
long-term debt overhang (stemming from the NSFR) can quickly arise when banks reject
positive NPV projects on the back of the wealth transfer from equity to bondholders.
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Chapter 10
Appendix: AT1 Summary Terms
10.1 Euro AT1s
Figure 10.1: EUR AT1 Terms; Source: AT1 Handbook; Societe Generale (2016)
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10.2 USD AT1s
Figure 10.2: USD AT1 Terms; Source: AT1 Handbook; Societe Generale (2016)
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10.3 Senior and Tier 2 CoCos
Figure 10.3: Senior and Tier 2 CoCos Terms; Source: AT1 Handbook; Societe Generale
(2016)
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